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LETTER OF HJBMITTAL .
To tfie Congressof the United IiHatea:
In compliance with the provisions of the act of Wrch 3, 1915, establishing the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, I situnit herewith the Ftiteenth AnnuaI Report of the
committee for the fiscxdyear ended June 30, 1929.
It is evident from the committee’s report that, ikhough material progress has been made
in aeronautics duxing the past year, the best efforts of knerica are needed to keep pace with
other progressive nations in the rapidly developing science of aeronautics. Attention is invited
to Part Y of the committee’s report presenb a s~ary of tie Progr=.~ fic~t de~elOp-
ment, and especially to the conclusion, wherein the committee expresses certain opinions with
reference to the reIative position of the United States and other nations that me active in the
development of aeronautics.
I concur in the commitke’s opinion that progress on the two outst~ding problems of
increased safety and decreased costs necessitates ixmtinuous soienti6c research on the funda-
mental problems of flight. To this end erkged facilities are being provided at the committee’s
laboratories at Langley Fieldj Va.
It is gratifying to note the committee’s opinion that the efforts of fi agencies, governmental
and private, concerned with the technical development of aircraft are effectively coordinated
in prosecuting the research programs of we committee. --
HERBERT HOOVER.
Tmz TVEUTE HOUSE,
December 6, 1929.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
h“ATIONALADVISORYCOMMImEE roR AERONAmCS,
TWadington,D. (7, Norember 19, 1929.
Mr. PRESIDENT: In compliance with the provisions of the act of Congress approved
March 3, 1915 ~. S. C., p. 1698, sec. 153), I have the honor to transmit herewith the Fifteenth
Annual Report of the National Advisory Committee for “Aeronautics for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1929.
Subshm%aI progress has been made during the past yesx in the scientific inw=tig~t:ion of .
the fundamental problems of flight. me Army, Na~, and Department of C~erce air
organizations, the ‘Weather Bureau, and the Bureau of Standards have cont,inged to cooperate
effectively for the general development of kmrican aeronautics. The efforts of go~erg.mentaI
agencies, of the aircraft, industry, of universities teaching aeronautical engineering, l and of
individuals active in the field of technical development have been hugely coordinated through
the tecbnicaI subcommittees of the National Advisory Committee for &cmautics, with the
remdt that the aeronautical research programs of the comtnittee have been prosecuted efficiently
and without duplication, and existing facilities throughout the country have been utilized to
good advantage. The net remdt has been continuous improvement @ the design and per-
formance of airoraft.
Attention is invited to Part V of the committee’s report presenting a summary of progress .
in aircraft development. The committee has taken note of constant improvement in foreign
types of aircraft, especitiy in militmy aircraft, and beIieves that our best efforts me necessary
ta keep pace with foreign progress in this rapidly advancing art.. Developments in military
airoraft continue to find application in the improvement of commercial aircraft. The most
titaI problems confronting aeronautics at this time are the needs for greater safety and for
lower costs. On these basic problems the committee is concentrating its major effort.
The committee is grateful to the President and to the Congress for the liberaI support of
scientic research in aeronautics and My believes that the continuous prosecution of funda-
mental research is the most effective guarantee of continuous progress. . .
Respectfully submitted. “
JOSEPHS. AMES,
Chairman.
THIJ PRESIDEIW~j
The White Howe, Wa8hingfon,D. i?..
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FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMIT1’EEFOR
AERONAUTICS
‘iVASmNGTON,
To the Congressoj & Unitsd States:
D. C., i’fOW7h~ H?, 1929.
. .-. .
In aooordance with thg act of Congress approved March 3, 1915, eatabIishing the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, the committee submits herewith its Mteenth annual
report for the fical year 1929.
The most significant fact in the progms of aeronautics during the pMt year is that the
airplane has found a place in the transportation needs of the countqy. Its accelerated develop-
ment. as a mlitmy weapon during the great war ga-re promise of its uh.imate successful use for
purposes of business and of pleasure. An ensuing decade of scientic research, of ditary
experimentation, and of earnest study and application of fundamental principks of aerodynamics,
and we now witness the aiqdane used reguhmly with increasing safe~ and efilciency, on a growing
network of airways, carrying more and more passengers, mail, and merchandise at steadily
decreasing costs.
The airplane as an improved means of transportation may be expec’ted not only to bring
our own people closer together but to bring the nations of the world closer i% us. The peoples
of tdl progressive nations are taking an interest in aeronautics. The present generation of
Americana is Iearning how to see America from the air. The great interest of the youth of our
land indicates that the risii generation may use the airplane as naturaUy, rdthough perhaps got
as generalIy, as we use motor cars today.
It is di.fEcuItaccurately to appraise the aignfmmce of the prisent period of transition through
which we are passing. The rapid advancement of technicrd science and increased economic
pressure are bringing results steadily in improving the safety and efficiency of aircraft. The
Federrd Government has followed a wise constructive po~cy for the development and encourage-
ment of the civil uses of aircraft upon a sound economic basis. The tempora~ overexpansion
in certain phases of the aircraft industry is but characteristic of new and promising industries in
herica. The groundwork for oommeroird aeronautics has been well laid. The important
figures that indicate the growth of American aemmautics, according to offioial estimates of the
Department of Commerce obtained November 1, 1929, show, for example: That operating
companies in the United States have developed scheduled air transport services which fly
approximately 82,000 mika ddy; that them are 170 diiTerenttypes of airphmes Iicensed by the
Department of Commerce, inchding 12 types having two or more e+nes; that there are approxi-
mately 9,300 licensed or identfied civil aircraft in the United States; that there are 35,000 miles
of airways of which approximately 12,500 miles are Iighted for night flying; that mail carried
by aircraft has inoreased tenfold since 1926 to an estimated total for 1929 of 8,000,000 pounds;
that paying passengers have incre8sed from 8,000 in 1926 to 85,000 in 1929; that there are now
1,520 airports and Ianding fields and over 1,200 proposed; that 8,900 oi&Iian pilots’ licenses and
28,000 pilot student permits have been issued.
These are etiencm of the present growth in the use of airoraft and refleot the progress made
in the &sign, construction, and performance of aircraft. The factor that has contributed the
1
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most to the improvement in the airplane itself J.MS?.Monthe direct as.si@ance of the Ftidcral. . _____
Government during the past 10 yearn. During most of this time the major stress was laid on
improving the characteristic of airplanes for the national defense. The demands upon military
aircraft are much more exacting and much more difE@L to meet than@ the C* of commercial
aircraft, and hardly a single military iinprovement has failed to find an app~icationin commercial
aircraft. In more recent yaara the Federal Gwmument, through the actititiw of the Aero-
nautics Branch of tho Department of Commerce and the extended weather-report service
provided by the Weather Bureau, has provided those essential aids to air navigation that are
properly the function of the Government. These f@..gN, combined with. tke fimdamental
scientific research wmducted by the Na3ional Adviso~.Committee for Aeronautics, tho results
of which are applicable. alike to milh.ry and commercial aircraft, and the engineering and
experimental development work of the Army and Navy, have stied largely to pave the way for
a greater development in commercial aviation in America, uninfluenced either in nature or
extent by direct cash subsidies.
All of the experience with aircraft, governmental and private, emphasizes the ncc.d for
greater safety and greater efficiency, for despite the wonderful record of progress and accom-
plishment there are accidents, and aviation is still e~pensive.
The War, Navy, and Commerce .lXpartments arikeeping systematic records of the causes
of accidents .in accordance with a plan proposed by the committee, and these records are given
intensive study by the subcommittee on aircraft accidents. Wherever this study indicates the
need for the scientific investigation of any particular problem, the matter is referred to the
appropriate technical subcommittee to ini!iate the ne&ssary item of research. It is the duty
of the technical subcommittees to outline the speci& problems to be attacked and prepme
program of rmearch, which embody the allocation of the problems recommended “to various “-
agencies, public and private, that are best equipped to- undertake given investigations. Most
of the fundamental investigations conducted by the committee have. a be~ring alike on the
improvement of military and commercial airplanes, and the results are brought to the attention
of the governmental agencies concerned, of the manufacturers of aircraft, and of others interested,
through the committee’s Office of Aeronautical Irit+-JU~ggce.That office ,servee as the Govern-
ment depository for scientific and technical data on aeronautics, and collects, analyzes, classifies,
and disseminates such data originating both. at home and abroad.
The airplane must be made safer ud leas costly. . On thesq major problems the committee ‘
is concentrating most of the efforts of the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory at Langley
Field, Vs., the facilities of which are being expanded under appropriations made for the purpose. -
In this connection the committee wishes to e.spressits appreciation to the President and to the
Congress for the liberal support by the Government of .sc!entificr_me.archin.aeronautics. .&foney ___
expended in this direction is constantly yielding new. knowledge obtainable in no other way.
The members of the National Advisory Committee @r Ae.wnautics are enthusiastic over thg , . . . .
prospects for the future of aeronautics in America, an~, while not mafig prophecies, nevei%he-
lessfirmly believe that with the continued support of coordinated scientfic research, there will be ---
continued progress in the solution.of the basic problems of increased safety and of increased effi-
ciency in aviation. It is primarily in this manner that the aiipkme will ultimately be enabied to -
render its fulleat service to mankind as an agency of transportation that k dwtined to contribute ._
much to the advancement of civilization..
This annual report is submittad in five parta. ‘Part I describw the organization of the
committee, states its functions, outlines the facilities available under the committee’s dir~ction
for the conduct .of scientific.resewh i.paeronautic?, -qqda”ins the activities and growth of the
Office of Aeronautical Intelligence in the collection, analysis, and dissemination of scientific
and technical data, and -presents a financial report of-expenditures during the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1929. ,
In Part II of this report the committee describes.@ miscellaneous activities, including the
study of aircraft accidenh, the consideration of aeronautical inventions and designs, the relations
with the aircraft industry, and the cooperation with other governmental agencies.
,..
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In Part 111 the committee presents reports on the major results of its fundamental work in
the form of reports of its standing technical subcommittees on aerodpamics, power plants for
aircraft., materials for aircraft, and problems of air navigation, which include statements of
the organization and the functions of each and of the progress of in~estigations conducted under
their general cognizance in governmental and privaM laboratories.
In Part IV the committee presents summaries of the Technical Reports published during
the past year, and enumerates by title the Teohnical hTotcis,Technical Memorandums, and
Aircraft C’ircuIarsissued.
In Part T the committee presents a summary of progress in the technical development of
aircraft. The report cIoses with a reference to the factors that have contributed to the advance-
ment.of American aeronautics.
.-
—.
PART I
ORGANIZATION
,
FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
The National Advisory Committee ,for Aeronautics was established by act of Congross
approved March 3, 1915. The organic act charged the conunitt~. with the supcq+sion and
direction of the scientific study of the problenis of flight with a view to their practical solution,
the determination of problems which should be experimentally attacked, and their investiga-
tion and application-to practical questions of aermautk The act also autho~ed the corn-
mittee to direct and conduct. research and experimentation in aeronautics in such laboratory
or laboratories, in whole or in part, as may be placed .~der its direction,
Supplementing the prescribed duties of the committee under its organic act, its broad
general functions may be stated as follows:
First. Under the law the committee holds itself rtt.the setice of any departmentor agency
of the Government interested in aeronautics, for the fym.ish@g of inforn@ion or assistance in
regard to scientific or technical matters relating to aeronautics, Wd in particular for the inves-
tigation and study of fundamental probloms submitted by the war and Navy Departqlents
with a view to their practical solution. I
Second. The committee may also exercise its functions for any individual, firm, association,
or corporation within the United States, provided that such individual, fire, association, or
corporaticm defray the actual cost involved.
Third. The committee institutes reseorch, investigation, and study of problems which, in
the judgment of its members or of the members of. its various subcommittees, are needful and
timely for the advance of the science and art of aerori~u.t&s.in iti. vafio~s branches. -.
-. .
Fourth The committee keeps itself advised of the..progress made m research and expori- ~ “”‘
-—
mental work in aeronautics in all parta of the world, particularly in Englandl Franm, Italy,
Germany, and Canada,
Fifth. The information thus gathered is brought to the attenfiog of the various subcom-
mittees for consideration in couection tith the prep~atiog of programs for research and
experimental work in this country. This informaticm is also made available promptly to the
military and naval air organizations and other branc~ ,of the Government and such as is not
confidential is immediately released to university laboratories and aircraft manufacturers
.
interested in the study of specific problems, and also to the public.
Sixth. The committee holds itself at the service..of the .I?ms&n!, the COWSSS, ~d the .._
executive departments of the Government for the consideration of special problems which may
be referred to it.
By act of Congress approved July 2,1926 (Public, No. 446, 69th Cong.), and amended March
3, 1927 (Public, No. 748, 69th Cong.), the committee was given an additional function. This
legislation crea@d and specilied the functions of an_Aeronautical Patents and Design Board,
consisting of an Assistant Secretary of War, an Wtant Secretary of the lNavy, and an histant
Secretary of Commerce, and provided th@ upon favorable recommendation of the N’ational
Advisory Committee for Aeronautic the Patents iiiid Design Board shall determine ques-
tion~ as t.a the use and value to the Government of_aercmautic&kventions submitted to any
branch of the Government. The legislation provided that designs submitted to the board
should be referred to the National Advisory Committea for Aeronautics for its recommendation
and this has served to impose upon the committee tha additional duty of considering on behalf
of the Government all aeronautical inventions and designs submitted.
4
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ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMITTEE
The membemhip of the NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics was increased from
12 to 15 memb~ by the act of Congress approved March 2, 1929 (Public, No. 908, 70th Cong.),
which reads as foIIows:
An Act to increasetheraemberahipof the NationalAdvisoryCommitteefor Aercnauties
Be it enacted @ the Senate and House oj Reprewmtatice.s of the United Btates of Amem”cu in Congress aa&mbl@
That the membershipof the NationalAdvisoryCommitteefor Aeronautic is herebyincr@asedfrom twelve
membersto f5fteenmembers:Prom”ded, That the three additional membersf.abe appointedby the President
shallbe acquaintedwith the needs of aeronautical science, either chil or military, or sidled in aeronautioel
engineering or ii% Mied sciences, ancl EhaUserve ea such without ecnnpenaation.
The qualMcations prescribed for the three additional membem me identical with the
qualifications prescribed for the five members from private life authorized in the organic act.
The organic act of 1915, as amended by the abovequotsd act, provides for the appointment
by the President of 15 members of the committee, as follows: 2 members from the War
Depwtmentj from the office in charge of military aeronautics; 2 members frcm the Navy
Department, from the office in charge of naval aeronautics; a representative each of the f%gith~
sonian Institution, the United States Weather Bureau, and the United States Bureau of Stand:
ards; and not more than 8 additiomd persons acquaintd with the needs of aeronautical
science, either civil or military, or skiIIedin aeronautical engineering or its died sciences. The
Iaw further provides that all members as such SIISU serve without compensation.
On April 5, 1929, the President appointed the three additional members authorized by the
act approved March 2, 1929, as follows: Hon. Harry F. Guggenheim, preeident of the Daniel
Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics; Eon. William P., McCracken, jr., As&t-
ant Secretary of Commerce for Aeronautic; and Hon. Edward P. Warner, editor of Aviation.
On June 13, 1929, Capt. Emory S. Land (C. C.), United States Navy, submitted his resigna-
tion as a member of the committee on account of his extended leave of absence from active duty
in the Navyj and under date of July 6, tie presid~t appointed Conmmqder John H. Towers,
United States Navy, Assistant Chief of the Bureau of .keronautics of the Navy, to sucieed
Captain Land as a member of the committee. Commander Towers executed the oath of office
on JuIy 18, 1929. He had pretiou~y serv~ as a nav~ representative on the committee horn
January 10, 1917, to August 16, 1919.
Under date of July 2, 1929, Brig. Gen. William E. Gillmore, United States Army, submitted
his resignation as a membm of tie co~ttee on h relief from duty as chief of the mnt&iel
division of the Air Corps, and under date of August 6, Brig. Gen. Benjamin D. Foulois, GeneraI
Gilhnore’s successor as chief of the matdrie] di~lon, was appointed ta succeed Km as a member
of the committee. General Foulois executed the oath of office on August 14, 1929.
The entire committee meets twice a yem, the mud meeting being held in October and the
semianmd meetirg in April. The present report includes the activities of the committee
between the annual meeting held on Octiber 18, 1928, and that heId on October 24, 1929.
The organization of the cornmittie at the CIOSS of the past year was as follows:
Joseph S. Ames, Ph. D., chairman, pr~dent of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
Md.
David W. Taylor, D. Eng., vice chairman, Washiggtonj D. C.
Charles G. Abbot, SC.D., secret~ of he Smithsonian Institution.
George K Burgess, Sc. D., Director of the Bureau of Standards.
Wdliam F. DurarId, Ph. D., professor emtitus of machanical engineering, Stanford
University, California.
Maj. Gen. James II. Fechet, unit~ Sta& by, Chief of the Air Corps.
Brig. Gen. Benjafi D. FouIois, United States Army, chef of the mat6riel division.
Air Corps.
—
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Harry l?. Guggenheim, M. A., president of the
Promotion of Aeronautics.
WWam P. “McCracken, jr,, Ph.”B., Chicago, Ill.
FOR AJ?J30NAUTICS
Daniel Guggenheim
Charles F. .Marvin, M. E.~Chief of the Weather Bureau,
-- .
Fund for the
Row Adtiral Wfl”iam A.’ Moffett, United States Navy, Chief of the Bureau of Aero-
nautics, Navy Department.
-.
S. W. Stratton, Se. D,, president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam-
bridge, Mass.
Commander John H, Towers, United States Navy, Amiatant Cti~efof the Bureau of
Aeronautics, Navy Department.
Edward P. Warner, M. S., editor of Aviation.
Orville Wright, SC:”D., Dayton, Ohio.
MEETINGSOF THE ENTIRECOMMITTEE
The semiammal meeting of the entire cornmitte~..washeld on April 18, 1929, at the conl-
mittec’s headquarters in Washington, and the annual meeting on October 24, 1929, also at the
committee’s headquarters. At these meetings the .~ecent progress in aeronautical reseafch
was reviewed and some of the principal problems of aeronautics were discussed. Administrative
reports were submitted by the secretary, Mr. John F. Victory, and by the Director of the Office
of Aeronautical. Intelligence, Dr. Joseph S. Ames. --
At both the annual and semiannual meetings 130et.oi&nes, m chairman of the executive
—.
committee, prmented detailed reports of the research work b@ conducted by the commit tce
at the Langley Memorird Aeronautical Laboratory, Limgley Field, Hampton, Vs., and exhibited
charts and photographs showing the methods used and the resultsobtained in the more important
investigations.
The election of officers was the concluding feature of the annual meeting. The officers of
r.
the committee wore reelected for the .en.suingyear, as follows: Chairman, Dr. Joseph S. Am-;
vice chairman, Dri’ David W. Taylor; chairman executive committee, Dr. Joseph S. Ames;
vice chairman executivo committee, Dr. David. W. TWIOTS —
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
For the purpose-of carrying out the work of the Advisory Committee the regulations provide
for the electio~ annually of an executive committee, b consist of seven members and to include
in addition any member of the Advisory Cornmittea.no.t othewiw a member of the WgcutiVe ._ .
committee, but resident in or near Washington, and giving his time wholly or chiefly to the
special work of the committee.
As a remdt of the appointment of three additional members “to the .Advisory Committee ‘“ - ‘-
during the past year, the executive committee has been increased from 11 to 13 members. Its .
present organization is as follows:
Joseph S. Ames, Ph. D., chairman.
.
David W. Taylor, D. Eng., vice chairman.
Charles G. Abbot, Sc. D.
George K. Burgess, Sc. D. “” ““‘- “ ...-.
Mhj. Gen. James E. Fechet, United States Army.
Brig. Gen. .Benjamin D. Fouloi~ United States Army.
William P. MacCraclien, jr.
Charles F. .Jfarvin, M. E. .-
Rear Admirai William A. Moffett., Utited &&es Nrmy.
..
S. W. Stratton, Sc. D. ., ——. -.
Commander John H. Toweii, United States-Navy.
.
Edward P. Warner, M. S.
Orville .Wright, Sc. D.
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The executive committee, in accordance with general instructions of the Advisory Com-
mittee, performs the functions prescribed by law for the whole committee, administcm the
affairs of the committee, and mercises general supervision over all its activities.
,r.-
The executive committee has organized the necessary clericaI and technical staffs for han-
..-
dhng the work of the committee proper. General responsibility for the execution of the @icies
and the direotion of the activitiw as approved by the executive committee is vested in the
Director of Aeronautical Research, Mr. George W. Lewis. He has “immediate charge of the
scientific and technical work of the committee, being directly responaible to the chairman of the
executive committee, Dr. Joseph S. Ames. The secretay, LMr.John F. Victory, is ex officio
secretary of the executive committee, directs the administrative work of the organization, and
exercises generrd supervision over the expenditures of funds and the employment of personnel.
SUBCOMMITTEES —
In order to facilitate the conduct of its work the executive committee has organized the
following standing committees with subcommittees as indicated:
Aerodynamica-
Subcommittee on airships.
Subcommittee on aeronautical research in universities.
Power plants for aircraft.
Materials for aircraft- -
Subcommittee on metds.
Subcommittee on woods and glues
Subcommittee on coveringg, dopes, and protective coatings.
Subcommittee on aircraft structures.
Problems of air navigation—
Subcommittee on problems of communication.
Subcommittee on instruments.
Subcommittee on meteorological problems.
Aircraft accidents.
Aeronautical inventions and designs.
Publications and intelligence.
Personnel, buildings, and equipment.
Governmental relations.
The organization and work of the tec.hnixd committees on aerodynamics, power phmts for
aircraft, materials for aircraft, and problems of air navigation are covered in the reports of them
committees in Part III of this report, while the activities of the committee on aircraft accidents
and the committee on aeronautical inventions and designs are included in Part II under the
subjects of the study of aircraft accidents and the consideration of aeronautical inventions.
respectively.
Statements of the organization and functions of the administrative committees on publics -
tiona and intelligence; personnel, buiId@s, and equipment; and governmental relations, foIIow:
--
—
.
.—
.—-
->-.
COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE
—
FUNCTIONS
1. The collection, classification, and difhion of technical knowkdge on the subjeot of
aeronautics, including the results of research and e.xperirnentalwork done in aU parts of the
world.
2. The encouragement of the study of the subject of aeronautics in institutions of learning.
3. Supervision of the Office of Aeronautical Indigence.
.. ..4,
4. Supervision of the committee’s foreign oflice in Paris.
5. The coI.Iection and preparation for publication of the Technical Reports, Technical
Notes, Technical Memorandums, and Aircraft Circulars of the committee. *
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ORGANIZATION
Dr. Joseph S, Ames, chaignan.
Prof. Charles l?. Marvin, vice chairman.
Miss M. M. Muller, secretary.
COMMITTEE ON PERSONNEL, BUILDINGS, AND EQUEMENT
FUNCTIONS
1. To handle all matters relating to personnel, including the employment, promotion, dis-
charge, and duties of ~ employees
2. To consider queetions referred to it and m.almrecotiendations regarding the initiation
of projects concerning the erection or alteration of laboratories and offices. *
3. To meet from time to time on the call of “thechairman and report its actions and”recoin- “
mendationa to the.executive committae. .
4, -To supervise such construction and equipment work as may be authorized by the eiocu-
tive committee.
ORGANIZATION
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman.
Dr. David W. Taylor, vice chairman.
Prof. Charles F. Marvin,
John F. Victory, %cretsly.
COMMPM!EE ON GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
FUNCTIONS
1. Relations of the committee with executive department and other branches of the
Government.
2. Governmental relations with civil agencies. &
ORGANIZATION
Prof. Charles F. Marvin, chairman.
Dr. David W. Taylor.
John F. Victory, secretary.
QUARTERS FOR COMMITTEE
The headquart+msof the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics qre located in the
rear of the eighth wing, thir@ floor,. of the hTaw. .Bu~dingZ.Eight%nth. MY! B s~ee~ NW.}
Washington, D. C:, in close proximity to the Army and Navy air organizations. This space hw
been officially assigned for the use of the committee by the Public Buildings Commission. The
administrative of%ce is also the headquarters of the ~arious subcommittees and of the Office
of Aeronautical I&N.igence.
The committee has been seriously handicapp~ in its ability to discharge ite functions
most effectively by the lack of sufficient office space. The committee’s needs have been pre-
sented from time to time to the Public Buildings (lom@ssigg? and ~though that–~mmi=ion
has appeared fully appreciative of the situation only partial relief could be granted. D&g
the pastyear the committee has obtained 400 additional square feet of office space, making the
total ofice. space in Washington 7,394 square feet, The committee regrets that it has been
prevented by lack of quar@m from rendering the fullest possible measure of usefuI service to
the public and to the aircraft-industry. It appears that substantial relief must await progress ‘-
in the prosecution of the Federal building program in Washington.
Field stations of the committee are the La@ey Memorial Aeronautical Laborrdm-y, at
Langley Field, Hamptonj Vs., and the office of the technical assistant in Europe, located at the
American Embassy in Paris.
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The scientific investigations authorized by the committee me nott d conducted at the
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, but the facilities of other governmental labora-
tories are utikzed, as weII as the laboratories connected with institutions of learning whose
cooperation in the scientific study of specfic problems in aeronautics has been secured.
..—-
THE LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
The Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory is operated under the direct control of
the committee. It is located at Langley Field, Vs., on a plot of ground set aside by the War
Department for the committee’s use. The Laboratory was started in 1916 coincident with the
establishment of Langley Field.
The laboratory is organized with six ditions, es follows: Aerodynamics division, power
phantsdivision, tecbnicaI sem-ice division, flight operations division, property and cleticd divi-
sion, and a recently created hydrodynamics diwision. The laboratory is under the imrnediat~
direction of an engineer in charge, Mr. Henry J. E. Reid, subject to the general supervision of
the officers of the committee.
During the past year dhority of law was obtained for the construction of a full-scaIe
wind tunnel at an estimated cost of $900,000, a seaplane channel at an estimated cost of
$208,0001 and a combination heating plant., storehouse, and gmage at au estimated cost of
$30,000. The latter structure was erected on plot 16 d- the SUIIIDHof 1929 at a cost of
$27,055. It is a brick structure 102 by 52 feet by 29 feet high, with an outside brick smoke-
stack 64 feet high.
The War Department has assigged to the committee additional space on a suitable part of
Langley Field for the erection of the full-scale wind tunnel and for the construction of the
seaphine channel. It is expected that these structures wiII be in operation during the fiscaI
year 1931. In its estimates for the fiscal year 1931 the committee has requested authority for
the erection of a permanent new brick hangar to replace the present steel hangar which must
be removed to make way for extensive mihry improvements at Langley Field.
There are nine structures at prwent comprising the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labo-
ratory, housing actititiea as follows:
1. A research Laboratory buiId@ containing administrative ofiices, tecbnical library,
photographic laboratory, and headquarters of the various divisions.
2. An atmospheric wind tunnel building containing a 5-foot y-ind tunnel of standard type
with a closed throat, and a refrigerated wind tunne~ with an open-throat diameter of 6 inches
for the investigation of ice formation on aircraft.
3. A mriabledensity wind tunnel building, housing the variabbdensity wind tumd. A
research balance of an entirely new dr@n intended to insure greater rdiability, accuracy, and
adaptability for model tests has been installed and this equipment is again in full operation
aftw the he which destroyed the mechanism on August 1, 1927. In rebuikihg the tunnel
after the fire the design was changed to an open-throat type with the same throat diameter of
5 feet. In rebuilding the tund features were incorporated which resuked in greater eftlciency
and ease of operaticn, better accessibility of apparatus,- improved quality of air flow, and the
ehnination of alI combustible material. This building also houses the new jet-type wind tunnel
for investigations at approximately the velocity of sound in air, or in excess of 75o miles per
hour. Waste air from the variable-density wind tunnel is utiIized by means of the injector
principle to create a flow of air through a test chamber 12 inches in diameter at speeds up to
800 mdea pa hour.
4. Two engine dynamometer laboratories of a semipermanent type equipped to cam-y on
investigations in connection with power plants for aircraft.
5. A service building containing aminstrument laboratory, drafting room, machine shop,
woodworking shop, and storeroom.
6. A propelIer research tmmel in which tests may be made in a 20-foot air strewn at 100
miles per hour. This equipment permits the fulLscale testing of propeIIers, fuselages, and
landing gears. .
lW39i~2
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7. An airplane hangar with a repair shop and facilities for @iyg care of airplanes used in
flight research.
8. A combination heating plant, storehouse, and garage.
Items 1, 2, 3; 4, 5, and 8 above are located .on plot 16. Item 6; the propelkx research
tunnel, is located within 2 blocks of the laboratory headquarters arid is near the site of the
proposed full-scale wind tunnel and seaplane channel. Item 7, the airplane hangar, is located
on the flying field.
Recognition by the Government of the necessity. of satisfying the increasing demand for
new and accurate knowledge on the fundamental problems of flightihas made possible the
development of the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory as an efficient research organi-
zation numbering .181ergployees at the close of the fiscal year 1920. The work of the laboratory
is conducted without interference with military operations at the field. In fact, there is a
splendid spirit of cooperation on the part of the mditary authorities, who by their helpfulness
in many ways have. aided the committee materially in its work.
‘ THE OFFICE OF AERONAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE
The Office of Aeronautical Iiitilligence was established in the early part of 1918 as an intt’gral
branch of the committee% activities. Its functions. are the collectim, classification, and diffu-
sion of technical knowledge on the subject of aeronautics to the military and naval sir organ-
izations, aircraft manufacturers, educational institutions, and othe~ interested, including the
results of research and experimental work conducted in all parts of the world. It is the officially
designated Government depository for scientific and technical reports and data on aeronautics.
l?romptly upon receipty all reports are analyzed, classified, and brought to the special
attention of the subcommittees having cognizance and to the attention of other interested
parties through the medium of public and confidential bulletins. Reports me d.pplicatecl
where practicable, and distributed upon request. Confidential bulletins and reports are not
circulated outside of Government channels.
The records of the committee show that during the past year there has been an increase of
47 per cent over the previous year in the distribution of technical publications. A total of
16,923 written requests for reports were received during the year in addition to innumerable
telephone and personal requests and 77,729 reports were distributed upon request, which
represents an increase of 28,189 over last year.
The technical publications were distributed as follows:
Committeeandsubcommitteemember---. -----. ------- ——----------------- 1,739
LangleyMemorialAeronauticalLabomtiw----------------------------------- 2, S18
Ptmisofficeof the committee----------------------------------------------- b,222
ArmyAirCo~S--------------------------------------------------------- .2, 352
lNavalAh-Service,includingMarineCOWS----------------------------------- 3,499
3fantiacturem----------------------------------------------------------- 15,619
Educationalinstitutions--------------------------------------------------- 9,515
Bureauof S&ndati --------------------------------------------------------- 670
MkceUaneous------------------------------------------------------------ 62,942
Totaldistribution----------------------------------------------------- 10~076
The above &yres include the distribution of 33,259 Technical Reports, 17,763 TechnicRl
Notes, 29,554 Technical Memorandums, and 14,093 Aircraft Circulaxs of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics. Part IV of this report presents the titles of the publications
issued during the past year the distribution of which is included in the foregoing figures.
To handle efficiently the work of securing and exchanging reports in foreign countries, the
committee maintains a technical assistant in Etiope, with headquartera at the American
Embassy in Paris. It is his duty to visit the government and privata laboratories, centers of
aeronautical information, and private inditiduak in Engkmd, France, Italy, Germany, and
other European countlies,. and endeavor to secure for America not only printed matter which
would in the ordinary course of events become available in this country, but more especially
.
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to secure advance information as to work in progress and any technical data not prepared in
—.— .
printed form, which would otherwise not reach this country. John Jay Ide, of Nev York, has
served as the committee’s technical ae@mnt in Europe since April, 1921.
.
FINANCIALREPORT
The appropriation for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for the fiscal year
1929, as carried in the independent offices appropriation act approvod May 16,”1928, was
$615,770, under which the committee repor~ expenditures and ctdigations du+-ing the year ‘
amount~m to $611,633.27, itemized as follows: -- ..__u
persorudEticm _____________________________________________________ $448,771.16
%ppk! andutti __________________________________________________32,714.07
Communicationservice--------_ -_-= ------------------------------------- 1,X37.63
Travele~m~------------------------------ ________________________ l% 620.46
Transportationof t@s.--=------------------------------------------- 97?.44
Furnishingof d~ticity---------_--.----. ------------------------------- 7,511.30
Rentof office (Pati)-------------------------------------------------- ff60. 00
Repaira and dtemtio~------------------------------------------------- 3,779.51
SpsciaI investigations and ~ofi ---------------------------------------- 47,222.15
Equipment ----------------------------------------------------------- 63,809.56
E~dturm --------------------------------------------------- 611,633.27
PerscmneI mme---------------------------------------------------- 3,300.00
Unob@tedb&nce--.---_-_.-_------_-_-_-_-_-_---_-_-_-_--_:--------- 8%.73
To~----_---_______--=-------------------------------------- 615,770.041
. .
. —
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In addition tothe above, thecoti tteehad aseparate appropriationof$ 13,000 forprint-
ingandbinding, of which$12,925.61 was expended.
The appropriations for the fiscal yem 1930 imtal $1,300,000, -which includes $525,00cI
toward the construction of afull-scale wind tunnel at an authorized cost of $900,000; and
$30,000 for the conetructionofa combined heating phmt,storehouse, and garage. In addition
there is an appropriation for the iiscal years 1929 and 1930 of $208,000 for the construction
of aseaphmec hannelwhich, in efiect,whenadd edtothe regular appropriation for1930, makes
the tatal appropriation for 1930, $l,508,000.
-.
-
——-
PART II
GENERAL ACTIVITIES
STUDY OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
In response to request of the Air Coordination Co@ttee, consisting of the Assistant fjecre- ‘
taries for Aerommtics in the Departments of War, Navy, and Commerce, the I?ational Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics organized, in March, 1928, a special committee on the nomen-
clature, subdivision, and classtication of aircraft accidents, to prepare a basis for the classifica-
tion and comparison of aircraft accidents, both civil and military. This committee made a
detailed study of the problem, and as a result drew up a chart for the analysis of accidents,
combining consideration of the immediate causw, ‘~derlyi~~ causes, and results of accidents.
This chart, together with a detailed expkmation, W@ published in October, 1928, as Technical
Report No. 308 of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, entitled “Aircr~ft-
Aocidents-Methods of Analysisj”
.. .
and was officia~y adopted for use by-the War, Navy, and -” ““”
Commerce Departinents.
On completiorr of .thiareport, the special committee on the nomenclature, subdivision, and
classification of aircraft accidents was discharged, and, as it was thought probable that the
introduction of the proposed chart would redt in questions as to interpretation and suggestions
as to changm, and that a study of the information obtained born the application of the method
of analysis would indicate that certain features in aircraft operation or construction should be
given more detailed study or consideration, a new standing committee on aircraft accidents was
appointed with the same personnel as the special committee, to consider from time to time such
new questions regarding aircraft accidents aEmight appear desirable or as might be brought
befcweit.
The present membership of the committee on @craft accidents is as follows:
Dr. George K Burgess, Biu%au of Standar& ch~an.
_..
Lieut.”Harold Brand, United States Army, Air Corps, War Department:
.—
Edw~d l?. Hotiard, Aeronautics Branch, Department of Commerce. —
George W. Ikvia, NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Lieut. Commander L. C. Stevens, United Statea Naiy, Bureau of Aeronautics, Na+y
1 .=:
Departrncuit. .=
Hon. Edvrard P. Warner, .edit.orof Aviation: --- . . .. —
The cotittee whti fimt organized included in its m~mbership the following Army and
Navy officers who have supplied valuable information regarding the study of accidents in their
respective services, and who have siqce been relieved from membership upon their transfer to
duty outside of Washingto~:
Lieut. J. D. Barker, United States by. :- -”
— —
Lieut. Charles R. Brown, Unitad Sta@ Navy. l
Lieut. D. B. Phillips, United 5tates Army.
Doctor Burgess has expressed a desire to be relieved as chairman of this committee, and
it is therefore contemplated that when the revision now being made of the report on methods
of accident analysis has been completed, he will be succeeded in the chairmanship by Mr.
Warner.
The committee has been aided from time to time in the study of its problems by a number
of invited representatives from the Government organizations concerned, among whom were
the following:
Dr. L. H. 13iuer, Aeronautics ,Branchj D~p=ment of Commerce.
Dr. H. J. Cooper, Aeronautic Branch, Deptiitment of Commerce.
12
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Commander R. G. Davis (M. C.), United States Navy.
P. Edgar, Aeronautic Branch, Departmenfi of Commerce.
Lieut. COLL. M. Hathavay (M. C.), United States &my.
F. J. Martel, Aeronautics 13ranc.h,Department of Commerce.
Lieut. C?ommmder John R. Poppen @I. C.), United States Navy.
Lieut. Stanhope C. Ring, United States Navy.
E. R. Strong, Aeronautics Branch, Department of Commerce.
Starr Truscott, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
The analysis of aircraft accidents by the Army, Navy, and Department of Commerce in
accordance with the standard method conhd the comksion pretiously reached, that a
hwge percentage of aircraft accidents are due to pilots’ errors. The need for the study and
analysis of the defects or shortcomings of pilots which account for. this fact was brought to
the attention of the committee on aircraft accidents by Lieutenant Phillips, at that time a
member of the committee. The initial meeting of the accidents committee was held on ~Iarch
16, 1929, to consider this problem, and meetings have been held at frequent intervals since
that date. Consideration has been given not only to problems affect~ the persmmel element
in accident causes, but to a number of other aspects of the subject as welI.
In the period which has elapsed since the adoption of the chart as a standard method of
accident analysis, its value has been detitely demonstrated. The analysis of accidents in
accordance with the prescribed standard has enabled the three semrices to learn important
facts as to causm of accidents, and to take appropriate steps toward remedying these causes.
It has “madeit possible for the Aeronautics Branch of the Department of Commerce to reorganize
its inspection service on a more effective basis.
Some doubt has been expressed as to the possibtity of actually standar&ing accident
statistics on account of the probable lack of consistency in analyses made by different individuals
or groups of individuals. In this copnectiop it is of interast to note that.thq results obtained
in the analysis of a Large number of accidents by different indi~duals and groups showed
exceLIentagreement.
In view of the Iarge percentage of accidents due to pilots’ =COIS,the prompt ~d thorough
study of accident statistics is of great importance, particuldy in connection with the issuance of
licenses to pilots of civil aircraft by the Department of Commerce. A study has been made by
the committee on aircraft accidents of some of the more important influenc~” contributing to
pilots’ errors. The importance of adequate flight training, sspecidly for pilots in commercial
semice, inch-ding a reasonable amount of actual piIoting experience, is evident, and during the
past year Congress has authorized the secretary of Commerce to provide for the examination
and rat~ingof civihan schooIs giving instrudion in flying.
Some of the more important mental and physicaI characteristics of pilots which Meet their
ability to operate aircraft safely were given consideration by the committee on aircraft accidents.
It was found that a large percentage of the piIot’s &dent responsibility had been ascribed in
the accident analysis to “poor reaction.” Important information as to this phase of the problem
was presented to the committee by medical authorities from the War, ATavy, and Commerce
Departments, and in these discussions suggedions were pm+ented which were of benefit h the
members in connection with the work of their respective departments in the prevention of
accidents.
Other physiological factors entering into the accident prgblem were discuss+, imduding
sight, hearing, general health, effect of worry, etc. The influence of these factors on the efficiency
of the pilot is evidence of the value of speciahzed medical supervision over flying personneL
The accidents committee is now engaged in a rewision of Technical Report No. 30S, Air-
craft Accidents-Methods of Analysis, clarifying the detitions in t-he light of the experience
gained in the analysis of accidente by the three Government services, and including some of the
suggestions presented in the discussions in the meetings of the committee. This revision when
completed wilI be published as a TechnicaI Report of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics.
....-
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CONSIDERATION OF AERONAUTICAL INVENTIONS
By actmf Congress approved July 2, 1926, a Patents and Design 130ardwas created, and it
was provided that upon recommendation of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
the board should determhe questions as to the use and due to the Government of aeronautical
inventions submitted to the Government. By act “of Congress approved March 3, 1927, the hct
.-
of July 2, 1926, was amended in such a manner as to tit the board to the consideration of such
cases as were fCiVOI’db]y recommended to it by the National Advisory Conuddmfor Aeronautics.
This relieved the board of the burden of considering cases which were unfavorably recommended
by the committee, but at the same time it made the NTationalAdvisory Committee for Aero-
nautics responsible for the final disapproval of the large majority of the devices submitted as
applications for awards.
In order to discharge the duties devolving upon the committee under this legislation, a com-
mittee on aeronautical inventions and designs was created, the present membership of which is
as follows:
Dr, D. W. TayIor, chairman,
Dr. George K. Burgess, tice chairmu.
Prof. Charlee F. Marvin.
Commander John H. Towers, United States Navy.
J. F. Victory, secretary.
Inventions and designs submitted areconsidered by the Director of Aeronautical Reecarch.
The committee ofi aeronautical inventions and designs considers in committee only such inven-
tions or designs a.rare presented by the IXRector of Aeronautical Research or are recommended
for committee consideration by any other membar of the National Adviso~ Committee. The
Dixector of Aeronautical Research is authorized to.submithis unfavorable recommendations direct
to the Aeronautical Patents and Design Board, but any favorable recommendations must be
considered and made by the committee on aeronautical inventions and designs.
Under the present procedure careful consideration is given to all inventions and designs
submitted. The Aeronautical Patents and Design Bo~d and the National”Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics are working in harmony and the burden of considering large numbers of indentions
is placed so as to reduce the demands on the time of the members of the committee on aeronautical
inventions and designs and of the members .of the.Aeronautical Patents and D-” Board to
the consideration of submissions which have received competent preliminary examination and
are deemed worthy of further consideration.
In the past year, which was the third year of the operation of the Aeronautical Patents and
Design Board, the committee received about 2,400 letters relating to inventions. Fifty per cent
of these represented wholly new submissions. This number includes 150 inventions and designs
submitted to the Aeronautical Patents and Design Board. In each of these cases the committee
made a report b the board as to the merits of the device. The remaining cases, being addressed
to the committee, were acted on by direct correspondence with the submitters. Two cases were
sufficiently meritorious to warrant+a~orable recommendation.
RELATIONS WITH THE AIIK!RAFT INDUSTRY
In 1926 the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics established the policy of holding
at its laboratmy at Langley Field, the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, annual
conferences with representatives of the manufacturers and opmatom of aircraft. The purpose
of these conferences was to give to aircraft manufacturers and operators an opportunity to
become acquainted with the facilities for aeronautical research at the committee’s laboratory
and also to afford them an opportunity to make suggestions to the committee as to aeronautictil
research problems of interest to the industry which in their opinion the committee is especially
equipped to solve.
In accordance with thii policy, the Fourth Annual Aircraft Engineering Research Con-
ference was held at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory on hiay 14, 1929. In
addition to the representatives of the indust~, the conference was attended by representatives
.-
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of aeronautical journals and of educational institutions engaged in the teaching of aeronautical
,engineering. The committee was represented by ita officers, members of the main committee,
and the members of its com”ttees on aerodynamics and power plants for aircraft. The con-
ference was presided over by Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman of the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics.
At the mom.ing s~ion the principal investigations under way at the laboratory were ex-
piained by the engineers in charge of the work, and charts were exhibited showing some of the
results obtained. Some of the more important investigations outlined were the study of pres-
sure distribution over the “wings and tail surfaces of pursuit airplanes; the study of w-aterpres-
sure distribution on seaplane floats and hulls; the determination of the stresses on the oleo type
land~ gear in landing; the effect of mass distribution on the spinning characteristics of air-
phmes; the tiect of slots and flaps on the performance of aircraft; the effect on airplane per-
formance of the N. A. C. A. low-drag cowling for radial air-cooled @es; the study of cooling
with the N. A. C. A. covdhg; interference effects between wing and propelkr; the effect of high
tip speeds on propellers; the development of the Roots type supercharger; and the development
of a high-speed heavy-oil fuel-injection engine. At the close of the smsion, the representatives
of the industry were conducted on a tour of inspection of the committee’s laboratories, and the
research equipment was shown in operation.
The afternoon session was devoted to the discussion of the problenm of commercial aero-
nautics, and 24 suggestions were made, chiefly by representatives of the industry. A number
of these problems were already a part of the committee’s research program. Among the prob-
lems discussed were the causes of abnormal spins of airplanes; the reduction of airplane resist-
ance and the study of interference effects; the interaction between engine nacelle, propeller, and
wing; and the study of take-off and landing characteristics. The need for the thorough study
of the characteristics of seaplanes and flying boats was pointed out, and it was announced that
the committee had obtained authority from Congr~ and was proceeding with phms for the con-
struction at Langley Field of a model tank for the testing of models of seaplanes and flying boats.
The 24 suggestions presented at the conference have since been carefully considered by
the committee on aerodynamics, and two of them—the determination of load and load distribu-
tion on commercial type airpkmes, and the wind-tunnel investigation of the placing of nacelles
with biplane structures, including the measurement of propeller efficiencies-have been incorpo-
rated in the committees research program.
FoUowing the conference, demonstration flights were made by the Pitcairn Autogiro,
through the courtesy of Mr. Harold F. Pitcairn, and by the Stinson Detroiter with the Packard
Diesel heavy-oil engine, throiigh the courtesy of Mr. L. M. WooIron and the Packard Motor
Car Co.
RIGID AIRSHIPS
The round-the-world tlight of the German rigid airship Graj Zeppelin in August and Sep-
tember, 1929, was an epochal achievement that challenged the admiration of the world. It
served to focus attention on the possibilities of longdistance air navigation by the use of rigid
airships and to prompt a review of the ~merican airship development program. In order
clearly to grasp the situation in America, the following brief chronology of events is presented:
1917.—Appointment. of a joint Army and Navy airship board.
1918.—Tho sending of a commia40n abroad by that board to investigate the_rigid
airship situation.
1918.—Appropriations made by Congress for the construction of one or more rigid
airships.
1918.—Deciaion to build a duplicate of the L-49, plans of which were secured from the
French (later the ZR-1, S?ienandoah).
1918.—Preliminary work begun on the Shananhah.
i918.-Joint hy and Na~ board recommended that the development of rigid tir- .
ships be assigned to the h’a~. Approved by the Secret&y of War and the Secretary
of the Navy.
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IVooembr 11, 1918.—Tlie “armistice. A@ the fititice “work contiued on tbq.
Shmmdoafi. Plami made for the hangar at Lakehurst, N. J.
19191—British rigid airship R+J made round-trip ilight between England and the
United States.
1919.—Rigid airships Bod+mseeand flor~itenz constructed in Germany and ffown
successfully aEpaasenger carriers for nine months, when they were taken over by the
A1lieaand allotted one to France and one to Italy.
1919.-Airehip board recommended. purchase of British airship R-$8, then 80 per
cent complete. Contract was executed- with British .Goveynment and the airship
designated by the United Statesj ZR-g=:”
1919–81.—Diplomatic negotiations under way to secure an airship from Germany as a
result of an armistice agreement under which the United States was entitled either
to an airship or a cash payment in lieu of an airship destroyed by @e Gcrrnans at
the time of tlm armistice. : ‘= ..: .:: _.. . -.
1919-gl.—R+6 tias “%OW?l in E@md. ‘“””Great Britain, except for operating this air-
ship, virtually abandoned airship development.
August, 1921.—34?8 (ZR-2) destroyed in E“nglandon trial flight, with 10> of 46 lives.
October, 19gl.—Comicil of ambassadors at. Paris agreed to permit the United”States
to have a modern rigid airship co~~c~~ in Germany,
192?l.-Eiection of ZR-lj fiti~oafi, just getting under way.
Fe7n=ua.ry%7u7z4,19%?.—Contract negotiated with Zeppelin Co, for building the ZR-$,
later the Los AngeZes,aga~st the accoun~.of the C&xmanGovernmen*
July, 19.W.—C.!onstructionof the ZR%””started.
July, 192i9i-The Slenundoah made her first flight.
19%9.-Great Brit&i plaimed for two large sigid airships—R-100 and R-101—ready
for flight in 192%
October,15!2?J,-The ZR–8, Lm.Angeles, deI&ered in &nerica by Doctor Eckener.
September,1926.—S7iimzndoahwas wrecked in a storm over Ohio, with a loss of 14 lives.
October,M%5.+Meps taken in Navy Department tiward replacement of Sh+mandoaii
and establishment of a definite rigid airship construction proqam.
Pecem?kr, 19f?J.-The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, after analysis
of the situation as developed by the 10SSof the S%.enandoah,de6nite1y recommended
that the development of rigid airships be-continued.
19g6.—Restrictions cm airship construction in Germany removed. Construction
of Graf Zeppelin started by the Zeppelin Co. largely under public subscription.
19g6.—Coiitiict execu~ed”by-the Navy for “firstmeta~clad airship, which was succeas-
ful]y flown in the faII of 1929.
.
lfW3.—Five-year Naij aircraft building program authorized construction of two
rigid ai@ips.
1W8.-NO appropriation having been made” for construction of the two airships, and
certain inquiries having been preeented to the committwe, the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics adopted the Iollowing resolution:
“Re~olced, That it is the opinion of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics that the present state of the art of constructing and operating Iarge rigid
airships has progreased to the point where we are justied in believing that largc
rigid airships can be constructed and operated successfully.
“Reso2cedjudher, That it is the opinion of the hTationalAdviso~ Committee for
Aeronautics that the most practical step to be taken at the present time to encourage
the developmentmf an airship industry in the United States is to begin the construe
tion of the airships authorized under the 5-year building program. The construction
of these airships will foster the development of an airship industry, and this, with
the knowledge to ‘be acquired from experience in the operation of airships, will l.M
necessary in order to enable the United States to meet the needs for commercial air-
ship construction and operation when they arise,”
.
-.
—.
.-
.-
.-
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Funds were appropriated for the construction of two rigid airships of 6,500,000+ubic-foot
capacity each, and contracts w-em entered into vkth the Goodyear-ZeppeIin Corporation of
Akron, Ohio. The keel ring of the first of the two airships was laid on Nove.tnber 7, 1929.
A These airships are at present designated the ZR5’-4 and ZRS-6. This step marks the beginning
of a rigid airship industry in the United States, as the only rigid airship heretofore built in
America was the Skenmu?oah,which was fabricated at the Philadelpbia Navy Yard and assembled
at Lakehurst. The present American rigid airship program as authorized by law aIso includes
the maintenance of an airship base on the east coast at Lakehurst and the construction of an
additiomd airship base on the west coast.
The present airship program rho brings into existence a new helium rndustry, alI hehm for
airships having heretofore been produced by the Government, Additional helium fields have
been located in the United States, and it is the present belief of authorities on the subject that
the present know supply of helium is much more than ample to meet any requirmenta for the
next generation. The United States continues to enjoy an apparent monoply in the possession
and production of helium in quantities sficient for use in airships. Aa helium is nonirdlaru-
mable and noncombustible, its use contributes materially to the safety of rigid airships, ahhough
ifi lifting capacity is approximately 8 per cent less than hydrogen per unit of volume.
A consideration of the economic possibilities in the use of various types of aircraft for long
flights leads the committee to express the beIief that the most useful field for rigid airships is for
flights of over 1,000 miles over the water; that for flights under 1,000 miles over the water large
seaplanes fl prove more ~cient; and for long flights over the hind airplanes of the land type
will be used, with stops for refueling every 400 or 500 miIes.
Rigid &hips have great potential vahe for military purposes, the present primary mihtary
field being that of naval scouts. There are peat possibilities in the use of rigid airships for com-
mercial purposes which were shikingly demonstrated by the round-the-world fIight of the
Graf Zeppelin. If the United States is to take full advantage of the possibilities of air transpor-
tation, especially in the field of transoceanic air travel, the importance of the development of
rigid airships can not be overemphasized, as in transportation by air over long distances, and
especially over the water, rigid airships have marked advwntages over airplanes. In order to
develop their naval usea and in order more especially to assist and hasten the derelopment of
rigid airships in herica for commercial purposes, the cormnittee recommends firm “support by
the President and by the Congress of the present Navy rigid airship development program.
THE DANIEL GUGGENHEIMFUNDFOR THE PRO31OTIONOF AERONAUTICS
The cordial relations whkh already existed between this committee and the DanieI Guggen-
heim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics viere strengthened by the appointment, in April of
this year, of Mr. Harry l?. Guggenheim, president of the fund, as one of the thee additional
members of the committee as authorized by act of Congress approved March 2, 1929.
During the current year the fund has been able to round out some of its activities, and as
a result of a progress in aviation =dich has exceeded its expectations, its work will terminate
about the end of this year. Site the fund was founded in January, 1926, its existence will
cover a 4-year period, during which the character of the fund’s work has changed as aviation has
advanced. By the middle of 1928 public support of aviation was assured, and the fund, there-
fore, began to concentrate particuhdy upon the problem of safe flying and landing through fog.
During the present year the DanieI Guggenheim Fund has continue@ its activities in
providing pra@cal and substant.iaIassistance to aeronautics in its commercial, industrial, and
scientifm aspects The fund has extended its tiancial support of educatiomd institutions. It
has given appropriations totaling over $1,200,000 to five engineering. univemities as follows:
California Institute of Technology.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Stanford University.
University of Michigan.
University of Washington.
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It announced. this fall it would undertake a s.u.rveyfor the PUrPOSeof making a similar
grant to soma university in the South.
In addition tc-these appropriations among h~her institutions the fund established a comm-
ittee on elementary and secondary aeronautic education so as to carry this work into the
schools as well. .The fund has itself published from time to time documente of both a popular
and a technical nature on various aeronautical problems.
Among its new projects the fund recently announced an appropriation of $250,000, made
to the city of Akron and the California Institute ot .Technology for the establishment of an air-
ship institute; an appropriation of $140,000 for a chair at-the Library of Congress for the purpose
of organizing a complete aeronautical library for research purposes; and a large number of smaller
grants to other institutions.. .. -.
On September 24, 1929, at Mitchel Field, the Daniel Guggenheim Fund made a d~ons!ra- _
tion of a method of safe flying and landing through fog. T&s experiment established the prin-
ciple of safe fog .flYing which must, however, be eventually perfected for commercial use. It
points the way to the elimination of one of the greatest hazards to the reliability of airplane
travel. This demonstration was ~ealized through the aid of only three instruments which are
not already the standard eq~pment of an airplane, and of these three instruments two will
replace two instruments now in use.
Another important activity recently-undertaken by the Guggenheim Fund is the prepara-
tion of an encyclopedia of aerodynamic theory. This work is to be international in character
and will present a fairly complete statement of the. present condition of aerodynamic theory,
the various portions being written by authors Irho have especial and firs~hand knowledge of
their subjects. This project is now under way. under the diredicm and supervision of
Dr. W. F. Durand. ‘- ““-
The safe-airplane competition inaugurated by the fund has been continued, This con~peti-
tion was initiated for the purpose of promoting safety in flying and has led to efforts omthe part
of manufacturers and designers to make safer airplanes.
The fund has also included in its activities the study of the problem of ref@ation of cifi
aeronautic and has called attention to the desirability of uniform State legislation to provide
regulations for intrastate flying identical with the Eederfil regulations for interstate flying.
..-—
.-
—
COOPERATION WITH STATE DEPARTMENT ABROAD
The committee has cooperated with the Department of Stata by making available the
services of its te.ch.nicalassistant-inEurope, Mr. John J. Ide, for attendance as unofficial observer
or technical adviser on behalf of the United States at several international air Conferencesabroad.
The Department of State accepted the committee’s offer. In accordance with action by. the
State Department Mr. Ide “repr&ented the United States unofficially at the following con-
ferences: Meeting in Paris on May 6, 1929, of the International Technical Committee of k~al .
Juridical Experts; meeting in Paris beginning on June 10, 1929, of the International Commksion
for Air Navigaticm; and the Second Intcrnritiorml.Diplomatic Conference on Private Aero-”
nriuticd Law, held at Wm”aw, Poland, beginning on October 4, 1929.
COOPERATION WITH BRITISH AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH COMMITTEE
It is a great pleasure to this committee to callerits congratulations to the Aeronautical
Research Committee of Great Britain on the completion, in April of thii year, of 20 yeals of
aeronautical research under the direction of that committee and its predecessor, the Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics. Our own committee, established in l!llfi, was organized along sim-
ilar lines to those of the British committee, ” Aeronautics throughout the world owes a debt of
gratitude to the British organization for its accomplishments in scientitlc research during t~c
past two decades.
The officem and members of our committee were most pleased to receive during the past year
a visit from Mr. H. E. Wirnperis, director of Ecient.ficresearch of the British Air Ministry, and
Mr. R. McKinncm Wood, head of the aerodynamics section of the Royal Aircraft Establishment.
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This visit presented an opportunity for the informal discussion of a number of problems of aero- . . . .._.__
nautical research and development which are of special interest to the two committees.
Comparative tests by the two committees, initiated several years ago with a view to stand-
ardizing the results of wind-tunnel tests, have been continued. These tests have been ~~tended
to include the comparison of flight test results obtained in England with resuIts obtained on
———
models of the same airplanes in the variabk-density wind tunnel, and have yielded valuable
—
information on the subject of scale effect. Tests are being made in the variable-density tunnel
. .
cma British model of a Ham-kerHornbill airplane with A. D.’1 wing section, and it is hoped that
usefuI information relating to the problems of stability and control at or near the staIJingangle —
will be obtained from these tests. Tests in the variabledensity tunnel of a British model of an
.
R. A. F. airfoiI are also contemplated.
—
An exchange of flight test instruments has been msde for comparative study, this com-
.—
mittee receiving a force recording rudder bar and a force recording control stick, and lending to
the British committee in return a 3-component accelerometer.
.
COOPERATIONOF ARMY AND NAVY
Through the personal contact of the heids of the Army and Navy air organizations serving
on the main committee and the frequent personal contact on, the subcommittees of their chief
subordinates who have to do with technical matters in aeronautics, there has been accom-
plished in fact not only a coordination of aeronautical research, which is the major function of
the committee, but also a coordination of experimental engineering ac.titities of the services and
an exchange of first-hand information, comment, and suggestions that have had beneficial effects
-. —._
in both services. The needs of each service in the field of aeronautical research are discussed and
——-
agreements invariably reached that promote the pubIic interests. The cordial relations that
usually follow from frequent personal contact are supplemented by the technical information
service of the committee’s Office of Aeronautical Intelligencej which makes available the latest
scientific data and tdmical information secured from aII parts of the world. Although there
-.=
is a heahhy rivalry between the Army and Navy air organizations, there is at the same time a
.-
spirit of cooperation and a mutual understanding of each other’s problems that serve to prevent
unnecessary duplication in technical developments in aeronautics.
Much of the fundamental r~earch work of the committee has grown out of requests rweived
from the Army and Navy for the study by the committee of particular problems encountered in
..—.
the services, and in connection with this work the committee desires to give special recognition
to the spkndid spirit of cooperation of the two services with the committee. Both sertices have
-
pIaced at the disposaI of the comrcittee airplanes and engines required for research purposes,
and have otherwise aided in every practical way in the conduct of scient~c inwdgations by the .—
committee. Without this cooperation the committee could not have prosecuted succ~fully
—
many of its investigations that have made for progress in aircraft development. The committee
desires especially to acknowledge the many courtesies extended by the Amy authorities at Lang-
.
ley Field, where the committee’s Laboratories are located, and by the naval authorities at the - ‘-_Z
Hampton Roads h’aval Air Station.
INVESTIGATIONSUNDERTAKENFOR THE ARMY AND THE NAVY
.4s a rule research programs covering fundamental problems demanding solution are pre-
pared by the technicaI subcommittees and recommended to the esecuti~e committee for ap-
prcval. These programs supply the prcblems for investigation by the Langley Memorial
-—
.AeronauticaI Laboratory. When, however, the Army Air Corps, the A-a-ral Bureau of Aero-
nautics, or the Aeronautics Branch of the Department of Commerce desires special investiga-
tions to be undertaken by the cormnittee, such investigations, upon approval by the executive
committee, are added to the current research programs.
The investigations thus under conduct by the committee during the past year for the Army,
the Xavy, and the Department of C!ommerce may be outlined as follows:
—.- ..-
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FOR THE AIRCORPSOFTHEARMY
Investigation of. cowhg for plotegtion of g.~ers and pilots from fi CUren~.
Wind-tunnel investigation of biplane celhdes,
Investigation of pressure distribution on observation-type airplane.
Study of comparative performance with various types of superchargers.
Study of mutuaI interference .of propelIer and fuselage, with geared engine.
Study of ice. formation.
Determination of moment coefficients and hinge moment coe.flicientsfor different tail
surfaces,
Determination of aileron hinge moments vemus rolling moments for various types of
aiIerons and wings.
Investigation of wing flutter. .-
Investigation of the flat spin.
Investigation of pressure dis~bution and accelerations on pursuit type airplane.
Acceleration readings on the PW–9 airplane.
FOR THE BUREAUOFAERONA~ICSOFTHENAVYDEPART&lENT
Investigation of flight path characteristics.
Ice formation on aircraft.
Comparative tests of rubber and oleo typa landing gears,
Investigation of windshields and fairings for protection from air currents.
Study of design factore for metal propeIle~.
Investigation of autorotation and spbyjng character~tics of airplanes.
Determination of radii of gyrrition of airphmes.
Investigation of comparative aerodynamic resistance of riveted and boh.ed construction:
Investigation of parasite resistance and propeller efficienciesof PB-2.
Investigation of methods of impro+ wing characteristics by control of the boundary
layer.
Investigation of the forces .on seaplane floats under landing conditio~.
Investigation of water-pressure+tribution.on seaphne hulls.
Development of solid-injection type of aerormuticalengine.
Investigation of application of compression ignition to air-cooled engine cylinders.
Effect of varying the aspect ratio and areaOf wings on performance of fighter airplane
with supercharged air-cooled engine.
Investigation of aerodynamic loads on the U. S. S. .&s Angeles.
Development of aircraft engine supercharge.
Effect. of various forms of cowling on performance and engine operation of fighter
airplan~ tith supercharged air-cooled engine.
FOE THE AERONAUTICS BRANCH OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Study of high-speed cowling as ignition shielding of air-cooled engines to aid radio
reception.
EXHIBITAT SEVILLEINTERNATIONALEXPOSITION
On invitation of the Commissioner General of. the United States for the Intcr~ational
Exposition at SevilIe, Spain, the committee prepared an exhibit and selected Chester W. Hicks,
a member of the engineering stafl at Langley Field, to install and maintain it. The installation
was completed March 18, 1929, and the exhibit was ‘among the fist ready for public inspection,
The expenses involved were defrayed from the allotment of $5,000 made by the commission for
this purpose. The unexpended balance of $78.2.50~vm”.returnedtti“thestab ~pa~in~c~~. .
A room .of 480 square feet in one of the United States Government buildings was made
avaiIable for the committee’s exhibit. The hexagonal shape of the room is ideally adapted
to the arrangement of the models to the best possible @vantage. It is the most-prominent space
in the United States buildings. The exhibit is composed of 5 working models, 1 show case con-
-—
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taking airplane rnodek and instruments, 2 tabk on which axe shown the results of pressure
distribution invest&atione on the surfaces of an airplane and airship, a!nd 18 charts ihstrating
the facilities and methods employed in the conduct of aeronautical research in the committee’s
-.
laboratoriea at Langley Field, Va.
.-=—
The five working modeIs consist of scale modeIe of the —
propelhm research tunnel and of the variable-density wind tunnel; a model showing the opera-
—
t.ionof the contrcd system of an airpk.ne; a model showing why an airplane fi-, which illustrates
graphically the dynamic reaction of the air upon an airpIane in flight; and a model showing .-
the effect of a rotating c@inder in an air stream and i.htrating the principle involved in the
Flettner rotor ship. Mr. Hicks has reported that titers appreciate and praise this method of
demonstration.
..—
A band of blue satin with the name of the committee inscribed in gold letters, around the
walls near th~ ceiling, with blue and whit~ streamers symbolic of the national colors, contrib- —.
utea to the appearance of the exhibit.
The daily attendance vari= from 800 on week days to 2,000 on Sundays and hoIidays.
The reports made by Mr. Hicks indicate t.ht the Spanish public and. visitors to &mi.IIefrom
many nations are interested in aeronautics and that the committee’s exhibit is proving popular.
S@icient data are included to make the exhibit of interest also to the teclmically trained
tiitors and particuhrly to those cormected with aeronautical activities. The committee’s
exhibit is part of a comprehensive exhibit entered by the Government of the United States.
iPART HI
REPORTS OF TECHNICAL COMMI’ITEES
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AERODYNAMICS
ORGAh~ATION
The committee on aerodynamics is at present composed of the following members:
Dr. David W. Taylor, chairman.
Dr. L. J. Briggs, Bure~u of Stagdards.
G. G. Budwig,. Aeronautics Branch, Dep&~ment of ‘Commerce.
Lieut. W. S. D.iehI (C?.C,), United States Navy.
Lieut. Grandison Gardner, United States Army, mat4riel division, Air Corps, Wright.
FkJd.
Maj. C. W. Howard, United States Army, mat&iel division, Air Corps, Wright Field.
George .W. Lewis, National Advisory Co~ittee for Aeronautics (es officio member),
Prof. Charles F. Marvin, Weather Bureau.
Lieut, C.onmnanderA. C. M& (C. C.), Uiiit6d States Navy.
Hon. Edward P. Warner, editor, Aviation.
Dr. A. F. Zahm, construction department, Washington Navy Yard.
FUNCTIONS
Thci functions of the committee on aerodynamics are as folloyw:
1. To determine what problems in theoretic~l and experimental aerodynamics” are the
most important for investigation by governmental and private agencies.
2. TO coordinate by couel and suggestion the research worli involyed in the investigation _.
of such proldems.
3. To act as a-medium for the interchange of information regarding aerodynamic inwxti-
gations and developments, in progress or proposed.
4. To direct and conduct research in expefiental aerodynamics in such laboratory or
laboratories as may be placed either in whole or in.part under its direction.
5. To meet from time to time on call of the chairman and report its actions and recom-
mendations to the executive committee.. .
The committee on aerodynamics, by reason of the representation of the various orga&a- “--
tions interested in aeronautics, is in close contact fith all aerodynamical work being carried
out in the United States. The current work of each organhtion is therefore made known to
all, duplication of effort beiig thus prevented. *O all research work is stimulated by the
prompt distribution of new ideas and new results, which add greatly to the efficient conduct of
aerodynamic. research, The carnmittee keeps the research workers in this country supplied
with information on European progress in aerod@im.ics by means of a foreign representative
who is in close touch with aeronautical activities h ~mpe. This direct information is sup-
plemented by the translation and circulation of copies of the more important foreign reports
and articles. ... .
The committee on aerodynamics has direct control of the aerodynamical research con- “-
ducted at Langley Field and of a number of special investigations conducted at the Bureau
of Standards. The aerodynamical investigations undertaken at the ‘il’ashington Navy Yard,
the.matiriel division of the by Air Corps at Wright Field, and the Bureau of Standards are
reported to the committee on aerodynamics.
22
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SUBCOMMITTEE OX AIRSHIPS
In order that the committee on aerodynamics may be kept in close touch with the latest
developments in the field of airship design and construction, and that research on lighter-than-
air craft may be fostered and encouraged, a subcommittee on airships has been organized under
the committee on aerodynamics, the membership of which ia as follows:
Hon. Edward P. Warner, editor of Aviation, chairman.
Starr Truscott, National Ad-iisory Committee for Aeronautics, -rice chairman.
Dr. Karl &nStein, Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation.
Commander Garland Fulton (C. C.), hited States ~av-y.
George 1’?. Lewis, ~ational Advisory Committee for &ronauti= (SXoilicio member).
Capt. Edgar P. Sorenson, United States .%rmy,mat6riel ditiion,fi Corps, Wright Field.
RaIph H. Upson, Red Bank, N. J.
During the past year the subcommittee on airships presented recommendations for two
investigations on airship modeLsto be conducted in the propeller research tunnel at the L@ey
Memorial Aeronautical Laborato~, both of which have been added to the committee’s program.
These two invdgations were the study of the effect of appendages on airship hulIs, including
tests of an airship model about 40 inches in diameter with different protrusions, such as water-
recovery apparatus, cars, propeller mountings, h, and rudders of different contoum; and the
study of the foreee on an airship entering a hangar, including ,the construction of models of two
types of hangara and the measurement of the forces and moments on an &hip model in various
positions with respect to the hangar and the direction of the wind stream.
The subcommittee has continued the consideration of problems of atmospheric structure
as affecti~~ airship operation, particularly vertical air currents and gustiness, and is cooperating
with the subcommittee on meteorological problems of the committee on problems of air naviga-
tion in the study of this subject.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AERONAUTICALRBSEAECE LNUSIVEBSITI=
In order to coordinate the aerodynamic research work undertaken by the various institutions
of learning and to aid in improtig the courses in aeronautical engineering and in promoting the
study of aeronautics, a subcommittee on aeronautical research in universities has been organized
under the committee on aerodynamics.
The membership of this subcommittee is as follows:
Prof. Charles F. Mti, Weather Bureau, chairman.
Hon. Harry F. Guggenheim, president of Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion
of Aeronautics.
Prof. Alexander Klemin, New York University,
Prof. E. P. Lesley, Stanford University.
George W. Lewis, NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (SXof5cio member).
Prof. Clark B. Millikan, California Institute of Technology.
Prof. F. W. Pawlowski, University of Michigan. ,
The functions of the subcommittee on aeronautical res~arch in universities are as follows:
1. To consider aeronautical problems with a tiew to the initiation and conduct of aeronauti-
cal research by educational institutions; and in connection theretith to prepare programs of
suggested hues of research intended to supplement existing research programs and to de-reIop
and train personnel for the conduct of scientific research in aeronautics along original lines.
2. To seek through interchange of ideas to improve the courses in aeronautical engineering
and to promote the study of aeronautics and serology in educational institutions.
3. TO meet from time to time on call of the chuirman and to report ita actions and recom-
mendations to the committee on aerodymmics.
The subcommittee on aeronautical research in unirersitiee held “its initial meeting at the
Langley Memotial Aeronautical Laboratory on June 21, 1929. The topics under discussion at
this meeting inchled the equipment for aerodynamics departments at educational institutions,
courses of study, and aerodynamic problems suitable for investigation by universities. In
‘ connection with the meeting the members of the subcommittee made a tour of inspection of the
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facilities and activities of the laboratory. On recmnmendation of the subcommittee, the standa-
rd wind-tunnel models on which comparative tes@ have been conducted during tho past few
years in the principaI wind tunnels of this ccnmtry are being made available for test in the wire!
tunnels of the various educational institutions, and in accordance with this plan thestandard
airship models am now being tested by the California Institute. of Technology.
—
LANGLEY MEMORIALERONAUTICALL BORATORY
AERODYNAMICSAFETY.—b commercial aeronautics develops, the problem of safety in
flight continues h be one of @easing importance; affecting more and more the gen~al pub~ic, “
as well as the aircraft operators and manufacturers. Improvement in the accuracy of aircraft .
accident reports has made possible a more detaikd amdysis of the relative seriouancsa,as well
as the. underlying causes, of accidents. The air-accident statistic of the Department of Corn-
merce for 1928 indicate that the pilot was at fault in nearly half the accidents occurring in that
year. AS analyztidhorn the standpoint of the nature of each accident, these data show that two-
thirds were due to spins and forced or bad lmulinga;~hus, we am brought to the conclusion that
the airplane of to-day is too easy to spin and too diflicult to land and, consequently, that too
much is expected of. the pilot and not enough of the designer. In other words, the airplane still
possesses certain undesirable aerodynamic characteristics vrbich should be definitely recognized,
investigated, and ultimately removed.
The National Advisory Committee for Aerommtics has always recog&d the importance ““
of the problem of safety in flight, and a large part of the work of the laboratory has been de-
voted to its various phasesl such as spinning, stability, controllability, ”maneuverability, ice
formation on aircraft, structural safety; lan@~ fid pilothg under adverse weather conditions.
Spinning.—Most fatal air accidents are due tQ the tendency of an airplane when stdcd
to dive or to roll sharply contrary to the desire and the ~or@ of the pilot, result~g in a spin
and if the airplane is near the ground, in a crash. Since there is no need for the spin as a custom-
ary maneuver for civil aircraft, it is desirable hat the tendency to spin should be eliminated,
If an airplane wing is stalled, it+ have, among other things, a tendency to rolI about an axis
approximately parallel to the direction of flight, and this rolling will in itself produce a torque
tending to build up the motion. If at the same time the wing is sidedipping, an additional
torque acting in the same direction is produced. .The resulting rding motion is termed auto-
rotation. These two torquw are of the same ordei-of magnitude; in general, and appear to bo
important factors in starting and maintaining the spin,
An investigation of autorotation was inaugurated about three years ago in the atmospheric
wind tunnel. The test.program included force, pressure distribution, and aut.orotation torque
tests up to 90° angle of attack on models of a wide variety of wing systems. The force and
pressure distribution tests have been completed ~d the results published. The flrkt of the
autorotation tests are now being made. on an autorotation. dynamometer in the wind tunnel.
It is proposed to extend these tests at a later date by modifying the dynamometer so that pitch-
ing and yawing, as well as rolling moments, may be measured.
The problem involved with military airplanes is somewhat different since the airplane is
required to spin as a military maneuver. The problem then is one of safe recovery from a spin.
An important factor in the recovery of airplanes from spins is the effect of the distribution
of the mass of the airplane, and the flight research section of the laboratory has concentrated
chiefly on this factor. Apparatus of great accuracy for measuring the mass diettibution of an
airplane has been developed, and the moments of inertia and ellipsoids of inertia of a number
of airplanes have been determined. A study has been made of these ~ertia data, together with
such information as is available. on the type of spin executed by each airplane, and a definite
relation between mass distribution and the type of_6pin appears to exist, The ch!ef difficulty in
this study has been the lack of accurate knowledge of the magnitude of the variables that enter
into the dynamics of the spin, such as the radius and rate of rotation. Methods of Measuring
these variablea in flight have been perfected, and comp~ete data on one airplane have been
obtained, from which the dynamic forces producing and maintaining these spins have bcon
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determined. The investigation is to be continued on other airplanes, and in particular on one
normally spinning airplane in which the mass distribution is to be changed in an atteinpt to
produce a flat spin.
Stdility.-afety depends to a great extent upon stability. Departure from a desired
flight direction or attitude should be but momentary and 10ss of altitude small, whether the
controls are being held by the pilot or left free. Many airpknes possess satisfactory stability
bdow the angle of attack of maximum Lift, but very few, if any, arc as satisfactory in stalled
@ht. An investigation of stability in stalled flight is being carried on in the atmospheric wind
tunnel. Tests have recent.ly been made to determine the effect on stability of twisting a wing,
and at the same time the effect of change in profle aIorg the span. Both methods were found to
give improved stability, and the report on the work is in preparation.
C’ontro~aWity.-Safety also depends on controllability. The pilot must have at his cam-
mand means for changing the path of the airplane with suEEcientrapidity to avoid colhions,
or to enter and recover from maneu~ers, but not so rapidly as to stress unduly the airplane
structure. Moreover, it is highly desirable that the change of direction should be smooth and
constant without sudden or une.xpeoted accelerations. Most aiqdanes have satisfactory con-
trollability iu normal tight, but when stalled many of them exhibit an anomalous behavior
when the controls are operated. This is particularly true of airplanes equipped with the con-
ventional type of tierons, for in stalled @ht operation of these ailerons produces at &at a
sluggish roil in the desired direction, fo~owed shortly by a reverwd of direction, while the ailerons
are stll held in the initial position. Obviously, this effect is confusing and likely to result in
disaster. Considerable interest aka cente~ around the fact that some military and many
civil types of airphnes have been found to resist attempts at recovery from the steady spin,
particularly when the spin has been aIIovmd to develop for several-turns. During such spins,
either the controIs have been practicality ineffective or the force required to operate them has
been too great for the pilot to exert.
A study has been made in the atmospheric wind tunnel of the effectiveness of various types
of ailerons, particularly from the standpoint of stalled flight and the spin, and it is phmmedin the
near future to conduct flight t+xdson a special monoplane arranged for convenient changing of
the wings, aiIerons, and tail surfaces. In these tests, every effort is to be made to obtain accu-
rate information on the rolling and yawing tendencies of the airphme with various methods of
ccmtrol while in stalled flight.
A series of pressure distribution t=ts recently completed in the variable-density wind tunnel
on an R. A. F. 30 airfoil with flaps should also be of considerable assistante in studying the effec-
tiveness of ailerons, and particularly how it varies with scale. The results of these tests are
being prepared for publication.
ManeuwrabiZitg.-The work on the comparative maneuverability of airplanes has been con-
tinued. A series of maneuverability tests has now been carried out on two pursuit airplanes.
The results have been anrdyzed and a report prepared eoverirg the tMs on one sirphine~ The
remdts obtained on the second airplane me being studied. The degree of maneuverabdity is
determined basically by the flight path obtainable by an airplane, and considerable attention
has been given to improving the methods of determining the flight path in flight. A program
of work for a SimiIarresearch on an airplane of the observation type has been outlined, and
prehinary phns for measuring the maneuverability of commercial monoplanes are under
consideration. This work hsa required greater sensitivity on the part of recording instru-
ments, particularly mguIar-velooity recorders, than has been required for &y other flight
research activity and has made necess~, among other thing~, a careful study of damping oils
for use in such instruments. It has been so~ht to obtain an oil which wouJd permit uniform
accuracy of the instrument under various conditions of temperature and rate of motion of the
airplane.
lce jornuztion.-The formation of ioe on aircraft has been regarded for some time as an
element of danger. It appeam that im will form under a variety of atmospheric conditions,
10439i~
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resulting not only in an increase in the weight of the airplane but also in the deformation of
the aerodynamic shapes on which the lift and drag depend.
Flight tests have been conducted in ord=erto study the formation of ice under a variety of
weather conditions, such as fog, rain, and sleet. Photographs were made of the ice deposits
on wings, wires, and strutw In several instances, ice formation was obtained on the propellers.
While no means of preventing this hazard was disc~~ered, the formation could often be par-
tially or wholly eliminated by flying at dif3erent altltudes, or at temperatures at which the
minimum deposit waa found. It appears thus far that the only safe procedure in service is
for the pilot to land before the deposit aseumes su<h.proportions as to interfere with control. ,
It was noted, however, that the ice forms in dangerous amounti only within a small range of
temperature below 32° F.” - A report has been published covering this phase of the work.
A small refrigerated wind tunnel for studying &e problems of ice formation has been in
operation during the year, considerable time having been devoted to means for controlling the
amount of watm sprayed into the air stream, the size of the water particles, and the temperatures
of the air and the water.
The. first phase of the probkun undertaken, that of studying the possibtity of using a
protective coating on the aircraft surfaces. to prev~t the forpi.ng of ice, has yielded mainly
negative results It has been found, however, that glucose, corn sirup, and some similar sub-
stances in solid or semisolid form, and certain liquids, as a mixture of glycerin and alcohol} do
have some effect in preventing the formation of ice. A report is in preparation covering this
phase of the work.
Structura2sa~e&.-The determination of the air loads experienced by airplanes under all
conditions of flight haa constituted a large part of the work of. the flight research section. The
distribution of load over the wings, tail surfaces, and the fuselage of a pursuit airplane has been
measured under all conditions of flight. The results have been studied from the standpoint of
the structural designer, and a report covering this entire research is practic.aI1ycompleted. The
results bring out several points of great importance, one being the torsional deflection of the
wing under load and the resulting change of load di.qtributionjand another being the effect of
inertia loads on the airplane structure. Under certain conditions of flight the latter loads com-
bine with the aerodynamic loads in such a manner as.to give new ma.xhna.
The above investigation has furnished additional data .asto the loack on the ttil sufacm
of a pursuit airplane, supplementing those obtained in an investigation made IWt year for that
specific purpose. -As a result, there has bean made available knowledge of the tail-surface
loading experienced on pursuit airplanes having control surfaces of both thick and thin section.
Both investigations show the necessity of increasing the design requirements for the tail surfaces
of airplanes which are to be required to execute maneuvers at high speed. The information
has already resulted hi an arbitrary increase by the military servics in the loads for which the
tail structure must be desigmed, The subject has been studied and discussed in conference with
represent@ives of the services to determine a satisfactory basis for the establishment of a perma-
nent set of specifications covering loads on tail surfaces.
The determination of load distribution is being continued in flight, and two airplanes are
now being arranged for pressur~distribution tests. One of these, an observation airplane, is
being prepared for a complete preesure-distribution investigation over the wings and tail surfaces;1
the second airplane is being arranged for an investigation of the loads on wing tips of various
plan form. This latter investigation is for the express purpose of determining the ~~actnessof
the existing arbitrary specifications of wing-tip loading and to determine the possibility of devel-
oping a wing tip with a constant location of the center of pressureand a desirable load distribution,
in order to reduce the possibility of excessive load on the tip portion of the wing.
The research on the distribution of water pressure over the bottoms of various types of
seaplane floats and hulls has been continued throughout the year. An investigation conducted
on a twin-float seaplane has been completed and the .reaultapublished. A similar investigation
has been completed on a flying-boat hull, the results of which arenow being prepared for publi-
cation. As in the former tests, the latter investigation has covered the conditions of landing,
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take-off,and taxiing. With the flying boat, it was possible to maneuver on much rougher water,
and the pressures were measured under conditions which were as bad as the seapkme could
withstand without breaking up. The maximum pressures recorded were about 15 pounds per
square inch, as compared with a maximum of approximately 10 pounds per square inch on the
floats previously investigated. As a result of the tests on the three seaphnes, there have been
derived static load distributions t= be recommended as safe practice in design. Apparatus is
now being assembled for static tests on one of the seaplane floats.
The work on airships during the past year has consisted chiefly in preparation for publica-
tion of reports of researches previously conducted on the U. S. S. Los Ange7es. One report cover-
ing the pressure distribution on the huII and taiI surfaces has been prepared for publication. A
preliminary study of the velocity of air in gusts has been completed and a report prepared.
landing and take-ofl.-other things being equal, an airphme which can land and take off
in a smaller space than another airplane is obvioudy safer. A seriesof teats was carried out on a
Douglas maiI airplane carrying various loads to find the Iength of landing and take-off runs with
and without brakes on the wheels. The brakes were found to be advantageous both from the
standpoint of Ianding and tafig. The results of this investigation have been published.
131indfi~”ng.-In order to fiord some information on the physical reactions of a pilot w~e
flying through fog, or other conditions under which he would have to rely entirely upon his
sense of balance or upon his instruments to assume and hold the position of normal flight, experim-
ents were made by a number of serwicepiIot.sof various ages and experience. The pilots were
blindfolded during the teats and the movements of the airplanes were closely followed and
recorded by an observer pilot. Th- tests showed that there is an unmistakable tendency on
the part of the pilot to direct the airplane aIong a spiral path and that normal controlled flight
is not possible over any extended period unless t-he pilot has either some object outside the
airpIane which he can use to orient bimsdf, or a good set of instrumenfi, incIuding a bank
indicator and a turnmeter, in which he has complete confidence.
The pilots varied somewhat in the manner in which they handled the airplane, but as a
whole the younger piIots seemed to r=pond much more quickly b the” feel” of the ccmtrols and
the various eccentric positions the airplane assumed during their fight. The usuaI flight Iasted
about three minutes before the airplane assumed a dangerous high-speed condition beyond the
pilot’s control.
AERODYNAMICE~FICIEXCY.—Ahuge part of the work of the laboratory may be classified
under the general heading of the study of aerodynamic efficiency. Under this heading are
included the study of means of r6ducing the drag of the airpkme and tie mutmd interference of
its parts, investigations with reference to propeller efficiency, and tests of airfoils.
T%ereductionoje~”ne dragby theuse of cowling.-The investigation of the effect of coding on
the drag and cooIing of a Wright Whirlwind J–5 engine as fitted to the fuselage of a cabin mono-
plane and of an open-cockpit biplane was continued @h interesting resuhs. k the tests
carried out in the propelIer research tunnel 67 thermoooupka were installed over the engine for
recording the temperatures, and various degrees of cowling were employed ranging from that
in which the engine was completely exposed to that in w~ch the engine was entirely covered.
The latter coding resulted in a large reduction in the drag of the engine-fusekige combination.
When subsequently applied to an AT–5 airplane in flight, it resulted in an increase of speed
of about 20 miIes per hour. The wind-tunnel tests indicated the possibility of still greater
savings in the drag of nacelles. The results of the tests in the propeIIer research tunnel have
been published, and that part of the investigation is regarded as finished, but further work on
the development of the N. A. C. A. coding has been carried on through flight tests.
In order to determine the effect of the new cowling on the drag of the nacelles of wing
engines, flight tests were carried out on a trimotmrFokker transport airphme. It was thought
that this airplane, having three J-6 engines, offered en excellent opportunity for demonstrating
the value of the new cowIing. u three engines were cowIed, the two wing enties. ba fitted
with larger nacelles t.a suit the larger diameter of the cowhng, and the center or nose engine
having the cowling somewhat modified to properly fair in with the large fusdage to tie rear.
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Flight tests with the original instcdlation showed very Iittle increase in speed. A study of the
air Ho-ivabout the nacelles by means of threads attached to their surfaces indicated a bad
interference condition between the nacelles and the wing, and it was found that some improve-
ment could be effected by fairing the nacelles into t& wing. This question of the interference
between the wing and nacelles was then taken up in the variabledenaity wind tunnel.
Flight tests am still in progrew in connection with the development of the N. A. C. A. coi+l-
ing, on a Navy .~7G1 pursuit type airplane powered with a Piatt” and Whitney Wasp ongino.
The air flow is being studied, particularly in the vicinity of the slot where the flow leaves the
cowLing and at the nose of the cowling. The engine is equipped with thermocouples, in order
that the ternperatureamaybe carefuIIy watched. The shape of the after portion of the cowfing
has been changed in various ways, and the shape of that portion which influences the flow from
the slot has been found to be rather critical, Tests are being made with a simple ring sur-
rounding the engine, similar to the Townend ring,. and with modifications of the same. The
tests show favorable results for both the complete N. A. C, A. cowling and the ring type from
—
the standpoint both of performance and cooling. .-
lnterjerence.-The experiments in cowling the engines of the Fokker trimotor led to a
series of tests in the variable-density tunnel to ascertain how the interfenmce between the
engine nacelles and the wing .~ht @t. be. reduced. Tests were made .of a.wing-nacelle cm- _
bination in which the nacelle was located in various positions with reference to the wing and
faimd into the wing in various ways, The results, which, however, do not include tha effect
of the slip stream, indicate the importance of interference effects and the necessity of stilI further
investigation along these lines. They show that a marked improvement in the performance of _.
tiirplaneswith outboard nacelles would result if the nacelles were equipped with the N. A. C. A.
cowling and so located that they would be partially inclosed in the wing. A report hws been
published covering this investigation.
Models and equipment have been constructed for the investigation of the into~;feronce
.- ..
between a flat plate and a streamline body. Further interference effects will be studied in the
variable-density tunnel in connection with tests of a cabin airplane model now being designed.
Valuable informatim on this question will aIso be obtained, it is believed, in connection with
the wing-nacelle tests soon to be taken up in the propeller research tunnel.
investigations of propeller @ci+mcy.-The propeller research tunnel has been in successful
operation throughout the year, and it has been possible to investigate a number of questions
relating to the efficiency of propellers under.various conditions of operation, which had not been
possible previously. A preliminary investigation o~the effect of .&h tip speeds had indicated
no 10SSin propulsive efficiency as the tip speeds were increased up to 900 feet per second. The
airplane engine used in the tests at that time did mt have sufficient power to permit tests at
higher tip speeds, This invgstigatiog has been cog_kmed on a Curt&s D-12 engine instalkd
on an open-cockpit fuselage. The larger eng@ ha~~gde it possible to run the same propellers
up to speeds of 1,350 feet per second, and in addition to test a series of special propollem of
similar plan form, but diilering in section and camber. These tests indicattm reduction in
efficiency beginning at tip speeds of 950 to 1,000 ftieitper second and coni@uing at the rate of
about 10 per cant loss in efficiency per 100 feet per second increase in tip speed. In these tests
readings were alsomade of the deflection of the blades and of the velocity and twist of the
slip stream back of the propeller. Thk inforrnatiog_will be !+sedin computing the character-
istics of a series of. airfoils for use in propeller design. A report is now in preparation giving the
results of the tests at high tip speeds.
As a contribution to the data available on the interference of a body behind a propeller, tests
were made on a series of geometrically similar propellers but of different diameters, operating in
front of the same fuselage.
.
The propeller diameters varied from 9 feet to 10.5 feet, and it was
found that the propulsive efiiienw was about 2% IMTcent higher for the largest propeller than
for the smallest. A Technical Report has been prepared on the results of this investigation.
In order to ascertain whether any great impro.v~ment in propeller efficiency might be ex-
pected from changes in plan form, a seriesof tests was made on propellers varying in this respect.-
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OuIy a small d.iRerencein ticiency was noted for the series tested, but the form with the thinnest
airfoil section had the highest efhiegcy, and it was shown to be advantageous as regards pro-
ptilve efficiency for a propeller operating in front of a body such as a radial en=gine,to have its
pitch reduced toward the hub. The resuIts of this work also have been prepared for pubkcation
w a Technical Report.
To gain some preliminary information on the eficiency of geared propellers as compared to
directly driven propellers, a series of teats was made using a J–5 geared and ungeared engine on a
huge and a small fuselage. The rew.dtsof th- tests have also been prepared for publication.
The investigation was made in such a manner that the propeller-body interference +actors were
isolated, and it was found that, considering this interference onIy, the geared propellers had an
appreciable advantage in propulsive efficiency, partitiy due to the larger diameter of the pro-
pellerswith respect to the bodies, and partially because the geared propellers w~e located farther
ahead of the engines and bodies.
The question has often been raised as to how the efficiency of a propeller may be affected
when the blades are cut down to adjust a given prope~er to a particular engine. In order to
obtain some information on this question, a 10-foot propeller was cut down in diameter in five
successive steps to 8 feet 6 inches. At each diameter the propelIer was tested at several pitch
settings. It was found that the loss in propulsive efficiency for the greatest decrease in diameter
amounted to 5 per cent. This loss is partly chargeable, of course, to the increase in body inter-
ference and partly to the less favorable shape of the propeIIer tips. This information is being
prepared for publication as a Technical Report.
bother investigation which shouId yield rewdts which will be helpfuI to propeIIer designe=
is that of the effect of the wing behind the propeller on the propulsive efficiency. A preliminary
test has been made in connection with this problem, and the information prepared for publica-
tion. .4 much more complete investigation of this question is now being mtide, however. This
wiIIinclude a study of the effect of the wing on the propeller e5ciency, the effect of the propeller
dip stream on the wing characteristics, and the interference between a wing nacelle and the wing.
The investigation is being carried out in the propeller research tunnel by use of a model wing of
16-foot span and an aspect ratio of 5. A nacelle containing an electric motor which drives a ,
4-foot propelIer is to be located in various positions relative to the wing, and measurement made
of the _J.&qdrlrand pitching moment of the wing and of the propulsive efficiency of the propeller
with—arlthe vm’kms combinations.
In order to put all the information obtained on the effect of these various factom on propelier
efficiency into a form readily usable by propeller designers, a series of desi=mcharts is being pre-
pared for publication.
Ai@-i7 studies.-Studies of airfoil characteristics and particularly of swde effect, are being
carried out from time to time in the various wind tunnels by force and pwsure-distribution tests.
A series of seven airfoils was tested during the year in the propeIIer research tunnel. They
included the Clark Y, the Gtittingen 398, the N. .4. C. L M-6, and the N’. A. C. A. 84. These
airfoils -wereof 2-foot chord and l!2-foot span. The Reynolds Number was about 2,000,000,
whicl is about half the matinmm obtainable in the variabledensity tunnel. The above series
included two airfoik with corrugated surfaces, as welI as some other variations in surface con-
ditions. The results were in good agreement with results obtained in the variable-density tunnel
at a corresponding Reynolds hTumber,suitable correction having been made, of course, for the
tunnel-wall effect in the variabledensity tunnel and the effect of the air-stream boundary in
the open-throat propeIIer research tunnel. The corrugated airfoils gave a slightly greater dr~~
than the smooth, but a marked flattening of the lift curve in the vicinity of maximum lift was
found, which is regarded as advantageous from the standpoint of safety.
The question of the effect of scale on investigations of pressure distribution in the wind
tunnel as compared with those made in flight has never been satisfactorily answered. In
order to throw mme light on this matter, a series of pressure-distribution tests was made in the
variabIedensity wind tumel at 1 and 20 atmospheres pressure. A liquid manometer was used
for the l-atmosphere tests but for the 20-atmosphere tests a manometer of the optically recording
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diaphragm type was used. The airfoils tested included the M-6, a symmetrical (R. A. l?. 30)
airfoil equipped with trailing-edge flaps,. an R. A. F. 31 airfoil equipped with a IWmdley Page
leading+dge slot, Clark Y, and others. The rem.dts_onthe Handley Page slotted airfoil have
been published. The others are in preparation for publication. Itiay be stated that, in
general, the scale effect shown by these tests is slight.
It has not been possible in the past-to secure very satisfactory agreement between the air
flow about airfoils as determined by pressure-distribution measurements in the wind tunnel and
as computed from theoretical considerations. In order to ascertain whether a better agreement
may be obt+ned between results of tests at high Reynolds Number, as in the variablcdensity
tunnel, and the computed results, there were included in the above program one Joukowaky
section and two modified Joukowsky sections. The agreement ~vith theory was found to be
fair, aIthough the scale effect, as statecl above,. was, in general, not st?’iking. The resul~ of
this investigation are in preparation for publication.
Another investigation of interest consisted in testing the variable-density wind tunnel of a
group of eight airfoils approtiately 20 per cent of the chord in thic@ess. The purpose was
to study, in particular, the effect of scale on discontinuities in the characteristic curves near the
region of maximum lift. SLYof the eight airfoils exhibited disconttiuities at-a Reynolds Num-
ber of 150,000, and these discontiuities became 1ssspronounced as the Reynolds ~umber was
increased. None of the airfoils showed a discontinuity when the ReynoIda ~umber was in-
creased to 720,000.”” ““ ““””””
---- -. —..
In view of the fact that the results of airfoil te&a in the variabledensity tunnel have, in
general, not been corrected for the effect of the tunnel walls, and furthermore, in order to put
the data on these airfoils in a form more convenient for ready reference, the data on all airfoiIs
tested in the variable-density tunnel have been recomputed and replotted.
What- is believed to be one of the most valuable investigations carried on thus far in the
variabledensity wind tunnel consists in an investigation of the effect of thickness and of the
shape of the mean camber line on airfoil characteristics. It is planned to make tests on a family
of about 80 airfoils having the same relative variation in thickness along the chord, but having
six values of the maximum thickness, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, and 21 per cent of the chord. The airfoils
are based on five di.flerently shaped mean camber lines, each having 4° of camber.
Aerodynamic efficiency may be increased by applying the princip~e of bounda~-layer
control to the wings and po=ibly sIao to other parts of an airplane. Certain advantages in
this direction have already been obtained by means of the Handley Page type of slotted wing.
Still greater improvement seems to be possible by the use of a properly located narrow slot
opening into the wing and so arranged that air may be discharged from the wing or sucked into
it by suitable means. An investigation of the possibilities of this type of slotted wing has been
carried out in the atmospheric wind tunnel during the past year. A model equipped with a slot
adjustable both h position and width was used. hrangementa were made for applying either
suction or pressure and the power required to produce the flow was measured. Large increases
in lift were obtained with moderate preemres, and the minimum drag was reduced.
Airship invee#igatwn8,—The aerodynamic efficiency of an airship is evidently dependent-on
careful design, not only of the hull and control car, but also of the control surfaces. Some further
work has been done during the year in connection with flight teds previously made on the
U. S. S. Lm A~ele8. Data obtained in speed and deceleration teats have been prepared for
publication. A report covering the pressure distribution on the hulI and tail surfacxx, and a
report covering the investigations to detkrmine the drag of the airshipwith and without water-
recovery apparatus, have been published. Speed and deceleration tests for the purpose of
determining the drag of a small commercial type airship have been carried out in conjunction
with the Goodyear-ZeppeIin Corporation, and apparatus is now being assembled for similar
tests on a TC airship and on a small service type airship.
The variabledensity wind tunnel and the propeIIer research tunnel both offer facilities for
making model tests on airships at higher Rtiynolds Number than can be conducted in other
tunnels. This fact has led to a series of tests now in progress in the variabledeneity wind
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tunnel on a model of the ZRS–~ airship and preparation for teatson a large model in the propdler
research tunnel. The tests in the wriabledensity tunnel have co@sted of lift, drag, and
pitching-moment measurements of the ZRI+l model in comparison with a model of lower
fineness ratio. The tests are being made with and without a control car. lt is planned in the
propeIler research tunnel to measure the pressure distribution over the hull of the airship modeI,
its lift and drag at various angles of pitch, and at the same time to measure the forces and
moments exerted on the elevator tinge.
hlisceIIaneous investigations of particular interest b connection with airship work have
included some prehmhary studies on gusts and also on the use of a Friez type cup anemometer
for measuring the velocity of a gusty wind.
DEVELOP~IWNTSIN EQulPmNT.-1t is constantly necessary to make improvements in the
equipment of the laboratory and to add new pieces of equipment, if the work is to keep up with
the advancement of the art. In connection with the work of the atmospheric wind tunnel,
there has been developed an ‘integrating manometer for use in pressure-distribution measure-
ments. By means of a number of tubes of &fTerent cross-sectional area connecting with a
common reservoir, the chord load at any particular wing section is integrated automatically
and is thus measured by means of a single liquid column. This manometer has saved con-
siderable labor in the working up of the results of preasuredistribution tests.
The babce of the variabledensity wind tunnel as rebuilt is simiIar in principle to the old
balance, but diflers in some minor details. It consists of a cradle of structural steel which sur-
rounds the lower half of the air stream and which is suspended by rods from balance beams
which are visible through peepholes in the outer sheI1. The model is rigidly fastened to the
cradle by vertical struts which are protected from the air stream as far as possible by fairings.
The shding weights on the beams, as v@ as coarse weights which are carried on brid~, are
operated by eIectric motors with control switches on the outside.
It has been found possible during the past year to improve the operation of the tumd in a
number of ways. An objectionable vibration, vrbich at timw resulted in damage to the knife
edges, has been greatly reduced by mounting the structure supporting the bahmce on rubber
shock absorbers similar to those used in mounting certain aircraft engines.
A sIight twist, which was found to exist in the air stream, was eliminated by installing
longitudinal deflectors in the return passage, and the velocity distribution at the test section
was improved by introducing resistance at certain parts of the cross section by the attachment
of wire mesh to the honeycomb.
The reduction in turbulence in the new tunnel as compared to the old was effectively
demonstrated by means of a series of sphere t~ts, a report of which has been published. There
tests SISOserved to substantiate the principle upon which the variable-density tunnel is based,
since it waafound possible to obtain the same drag at a given Reynolds hrumber whether obt ained
by varying the densi@, veIocity, or sphere size.
The only alteration made in the propelIer research tunnel has been the installation of a
dial type scale for the drag balance in place of tie ordinary beam type previously used. ~fi
eliminates the deIay formerly experienced in getting this scale in balance before each reading.
A smaIIwater channel hag been found useful for studying &e flow aIong surfaces of various
contour and through model entrance and exit cones. The cha~el is 8 inches wide and the charac-
ter of flow about a body is made visible by scattering albginum dust on the surface of the water.
A small water tunnel having a 2&inch throat diameter in which a speed of 45 feet per second
may be obtained has been found useful for studying cavitation on airfoils of various shape. A
5+dage turbine type pump was developed for circulating the water. This has the advantage
that the water can be circulated at high speed without the milky appearance which resulted from
cavitation when a single driving propeIhr was used.
Development work on the high-speed tunnel has progressed somewhat slowly as tests are
made only when the pressure in the variable-densi~ tunnel is being reduced to 1 atmosphere.
%periments have been made with difTerentdesigns of open and closed throat and with vqma for
preventing twisting of the air stream. It has been possible ta obtain an air speed of 1,290 feet
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per second in a throat 12 inches in diameter, and it has also been possible, by the use of optically
recording diaphragm type manometers similar in principle to those used in flight tests, to record
the pressure distribution on an airfoil section and at the same time the ‘dynamic pr=sure. A
balance has been designed for this tunnel, and this is now under construction. It will be possible
with this balance tameaswre the lift, drag, and pitc~ng moment of an airfoil which will be
mounted in the stream passing directly through from one side b the other. The balance con- . . ..-
aistsof a forked member which holds the two ends of .ti fltifoil aPd provid~ means for changing
the angle of attack. The aerodynamic forces are made. to deflect steel beams and the deflection
is recorded optically on a photographic film. Timing lines will be provided by a timer, which is
standard equipment in connection with the instruments used at this laboratory. Another curve
on the same film will indicate the dynamic pressure in the air stream.
In connection with the design of the full-scale wind tunnel, mentioned earlier in this report,
considerable study has been given to the effectmf wmying the shape cd the entrance and exit
—.
cones of open-throat tunnels in order tcdetwminc whether it is practical to use an elongated jet,
and thus make possible the testing of an airplane of large span without too great Hcross-sectional
area at the throat. A series of tests was carried QutOn.anuder of .dif?wat shws of Cntrance
and exit cones in the atmospheric wind turmel. In eich pair of cones three airfoik -weretcstd
having dimensions of 3 inches by 15 inches, 4 inches ,~y 20 inches, and 5 inches by 25 inches.
Force teets were made in order to determine the effectof the change of shape of the air stream.
The series consisted first.of a circular cone; second, a rectang~ar one having a ratio of height ~
width of 1 to the square root of. 2; third, one of the same proportions having semicircular ends;
and fourth, one similar to the above having the ratio ~ height to width of 1 to 2, The Prandtl
correction was found to.apply to the circular cone, and it was found possible to derive corrections
for the other cones to give the same results. A ~port covering this work is in prepnr~t.ion.
It has been dceided to adopt the fourth shape of throat mentioned above, for the full-
scale tunnel—that is, one having a ratio of height to..width of 1 to 2 and having semicircular
ends, The height of the jet wiI1be 30 feet and. the width 60 feet.. A.scale model of the pro-
—
posed tunnel has been built and tests are in progress to study such questions as energy ratio
nnd air-flow conditions.
The development of ftight research methods anti.the. con&quent necessity for increased
nccuracy of measurements have called for greater refiement in the recording instruments
used in flight research. Laboratory tests are leing conducted almost continuously on the
instruments to reduce errors caused by mechanical friction and time lag in the parts, changes in
the viscosity of the damping oil, lack of balance of moving pints, etc. This work is particularly
necessary for instruments used in accelerated flight,. and a considerable portion. of this work
has been concerned with the angular-velocity recorders and recording accelerometers.. For
-.
investigations where measurements must be made in a_very short period of time, such as when
impact loads are measured, it has been necessary to greatly increase the film speed. A new
electric.motor has been ccmstructed for. driving the film in order to obtain more driving torque
without increasing the size or weight of the motor, and thk, together with a ncw low-friction
dynamically balanced film drum, has given speeds Approximately ten times those obtainable with
the standard motor. imd drum. A control..force recorder suitable for record@ stick forces iU
accelerated and Ievelflight has been designed and constructed during the year and is now being
tested.
BUREAUOF STANDARDS
M7iM-tunnel investigations.--Substantial progress has been mtide in the investigation of
wfiid-tunnel turbulence and its bearing on the proble.m of standardization of wind tunneh.
T&hnical Report No. 320 of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics dcscribee the
tipparatus used for the measurement of one .quant,itywhich is of interest in turbulent motion,
namely: the mean amplitude of the fluctuations of thetir speed. The primary element is a ho~
wire anemometer, the wire being about-O.017 millimeter in diameter. The report contfiina th~’
theory of the lag of the anemometer, a theory, description, and experimental test of w method
of compensating for the lag, and some typical experimental results.
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Measurements in the three wind tunnels at the Bureau of st~dards at a number of POS-
sible working sections showed a large range of values of the turbulence as measured with the
hot-n-he anemometer. It was possible, therefore, to determine experimentally in a qusmtita-
tive reamer the effect of turbulence in wind-tunnel measurements on spheres and airship models.
Direct correlation was established between the forces and the turbulence. For spheres, the
relation between the critical Reynolds Number (Reynolds hTumberat which the dreg coefficient
is 0.3) and the turbulence was determined in the form of a “calibration” curve by means of
which spheres may be used for quantitatjve measurements of turbulence. Experimental proof
was obtained that the discrepancies in the results on the NT.P. L. standard airship modeIs are
due mairdy to differences in the turbulence of the wind tunneIs in which the tests were made.
It was found possible to account for the observed” effects of turbulence in terms of the
boundary-layer theory, by assuming that the flow in the boundary layer may be either laminar
or turbulent as determined by the Reyuolds hTumberformed from the speed at the outer edage
of the boundary layer and the thickness of the boundary layer. The value of the Reymolds
hTumberat.which the change occurs is assumed to depend on the magnitude of the initial tur-
bulence (that of the tid-tunnel air stream), decreasing as the initial turbtience increases.
It is found necessary to assume that the body itself sets up turbulence shortly behind the mati-
nmm cross section. As a result.,airship models in which the ma.simum cross section is far for-
ward are much less sensitive to the wind-tunnel turbulence than those in which the maximum
cross section is well aft.
Apparatus has been designed and is under construction for a study in some detail of the
transition from laminar to turbulent flow on a flat plate.
The report on the characteristics of 24 airfoiI sections at speeds from 0.5 to 1.08 times the
speed of sound has been pubIished as TecdmicaI Report ATO.319 of the hTationalAdvisory Com-
mittee. ~ series of sections with plane lower surfaces and cylindrical upper surfaces has been
constructed for test, since one section of this type included in the fit series showed better Iift-
drag ratios than other sections of different shape but of the same thickness.
The measurements of the robg and yamtig moments produced by ailerons of various
chords and spans on 10 by 60 inch models of Clark Y and U. S. A. 27 sections have been
extended to large angles of attack, in cooperation with the Aeronautics Branch of the Depart-
ment of Commerce and the ~ational Adviso~ Committee for Aeronautics. Measurements of
hinge moments are in progress.
Aeronautic instrument tirestigabzs.—The work on aeronautic instruments has continued
to be conducted in cooperation with the Bureau of Aeronautics of the ~av-y Department and
the hTationaIAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics.
~ report has been prepared on the present status of air navigation instruments which is
to be submitted by the subcommittee on instruments, after approval and contribution by its
members, to the committee on problems of air rta.~ation.
The bureau cooperated w-ith the Bureau of Aeronautics in the preliminary technical work
incident to the anmud conference of the Army Air Corps and the Bureau of Aeronautics with
instrument manufacturers on current purchase specifications. Two important chrmgea, one
relating to the size of instrument cases and the other to the standard test temperatures, were
adopted in the conference. A uniform size of instrument case, based on a diaI 27j inches in
diameter, was adopted as a standard for altimeters, air-speed indicators, and tachometers, and
a uniform size, based on a dial 1K inches in diameter, for engine thermometers and pr~sure
gauges. These new sizes are in considerable favor with aircraft operatom and are Ii.kelyto be
adopted as a generaI standard. The lomst temperature at which the performance of instru-
ments is determined has been changed from – 20° to – 35° C. The standard temperatures at
which instruments are now tested are – 35o, +200, and +45° C.
The development program covered new and improved apparatus for testing aircraft instru-
ments, improvements in sertice instruments, and the development of &craft instruments for
special purpose9. A accelerometer-testing apparatus was constructed in which the accelera-
tions are secured by means of a rotating table and the indications of the instrument under test
.
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photographed. A nonmagnetic vibration rack for use in testing magnetic compasses is now
under construction which is similar @ previously constructed racks except that it is to be of
nonmagnetic materials as far as possible. Two accelerometers, one with a maximum pointer,
have been constructed for use in measuring the-acceleration of yirplan~ in the direction per-
pendicular to the floor of the airplane. An oil-pressure gauge has beeri modified so as to teat
...
the feasib%ty of using a nonfreezing liquid in the tubing betweeq the engine and the indicator
instead of the oil, in order to improve the performance.of oil-pressure gauges in aircraft which
operate at low temperatures. Work has continued on the further development of the electric
resistance thermometer for measuring free air temperatures and, in cooperation with instrument
—
manufacturers, on the development of a satisfactory’ type electric tachometer for multiengined
aircraft.
A report has been prepared on the fundamentals of instrument mechanism design, con-
sidering factors such as inertia effects and damping in i_tsrelation to the effect of wibration of
the aircraft. A report is in preparation on the results thus far obtained “on”the variation O( the
torsion modulus of nonferrous and ferrous materials with temperature, and further experimental
work is being planned. Revision of the report covering the elastic afterworking of diaphragm
metals is in progre= based on the study of the dqta in Technical Note No. 261. An experimental
program has been drawn up covering work on the fric~on of step and shoulder bearing pivots in
which particular attention is given to the effect of the. tiih of. the pivots.
The investigation of damping liquids for aircraft ~trurnenti has centered during the past “-””
year on extending the low-temperatm-e limit of the viscosity data published in Technical Report
No. 299 ta – 60° C. and in finding a suitable liquid for the ball-type inclinometer. In extending
the results to lower temperatures an apparatus was constructed in which the liquid bath could
be cooled by carbon dioxide “ice.” The damping liquid for the inclinometer must be such
that its viscosity is not too great at –35° C., and great enough at +30° C. to damp out the
rotation of the ball of the inclinometer when the ltiter iS under vibration. T&is rotation
coupled with linear oscillations causes the ball to clirq~”.the tube. As a crit&ion of the useful-
.
new of a liquid at 10”wtemperaturti tie temperature tit which its kinematic viscosity is five
times that at +30° C. has been proposed. The great&-ttemperature change required to produce
the fivefold increase in viscosity of. the liquids so far investigated is about 60° C. for liquicki
having a viscosity of 0.05 poise (25° C.) and about 70.0C. for liquids of 0.025 poise. Liquids
with these characteristics do not fully meet the requirements of_the ball inclinometer.
WASHINGTON NAVY YAUD
.
The wind-tunnel equipment at the Washington Naiqy Yard consists of an 8 by 8 foot closed-
circuit type and a 4 by 4 foot N. I’. L. type. The large tunnel is -smployed continuously in
making tests on current airplane design models and on problems connected with current design.
The small tunnel is used for miscellaneous investigations, but practically” alI of the tests are
made to answer questions arising in the course of design studies, A limited number of extended
investigations are undertaken from time to tirqe, although most of the general problems are
now submitted for study to the National Advisory Ccmunittee for Aeronautics.
..
Airplune modek.-During the past year 22 model airplanes representing 18 designs were
given completa tests in pitch and yaw.
_
Many of these d&igns were given additional tests
covering such items as effect of wing location, effect. of nacelle location, effect of changes “h
control surfaces, etc. In several modeIs serious interference effects were eliminated by patient
testing of slight successive modifications. work of this nature reqties considerable time in
the wind tunnel butit supplies information of the greateetvalue.
Airfoils.-No extended aerieaof wing sections has been investigated during the past-yeai~
but a group of nine new airfoils is to be tested at the first-opportunity. Routine tests have
been made on three airfoil sections in connection with the tests on airplane models in which
they were used.
A short investigation was male on the effect of the curvatur% of concave under cambers
with particular reference to the burbling that occurs on the bottom surface at low anglesof .
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attack. lluring this study a few teatswere made to instigate the possibility of simple me@ods.
of flow control, but the results were not very encouraging.
Rods andfwelage8.— Four seaplane floats have been tested for drag at various speeds h-
continuation of the series previously tinted. Additional tasts me to be made as the models
become available.
Nine fusehge modeIs have been tested, also in continuation of a previous series. This
completes the fuselage tests laid out two years ago, but a new series is to be st@ed during the
coming year. These models are based on current designs and are selected to cow.r the various
types used in design.
lf%uL%ie7d-s.-E!e~eralteats have been made on windshields of -mrioua forms designed to
give better protection to the crew or to reduce drag. Part of this work has been done on com-
plete modeI airplanes, and part on special fuselage mcd.els. It is felt that this type of testing
is in general rather unsatisfactory. There appears to be a great need, however, for some wind-
shield design data aIong the lines of protection of the gunner in a rev cockpit. This generaI
problem is now under investigation by the National Advisory Committee for Aercmautim.
Naceli’einterference.—Nacelle interference with wings has been determined for a series of
models, in order to obtain certain design data. The tests indicate that the best faking varies
with angle of attack and that it must be worked out for each d=ign. Further work along this
line at the Washington Navy Yard appears to be unnecessary in view of the proposed research
by the hrational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
S’huts.-Three extensive series of struts have been tested during the past yeax. The first
series consisted of 11 modifications of the Navy hTo.1 strut, the program being so laid out as to
include the study of the effects of fieness ratio and trailing-edge radius. A report covering
these tesfs is now being prepared. The second series consisted of five theoretical shapes sup-
plemented by three standard struts. The tests included preesure distributions and drag meas-
urements, which were compared with the calculated values. A report by Dr. R. H. Smith
on this work has been published by the National Adviso~ Committee for Aeronautic as
Tectical Report No. 335. The third series was Iess s@ematic than the other two and ccn-
sisted chiefly in measurement of the e.tlecton drag of slight modifications in the contour, surface,
and size of standard struts.
Slotg and ~aps. —Four wing modeLs incorporating the Handley Page automatic slot have
been given thorough tesk for slot operation with reference to the angles of opening and closing
for various linkage systems. These tests sIso included force measurements on the leading
airfoil, and vekwity erploratione in the slot. All the models were tested in connection with
the adaptation of the slot to serrice-type airplanes, rather than as a detached investigation.
Zi@m-than-air.-Some calibration tests have been made on the new oscillator which was
completed during the past year. The resuk appear very satisfactory, and further oscillation
tests are to be made when the time is avaiIable.
A series of power cars for use on rigid airships is being given tests for @g at various speeds.
This series includes a group having the h’. A. C. A. Venturi cowling in several forms. The
generaI problem of the interference and drag of power cars on airships is being continued by
the National” Advisory Committee for Aeronautics both in the variabledensity wind tunnel
and in the propeI1erresearch tunnel.
XAT$EIELDIVISION.~MY MBCORPS
WINDTumume.-The reinstallation of the NIcCook Field 6-foot and 14-inch wind tunnels
at Wright Field was completed in February, 1929. The new installations are practically the
same as at lMcCook Field, with ody minor improvements, and the air flow, etc., are essentially
the same.
Routine test8.—In addition to the calibration check, only one routine wind-tunnel modeI
test, that of a jh-scale model of the XO-14 airplane, has bun run. The primary purpose of this
test was to compare the lift and drag characteristics obtained in the wind tunnel with the
characteristics of the complete airplane obtained from glides without thrust.
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Wing @tter.—A preliminary wind-tunnel investigation of wing fluttm has been made.
This investigation covered different types. of flutter in several common wing sections at angles
near the burble point and near the angle of zero lift. The’ distributiogoJ themass,theshape of the
tips, and the elastic axis were -allvariable, and the frequency was further varied by added vmightt
and by adjustment of the support.
Engine cowling.—A seriee of cowlings for air~ooled engines mounted in wing naccdlw was
tested fQr drag and cooling propmties, and the data obtained were made available to designem.
Tail sw@aces.-An investigation of the characte&&s of the horizontal tail surfaces of a
)&scale model of the AT-4 fuselage with two tail surface a~angemente, begun at McCook
Field, was completed during the pastyear,
Premtmi didtib@on.-Pressur6 disttibutioq on th6Clark ~=a?d Gottingen 398 wings has
been determined at very close intervals over the leading edge to facilitate ihe design of automatic
slots.
FULL-SCALEE~EItIMENTS-Qtiih jea&g.- A ‘(zero thrust” indicator has been devised
which makes glide testing practicable for determining the lift and drag characteristics of air-
phmes in flight. Polar curves have been obtained for-the 210-2, the 210-6, and the XO-14
airplanes. The pro~e drag of the 210-6 wae found to .b~greater with a corrugated wing surface
A torqui meter iihiptable to geared engines has been designed,than with a smooth surface.
which, used in combination with data obtained from. g~de te@s, w-ill determine power and
propeller efficiency idlighk
Performance reduction.—The performance data obtained both in summer and in winter on
four airplanes have been reduced to standard air perfo~ances by different methods which wore
proposed tA improve present methods of reduction; no improvement, however, was found, and
therefore no changee have been made in the methods.
SZotsand jZaps,-Controlled leading-edge slote with trailing-edge flaps were tested on the
Driggs Dart airplane and found to be of some benefit ~king off and landing, but the reduction
of high speed and cfi-mbwas not meastied. Automatic slots were tried on the PT-3 airplane”
and found to reduce high speed and climb with no improvement in landing or take-off qualities.
OLEOJI~.—A jig for the drop testing of oleo and other shock absorbers has been completed,
making it possible to closely approximate actual landings and accurately record accelerations
and stresses.
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
.Massachusett~Institute oj Technology.—A new Venturi-type 5-foot wind tunnel has been
added to the equipment at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This wind tunnel is of
the closed-t&oat and open-return type, and has an air speed of about 100 miles per hour with a
75-horsepower motor. Thesis investigations have bee~ade on the effect of yaw on the autoro-
tation of a monop~ane airfoil; the heat transfer from the lower surface of an airfoil at various
angles of attack; and the air flow around, and the redstance of, a horizontal opposed engine in
a wing, with comparative V and radial engine tests. .~ .a spe~al high-speed tunnel a study of
heat transfer from tinned surfaces has been made, and wind-tunnel work has also been in
progress on the mutual interference effects of @lane, propellers and other parts of the airplane.
LNanjoniUniversity.—k investigation has been c@rnpletedon the effect of fusehige I&me=
upon prope~er performance, and tests of ak 3-bladed. adjustable pitch propeIIer models have
been conduct~d for the Army Air Corps. In the investigation of the profile drag of certain
airfoils, a single special-form airfoil of Clark Y section has been given a preliminary test, and the
indications are that this airfoil has no induced drag, so that it will be possible to measure the.L
profile drag directly with a balance.
New YoT7iUniveT&y.—At the Daniel GuggenheirnSchool of Aeronautics a number of tests
were made, in cooperation with the Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation, on an airebipmodel suspended
in the wind tunnel at various angles to the wigd, C1OSCIto the ground and to the hangar. Three-
component- measurements of forces were rn.a.d~,and iriformation relating to the forces present
in the ground handling of airships was obtained. A $abin fuselage of typical form was tested
with various typea of forward windshield arrangements, and the results indicated the possibility
—. —.
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of developing a type of windshield combining dcsirable aerodywn.ic properties with satisfactory
vision. In these tests it was found that a slight modification in the shape of the forward part
of the cabin fuselage might increase the resistance of the fuselage to a detrimental extent. A
study was made of the fairing between wings and fuselage, in which it was found that a fairing
lying in a horizontal plane gave no aerodynamic advantage, but that fairing in a verticaI plane
would reduce the combined resistance of the fuselage and wings appreciably. By means of a
rigid I beam whose deflection, recorded opticaIly on a drum, gave a measure of the loads without
the complication of any shock absorption in the apparatus itself, drop tests of olec struts were
made under conditions sinmilatingactual use, and in addition the displacement of the struts was
measured by opticxd methods. Complete load-time and displacement-time- curves were thus
obtained for a number of oleo struts.
Cal#ornia Institute oj Technology.—At the GuggenheigI LaborataW of the California
Institute of Technology, a new 10-foot wind tunnel has recently been completed and its flow
characteristics calibrated. A set of automatic balances was especially designed for the new ‘
tunnel and has been calibrated. Theoretical investigations have been under way on the motion
of compressible inviscid fluids and of incompressible viscous fluids, and on the forces and
moments acting on the individual wings of a biplane celhde. Wind-tunnel tests have been
conducted on the drag of a sphere and of rephas of the hT.P. L. streamline modeIs t#ed several
yerwsago in vaxious wind tunnds in this country. Study has been made of the bending strength
of tubes with small thicknesdiameter ratio, and of the strength of corrugated durahunin sheet
under compressive loads parallel to the corrugations.
l?nirersity oj .Micliigan.-bwstigations have been under way at the University of Michigan
on boundary-layer removal by suction, and on the lift, drag, and stability, including rolling
and yawing moments, of a low-wing monoplane and of an amphibian with. outboard emginee.
Several probkrna relating to the air res%mce of automobiles and of engineering structures have
alea bem investigated.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON POWER PLANTS FOR AIRCRAFT
OBGANfZA’ITON
The committee on power plants for aircraft is at present composed of the following members:.
Dr. S. W. Stratton, Massachusetts Institute of Tecbnology, chairman.
George K. Lewis, hTationalAdviso~y Committee for Aeronautics, vice chairman.
Henry M. Crane, Society of Automoti~e Engineem. L
Prof. Harvey N. Davis, Stevens Institute of Technology.
Dr. H. C. Dickinson, Bureau of Standards.
Cmlton Kemper, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Lieut. E. R. Page, United Stat= Army, Mat6riel Div%ion, Air Corps, Wright FieId.
Lieut. Commander James M. Shoemaker, United States Navy.
Prof. C. Fayette Taylor, Massachusetts Inetitute of Technology.
FUNCTIONS
The functions of the committee on power plants for aircraft areas follows:
1. To determine which problems in the field of aemmautic power-plant research are the
most important for investigation by governmental and private agencies.
2. To coordinate by counsel and suggestion the research work involved in the investigation
—
of such problems.
3. To act as a medium for the interchange of information regarding aeronautic power-plant
research in progress or proposed.
4. To direct and conduct research on aeronautic power-plant problems in such laboratories
as may be placed either in whole or in part under its direction.
5. To meet from time to time on call of the chairman and report its actions and recomrnenda-
t.ionsto the executive committee.
By reason of the representation of the &my, the Navy, the Bureau of Standards, and the
industry upon this subcommittee, it is poaaible to maintain close contact with the research work
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being carried on in this country and to exert an influence toward the expenditure of energy on
those problems whose solution appears .tc be of the greatest importance, as well as to ivoid
waste of effort due to unnecessary duplication of reaea.ii,
*
The committee on power plants for aircraft has direct control of the power-plant research
conducted at Langley Field and also of special investigations authorized by the ccmmittaxnmd
conductid at the Bureau of Studards. Otlmr power-plant investigations undertaken by the
Army Air Corps or the Bureau of Aeronautics are reported upon at the meetings of the com-
mittee on power plants for aircraft.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
COMPRESSION-IGNITION Emmwm.-The research work in connection with the development
of the high-speed, compression-ignition engine for airmaft use has been continued. Particular
attention has been given to the problem of improving the processes of combustion by obtaining
a more even distribution of the fuel in the combustion -ghamber! The results have been lower
specific fuel conaumptions and higher percentages of. computed full-load torque with a clear
.==.. _
exhaust.
-’.—
AnQl@e oj theoreticalcycle e~enci~.-The theoretical inve&igation of a number of design
factors controlling the actual cycle eiiicienciesof compression-ignition engines has been continuod.
A method of calculating cycle efficiencies and mean effective pressures for the dual cycle has “
been developed in order to detemnine the tiect ~f compression.ratio, maximum cylinder pree-
sure, Wd excess air on the theoretical cycle efficiency. The calculations show that increasing
the compression ratio from 8 to 18 for a constant max&mm cylinder pressure of 800 pounds per
square ihch increases the indicated mean effective pressure 10 per cent. The same percentage
increase would also be obtained by raising the maximum cylinder pressure from 700 to 1,200
pounds per square inch for a compression ratio of 14. A report on the investigation to deter-
mine the eflect of compression ratio and maximum cylinder pressure on the cycle efficiency of
compression-ignition engines operating on the dual combustion cycle is being prepared for
publication,
In order to determine the error that is made in @e cycle calculations by m~idering the
specfic heats of the gases of combustion to be. con@@, two series of calculations have. been
made; one using constant. specific heat values, the o~ei u&ng””specificheat values that vary
with the temperature, In each series of calculations, the workjng fluid was considered to be
actual cylinder gases, the mixture to vary at difierent points of the dual cycle, and the com
bustion of the fuel to b.e complete. The investigation covered a range of compression ratios
from 10 to 16 and maximum cylinder pressures from 700 to 1,200 pounds per square inch,
full-load fuel, and no excess air. It was found that the cycle efficiency and indicated mean
effective pressure were 13 per cent-greater when the specific heats of the gases were considered
to be constant than. when the specific heab were considered to vary with the temperature.
Calculations have also been made for excess air quantities.at full load from O to 72 per cent for
the above range of compression ratios and maximum cylinder pressures. Increasing the full
load percentage of excess air increases the cycle efficiency and percxmtage of fuel burned at
constant- volume, and decreases the indicated mean. effective. pressur+~tith increase of the
compression ratio and maximum cylinder pressure. The .resulti. also show that the quantity
of fuel required to raise the pressure of a given volume of mixture from one pressure to another
is independent of the quantity of excess air present. Th&.a.viwagevariation was not over 1
per cent for 26 out of 31 sets of calculations and one-half of these did not vary more than 0.5
per cent.
.
Of the total amount of energy liberated by the combustion of fuel in an internal-combus-
tion engine, 25 to 37 per cent is obtained for useful work. The prnainder is lost in the exhaust
gases and in radiation, conduction and convection to the cylinder walls and piston. As these
three methods of heat transmission rawly occur singly, an investigation is being made of the
available literature to determine the possibility of segregating and reducing these losses by a
knowledge of their magnitude and part of the cycle in which they have the greatest eflect.
-.
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Comlmstion-ciiamtierkeatigaiion—htejral iype.—Work has been continued with the oylin-
der head having a vertical disk-type combustion chamber formed between horizontally arranged
inlet and exhaust valves. This combustion chamber has only a slight degree of air turbulence,
because of a large rectangular ofice between the cylinder and the combustion chamber. The
fuel-injection system used with this engine consists of a camaperated fuel-injection pump and a
spring-loaded automatic injeetion valve having various combinations of seven small round
orifices arranged at different anglu, but in the same plane. The injection valve was placed in
the,top of the combustion chamber and the sprays were direeted toward the rectangular orifice.
Several nozzles having two additional oritlces delivering fuel to the air in the upper portion of
the combustion chamber have also been tested. These 9-ofice nozzles give a slight increase
in engine performance and a clearer exhaust than the 7-hole nozzk.a, which indicates that the
improvement in combustion efficiency is due to the better fuel spray distribution obtained with
the two additional orifices.
At 1,500 r. p. m. with a fuel quantity giving approximately three-fourths full-load torque,
which corresponds to engine operation at cruising speeds, and maximum cylinder pressures lees
than 500 pounds per square inch, the 5-inch bore by 7-inch stroke &t engine developed an indi-
cated mean effective pressure of 104 pounds per square inch. The corr&ponding fuel eonaump-
tion was 0.36 pound per indicatad horsepower per hour. Based on a mechanical efficiency of 85
per cent for muIticylinder engine operation, this performance gives a brake mean effective pres-
sure of 82 pounds per square inch and a fuel consumption of 0.45 pound per brake horsepower
per hour. A clear exhaust is maintained up to 82 per cent of ftdl-load torque.
A series of teste has been made h determine the friction losses of the component parts of a
&gle-oyIinder Univemal test engine when operated with a oompreesion ratio of 13.5 and a speed
of 1,500 r. p. m. The two major items of friction were the pumping and piston-ring losses, which
amounted to 29.4 and 22.3 per cent, respectively, of the totaI friot.ion. These test results indi-
cate the need for an aasembly of compression and od ringg which wilI maintain the high-corn-
preasion pressures required for operation of the compression-ignition engine and at the same
time will give low piston-ring friction.
Comihstion-ciiumber inres@ation—Precombustion chamber fype.-The investigation to de-
termine the effeot of high combustion-air turbulence as influenced by the design of the cylinder
head, and of the type of fuel spray, on the performance characteristics of a high-speed compres-
sion-ignition engine has been continued with the cylinder head having a pear-shaped precmmbus-
tion chamber. In determining the performance characteristics of this combustion chamber a
centrifugal fuel spray had been previously used which gave good distribution within the pre-
combustion chamber. Operation with this type of fuel spray gave low indicated mean effective
pressures and high maximum cylinder pressures. The fueI spray has been changed to a noncen-
trifugal spray injected from an oritice of 0.050 inch diameter placed flush @h the precombue-
tion chamber. The injection duration for full-load fuel quantity with this fuel valve and nozzle
and a cam-opmated fuel injeotion pump is 34 crank degrees. At 1,500 r. p. m., full load fuel,
i. e., the fuel quantity ghring 15 per cent excess air in the cylinder, the singkwylinder tet engine
developed an indicated mean effective pressure of 133 pounds per square inch. The corre-
sponding fuel consumption was 0.040 pound per indicated horsepower per hour. The maximum
cylinder pressure as indicated by the disk-type maximum cylinder pressure indicator was 760
pounds per square inch. The exhaust was colorkss and smokeles up to 85 per cent of full load.
This full-load indicated mean effective pressure represents an increase in indicated mean
effective pressureof 13.7 per cent obtained witbout an increase in the maximum cyIinder pressure.
Fuel-injection sysfem~.-The mathematical amdysis of automatic injection valves has been
continued. The effects of operating forces and val~e design have been investigated for a
diaphragm-loaded valve and for a vahre in which the loading is given by the extension or com--
preasion of a member of the vtdve. Experimental records of the motion of a helicaI spring-
loaded valve are being obtained to determine the agreement between the mathematical amdysis
and the actual conditions. The motion of the injection-vaIve stem is recorded on a ti drum
moving at a speed of 1,000 inches per second. It has been found that the valve stem opens
..-
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fully in approximately O.OO3second and the fuel-spray_formation and cutoff follow the opening _
and closing of the valve within a few hundred-thousandths of. a second. Furthermore, it has
been learned that dew the valve is fitted with a rn~lmnical stop the stem oscillates, giving
in extreme came a pulsating effect to the fuel spray. The experiineni.sconducted so far indicate
that the secondary discharges which have been previously discussed in Technicul Report No.
258 of the committee are caused by a bouncing of t~g moving member of the injection valve.
This secondary discharge has been partially eliminated by enlarging the mea of the by-pass
valve of the injection system under investigation.
The time lag at which the fuel is injected into the cylinder of a compression-ignition engine
is an important factor in the combustion e5ciency of~the ~gige. To determine the timo lag
it is necessary to know the time interval required foumy given pressure at the fuel pu’mp or”” ‘“”
the fueldistributing mechanism to reach the injection valve. The time lag oi the fuel-
injection system is a function of the valve design, the valve opening pressure, the pressure in
..-
the injection system and the length of tube between tie fuel pump or distributor and the injec-
.
tion valve. An investigation of the factors affecting ‘bjection time lag is being conducted at
this laboratory. Photographic records of the motion of the timing valve and the injection-
valve stems are obtained by using small mirrom which are rotated by the movement of the
stems and reflect two light beams on a revolving film ‘dnim. The tiine lag of the injection sys-
tem is the time interval which elapses between the _start of lift of the timing valve and the
start of Iiftmf the injection valve. For an injection pressure of 4,000 pounds per square inch
and an injection tube length of 70 inches the time lag is approximately 0.0025 second. At an
engine speed of 1,500 r. p. m. this corresponds to approximately 25 crank degrees. -.
The ratio of the length to the diameter of the ori@e of an injection valve for a compression-
ignition engine”has an effect on the distribution an~~enetration of .~e fuel spray delivered
from the valve. In order to provide information for the designers of com-pression-iinition
engines, the sprays from single orific~ varying in dia~eter from 0.005 to 0.040 inch grc being
photographed by means of the N. A. C?.A. spray photography equipment. From ihe photo-
graphs both the penetration and distribution of t@., fuel spray are obtained. The length-
diameter ratio of the orifices is beig varied from 400 to 0.75. The photographs are being
taken for injection pressures from 2,000 to 8,000 pounds per square inch, valve-opening pres-
sures froIu 2,000 to 4,000 “pounds per square inch, and for spray-chamber air densit.k from 4
to 17 atmospheres. The photographs are being taken for both a straight stem and a helical
grooved stem in the injection valve.
Considerable work has already been done ‘at th~”laboratory on the determination of the
coefficient of discharge of liquids through small round orifices.. This invmtigation is to be
extended to cover the effect of the length-diameter_.itio of tho orifice and also the effect of
the injection valve as a. whole. The tests which have been started tie being conducted in
conjunction with the research on the effects of the ~epgthdiameter ratio of the orifice .og me . . . .=
spray characteristics. The same range of injection .presaures, valve-opening pressures, and
chamber densities will be investigated and the same spray nozzles will be eqployed.
A dual-rate fuel-injection valve has been designed to give a“varying iate of injection in
accordance with the combustion requirements of tha dual-combustion cycle.’ The first part
of the fuel charge is injected through orMces of small diameter and the remainder of the fuel
charge through an annular ofice. The primary injection is controlled by a poppet valve
loaded by a helical spring and the main injection by- the lips of the orifice, loaded through a ‘
combination of spring disks. In designing this valve to fulflll theoretical combustion require-
ments, it was necessary to devise methods by which calculations could be made to determine
the desired rate d.fuel injection at any point- in the injection cycle. A method was also
developed for the calculation of instantaneous injection pressures and from these pressurcx the
instantaneous rates of fuel discharge. The effective mass centers of the spray and the com-
bustion air were calculated for the various crank de@es during injection, and the fuel sprays
were so directed as to make the two coincide as nearly u. p@ble. Preliminary tests have
been made of the fuel valves and the quantity and rate of fuel injected were found to check
the design calculations.
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An investigation of the problems of fuel distribution and injection encountered in the
operation of fuel-injection systems for muMcyIinder compression-ignition engines of ~r~t
type has been undertaken. A 6-plunger cam~perated fuel-injection pump has been con-
structed and subjected to preliminary development t~ts. The fuel quantities delivered by
each individual plunger through the dual-rate fuel-injection vaIve were measured and the
-of start and duration of spray from each valve determined by means of an oscilloscope.
l%hnuna~ engine tests have C@ been made with this fuel pump.
hdkator~ for intemuzl-combustionen@es.-A large amount of valuable information on the
combustion characteristics of various fuel sprays can be obtained from accurate indicator cards
of high-speed compression-ignition engines. The great diflicuhy has been to obtain an indicator
which would accurately follow the variation of pressure within the cylinder of the compression-
ignition engine. Work has been continued on the design of an optical-type engine indicator which
will give the variation of pressure for a single engine cycle. While the necessary design and
development work is being done, a commercial balanced-pressure, eleotric-reccrding indicator
which gives a composite card, has been altered so as to give resu.hsof a higher degree of accuraoy.
These alterations include an 80 per cent reduction in the weight of the moving disk, a decrease
in the seat width from 0.031 to 0.004, and the use of a light-weight paper which requires only
half the prim~ voltage.
b order to compare performance data of compression-ignition engines, it is neccsaary that
the matium cylinder pressures be accuratdy indicated. The work of improving the v~oue
types of maximum cylinder-prwsure indicatcm has been continued. At the present time the
maximum cylinder pressures are indicated by means of a modi&d Bureau of Standards bal-
anced-pressure diaphragm-type indicator. The balance condition of the diaphra=~l is indicated
by the flash of a neon lamp.
Two-STRO= C?YCL~,GASOLINE-INJEOTIO~E CW~EImwrrwmoK.-The design of a eingle-
cylinder, Z-stroke cycle, gasoline-injection, electric-ignition, air-oooled test engine has been ccm-
tinued. This work has for its object the determination of the fundamental factors affecting
the operation of such a power plant in order that the inherent advantage of great= power
output per unit weight of an engine of this type may be made avaiIabIe for pumuit-type air-
craft. A standard Liberty air-oooled engine cylinder has been altered and adapted to the
crankcase of an NT.A. C. A. Universal teat engine. The design of the combustion and.scavenging-
air system and the propeller-type blovrer for coohg the cylinder has been completed and con-
struction of the blower unit started. The fuel-injeotion system will consist of a cam-operated
fuel-injection pump and two automatic injection valves. Tests have been made of aeved
injection valves designed to give a vrelI-&stributed sheet of fuel spray. A fuel-in jeotionpump
is being designed with plunger port, fuel admtilon, and cut-off which wilI permit of consistent
operation at the higher pump speeds necsssary with the Z-stroke cycle engine.
%PERCUGEB INVESTIGATION-lkt# type supercharger.-The analysis of data cm geared
centrifugal, turbocentrifugal, and Roots type superchargers has been cont@ed. The adiabatic
ei%ciency of these superchargers has been computed from the test data avaikble. The com-
putations and curves on the power required by a geared centrifugal supercharger to compress
1 pound of air per second at various pressure dMerences are being checked. Computations
are ako being made on the test data now available and on the data from tests now in progress
to determine the eflect of various types of superchmgers on the net engine povier obtained at
various altitudes.
A report has been prepared for publication pment~m the results of tests to determine the
effect of supercharger capacity on engine and airplane performance. The performance in level
flight and in climb of a DH-4 M-2 airplane powered with a Liberty engine was determined. for
four supercharger capacitiw obtained by varying the drive-gem ratio of the supercharger.
The engine povier was measured with a calibrated propelIer. The resuI@ of these teats show
that there was very Iittle sacrifice in sea-level performance obtained with the la-rgergear ratio
as compared with that obtained with the srnabt.
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The steel impellers reported last year as being under construction for the Roots type
supercharger have been tested. The dimensions of these impellem and the Clearanc= obtained
with the impellers assembled in a supercharger case were satisfactory. Tests have been con-
ducted on these impellers to determke the change .in impeller diameter with change in SPeed”
It wiis found that rotating the steel impellem at 9,000 r. p. m. increased the diameter 0.018
inch as compared with an increase of 0.009 inch for the aluminum and magnesium alloy impellers
at the same speed. On account of. the method of. .constru@ion the steel impellem were not
satisfactory for laboratory testing in the Roots type supercharger.
The turbo-centrifqal euperchurger.—Tests to detefiine the performance in climb and
level flight of a modified DH-4 M–2 airplane equipped with a turbocentrifugal supercharger
are in progress. Test data have been obtained which will.give the rate of climb, speed, power
delivered to the propelh, and the fuel consumption. A worm-gear reduction drive for a tachom-
eter has been constructed and. used tO@t&the r@ational speed of the supercharger ~Pe~ler
at altitude. The flight work for both supercharged and unsupercharged conditions has been
completed and the test data obtained on the flights are now being reduced txrthe condhions
of a standard atmosphere. The results obtained have been compared with similar rcsult~
previously obtained on the mme tilane with a ROO@ t~~ super~ha%er. This COmpariSOn
shows the same ceiling and practically the same rate of climb for the two types of superchargers,
but the level-flight performance at. higher altitudes showed a decided improvement when the
turbocantrifugal superchrmger was used. A report- is being prepared for publication which
will present the comparative performance as obtained with the turbocentrifugal supercharger
and the Roots type supercharger.
Effect oj oake timing on auperchurged-engine&o~ance.-For unsupercharged enginw a
valve timing is usually selected which gives max@un charging eficiency at a given engine
speed, This same valve timing is wed when the engine is equipped with a supercharger and
operated at altitude. With increm.e in altitude ~ the supercharged engine, however, the.
differential pressure available for inducting the ch~e into the cylinder increases. In order to
determine the effect of valve timing on the performance of a supercharged engine, tests q.rebeing
made with an N.”-”A.C. A. Univen%l t=tiengine .Operatingunder ~nditio~ of exhaust- ~d
inlet pressures simulating those of a supercbged engine for altitudes up to 20,000 feet. Siice
the timing of the exhaust and inlet valves can be altered over a wide range while the engine is
in operation, the equipment is particularly adaptable to this investigation. The engine tests
have been started and the performance .deted~.”with normal valve timing for both Super-
charged and unsupercharged .Jest-conditioris,
The dete~ation of th~”’fight perforrnanoe of airplanes would beHub dynumometer.—
greatly simplified if the power delivered to the propeller could be accurately measumd at all
times. The designing of a hub dyn~ometer for this purpose and the testing of its component
parts have been continued. The dynamometer is @ the hydraulic type. Three torque cells
Ned with liquid are interposed between the propeller and the engine. As the engine power is
transmitted through the cells the liquid within the cell iEsubjected to pressurewhich is transmit-
ted through small tubes ti an optical recording system. The optical recording system produces a
continuous photographic record of cell pressures. A torque cell of the type to be used in the
dynamometer has -successfully passed a fatigue test of 5,000,000- stress reversals. Several
methods of driving the film drum have been tested and a compound-wound electric motor WRS
found to give the most satisfactory operation. This motor showed satisfactory speed and torque
characteristics when revolved on a dynamometer at speeds at 3,000 r. p. m. An optical system
for the dynamometer has een constructed and is now being tested.
9
CO.WLINCIOEAIR-COOLEDE?rmNm.-Inform@Qn obtained in *K to de~rm~e !&e effect
of different amounts and kinds of cowling on the cylinder temperatures and the performance
of a Wright J–5 engine has been prepared for publication. The cowlings investigated varied from
the extreme of no cowling OPthe engine to the othe~.=tmme of the eng~e completely cowled and
the cooling air floying inside.the cowling through w opening in the nose and out through an
annular opening in the rear of the. engine. Air speeds from 60 to 100 miles were investigated.
,-.
.—
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These tests show that increasing the amount of cowI@ reduces the drag, but has the disadvan-
tage of increasing the cylinder temperatures. Satisfactory cooling was obtained with the
coding that covered 35 per cent of the cylinder cooling area, but the cowling which cgmered
73 per cent of the cooling area gave excessive temperature. The cowling which completely
inclosed the engine gave a reduction of 40 per cent in drag at 100 miles per hour as compared
with the unccmled engine and did not give excessive cylinder temperatures.
BUEZAU OF STANDABDS
Superciiurgingoj aircrajt engines.-The altitude laboratory is again in semice after extensive
alterations and will be used to test a Curtiss D-12 engine equipped with a Roots type super-
charger. As the excess sir deljvered by the supercharger below its critical altitude will be
recirculated, steps are being taken to increase further the capacity of the refrigerating system.
Not only have tests of the Cnrtiss D-12 engine been made under ideil supercharging condi-
tions-that is, with air supplied to the carburetor at sea-level pressure for altitudes from O to
27,000 feet—but aimik tests have been made with the carburetor air maintained at other
constant pressures. The results are being prepared for publication and should be of mdue in
anaIyziug the performance of exhaust&iven as well as gear-driven superchargers. For emimple,
the normal sea-level power of this engine is 400 horsepower at the test speed (2,000 r. p. m.),
the normal power at 15,000 feet is 200, and ideal supercharging at this rdtitude gives 430 horse-
power. Hence, to restore fulI sea-level power at 16,000 feet requires a supercharger consuming
only 30 horsepower or producing not more than 6 pounds exhaust back pressure.
Phenomena of com6~”on.—The major work with the constant-pressure bomb has been an
intensive study of the gaseous explosive reaction with oxygen, of butane and of composite fuels
made up of butane and carbon monoxide. Results obtained with these fuels confirm the conclu-
sions stated in Technical Report No. 305 for composite fueIs made up of carbon monoxide and
methane or hydrogen. The facts that (a) the equivalent reaction order of a composite fuel may
be determined from the reaction orders of its components and (6) the velocity constant of the
fuel may be determhed from the velocity constants of the components, support the assumption
that high-order reaction processes consist of many simultaneous simpler ones, each running its.
cuurse within the reaction zone according to its own order and mechanism, independently of
any other reactions occurring at the same time. A report of this work soon to be published by
the ~ationsI Advisory Committae for Aeronautics is entitled “The Gaseous Explosive Reaction
at Constant Preaaure-The Reaction Order and Reaction Rate.”
Data aIready available on the effect of total pressure are being supplemented by a Iarge
number of photographic records obtained at total pressures k than 1 atmosphere.
(?mnhi..stionin an engine cylinder.-l?relirninary runs to determine the “ explosion time”
(i. e. the interval for the flame to travel from the spark plug to the most distant window) and
the “duration of flame” (the interred between the occurrence of the spark and the disappearance
of the flame in the cylinder) were made under various operating conditions on a single-cylinder
engine equipped with 31 quartz windom in the cylinder head. From these trials, the visual
method of estimating flame travel appeared to be sticiently promising to warrant considerable
refinement in the test equipment. Acoordingly, the stroboscope drive and phase-changing
device were redesigned to reduce backlash to a minimum, and the engine was provided with
a heavier flywheel to increase smoothness of operation. When measurements are resumed in
the near future the cylinder pressure corresponding to each observation of flame position will
be determined with the balanced diaphragm indicator.
Temperatures and pressures in an aircra~ engine.-The review of the literature has been
continued with particular attention to gas temperatures and pressures and to published informa-
tion regarding the characteristics and use of avaiIable high-speed engine pressure indicator.
Methods of analyzing indicator diagrams to show temperatures and heat generation and flow
have also%een studied. Such methods are of considerable interest in that they constitute the
most promisiig means of estimating the cyclic fluctuation of charge temperature in &mh-speed
engines and also afford a means of comparing in detail the deviations of the actual eycle from the
----
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ideal. The program for experimental work includes (1) the m&ng of indicator diagrams on a
single-cylinder variabl-compression Ulberty engine provided with a balanced diaphragm in-
diwttor of the type described in Technical Report IW. 107 and equipped to burn gaseous or
liquid fuels under a wide range of test conditions, and.(2) the development of a method of inter- ,
preting these diagrams to show temperature variations, combustion progress, and bent ink”r-
change between the working gas and its surroundings A number of preliminary iwns ha-rebeen
made oh propane in an effort to eliminate possible sources of err& in the test equipmcwt tindpro-
—
mdure.
E#ect gf spark characteron @ui&m aJ-i!itp.-TheLstud~ of spark ignition was re.sumcdthis
year at the request of the National Advisory Commi~@e for Aeronautics and the Xavy Depart-
med. A special laboratory has been fitted up and provided with a single-cylinder test engine
.——
equipped for comparing the effectiveness of differeufiparks under controlled opernting condi-
tions. Optical methods have been developed for (a) studying the physical condition of the fuel
charge at the time of ignition, (b) estimating.the apparent flame temperatures during combustion,
and (c) determining the volume of charge affected by sparks of dMerent charact&st.i&, By
.,
passing a seriesof sparks through an explosive mixture of oxygen and hydrogen at.low pressurein
a discharge tube cooled with liquid “air,the region where ignition takes place can be detwmincd
from the location of the ice formed and the number of rnblec~~ reacting can be determined from
the change in premre. The latter may afford a dmt means of compming the overrdl effec-
tiveness of dtierent sparks. ~
Preliminary work has been,done on the effect of adding high resistance in the secondary of
the ignition system and on the effect of capacitmce @ shielded-ignition systems. Preparations
are being made to undertake the routine testing of “shielded harnesses.”
Automatic carburetor aZhkie control.-l’he 2-cylinder multiplied-pressure p&p d“migncd
and built-h control automatically an altitude adjustment on the carburetor of the Wasp engine .
has shown excessive variation in delivered pressure at constant speed and altitude. It-is ex-
pected that the development of a more reliable check VCIVCwill overcome thk erratic behavior,
after which the device will be installed in a Navy pursuit airplane for flight test.
keeous j+celefor aircrafi engine8.
—..
—The relative engine performance to be eq]ccted wit~- a
.
number of pure fueIs used either singly or in fixtures has been determined from a theoretical
analysis based.on an ideal Ot.to cycle and also from actual engine tests.’ Considering the great
differences between the ideal and.actual cycles the results of the two methods agree surprisingly
well. The power and efficiency obtainable under similar conditions are found to bo nearly the
same with the exception of methane, which givgs about 10 per cent leas power. The antiknock...- L
characteristics of the gases are much better than those .o~the Liquidfuels and thus higher corn-
pression ratios with their attenda~t advantages are po~lble ~th the gaseous fuels. A limited
number of trials with gaseous fuels at compression ratios as high as 9:1, in a variable-compression
..
single-cylinder Liberty engine indicate that the useful compmsion ratios for such fuels may “be
limited by their tendency to preignite rather than by their tendency to detonate. Hydrogen and
carbon monoxide are not very satisfactory as reg~ds engine performance. This work was done
at the request of the Navy and funds for its extension.ta other gaseous fuels will be”made avail-
able by an industrial concern through the National Research Council.
E$eot of air humidity on evq&e performance.—It has been shown (N, A. C. A Technical
.
Note No. 309) that”failure to allow for the effect of d@erences in atmospheric humidity may
introduce errors as great as would be occasioned by failure to allow for changes in barometric
pressure. T-hiderextreme conditions either correction may amount to nearly 10 per cent of the
indicated power. Nomograms for the ~nvenient determination of humidity vahu% from
psychromatic data, based on the Ferrd formula, will be found in the above reference. The work
on humidity is to be continued at the request of the Navy,
Vapor lock in airplunefuel 6y8tem8.—Funds were made available through the Sociely of Auto-
motive Engineera for a study of aviation gasolineairmrder to develop, if possible, suitable means
of distinguishing be!ween fuels which ore suitable for.~e in airplane en~ines and those which aro
unsuitable on account of possible difficulty from vapor lock, “Measurements on representative
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aviation gasolines freed fkom water and dissolved gases show, as in the cave of motor gasolines,
that the vapor prmsure data can be computed with sticiertt accuracy (within 5 mm. I@) from
the 10 per cent &nerican Society for Testing Materials distillation temperatures. The volu-
bility of water, air, and other gases in aviation gasolines and the contribution of these.constit-
uent to the total vapor pressure have been studied. Bubble formation and growth with
commercial aviation gasolines under typical flow conditions are being studied at present in the
laboratory. Data on the temperatures occurring under flight conditions at various points in
an airplane fuel system were obtained recently at Langley Field nd have been made available
to the bureau. krangements are being made to secure similar data on other types of airplarms
in cooperation with the Army and the Navy. It is expected that the Laboratory experiments
will indicate the temperature-pressure conditions likely to result in vapor lock with any gaadine
and the flight data wilI show whether t-hepresent Federal specifications for aviation gascdinecan
safely be changed to admit more volatiIe fueIs.
Type testing of commercial en@nes.-After further conference with representative of the
&my and the ~avy, the basis on which commercial aircraft engines arg rated was motied
slightly in November, 1928. hstead of requiring the engine manufacturer to specify both
rated speed and rated power, he is asked to designate only the maxhmm speed at which the
engine should be operated at full throttle. This is taken as the rated speed and the rated power
is determined by the average brake horsepower developed in a 5-hour nonstop run at full throttie
and rated speed. The remaking nine 5-hour periods of the endurance test are run with the
engine throttled sticiently to reduce the speed about 3 per cent.
The number of engines submitted for test has exceeded alI estimates and the torque stand
unit at College Park, in service since May, 1928, was recently supplemented by two such units at
Arhngton Fatis, I’a. Future work wilI be concentrated at the &l@ton testing laboratory,
where an office, shop, and four torque stands will eventually be available. During the year,
tests have been undertaken on 26 engines, and of this number 12 failed, 5 were withdrawn, 7
have been approved, and 2 are still under test. Ten of the fah.rea occurred prior to January 1,
1929. Seven more engines have quahfhd as ready for immediate test. At the end of June, 25
engines had received approved type certicates from the Department of Commerce. Iv_lknyof
these were engines apprcwed on the basis of Army or ~a~ tests.
NEW ENGINE TYPES
The major effort in the development of aircraft engines during the past year has been cen-
tered on the problem of reducing head resistance. The mat&iel division of the Army Air Corps
has concentrated its eilorta on the study of high-temperature Iiquid cooling, especially as
applied to the Curtiss D-12 and V-1570 series of engines. The high-temperature liquid cooling
invdgation with Prestone as a caoIing liquid has been successfully carried b the flight stage
by the application of this system of cooling in three pursuit type airplanes equipped with reduced
tubular core, wing skin, and Heinrich type of radiatom. With the different installations a study
was made of the reduction in weight, frontal area, fuel consumption, and improvement in per-
formance and maneuverability of the airplane. As a remdt of this investigation, au Curtias
D-12 and ~–1570 engines now on production contract are equipped for either Prestone or water
cooIing. ParaUeIIingthe investigation the mattiel ditilon has studied merent tw of fuels
with a view to permitting the use of high compression ratios when operating at the higher
temperatures.
The application of the low-drag cowIing to air-ccoled radial type engines has been investi-
gated by the committee at its laboratories at Langley Field and further investigated by the
matfiel division, with special reference to the application of this type of cowling to military
types of airplanes. Both the Army and the Navy, in the application of the low-drag cowling
ta radid air-cooled engines, have found that the perfmmance of aircraft has been improved.
However, the cowling has not been definitely adopted for any partidar type, as the visibility
characteristics have not been satisfactory.
During the past year 26 aircraft engines have been submitted i% the Department of Com-
merce for test. The air regulations of the Department of Commerce require that engines used
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in interstate air commerce shall be of typea which have been approved after suitable tasts. Of
the 26 engines submitted, only 7 have been approved and 2 are still undergoing tests, At the
end of October, 1929, 32 aircraft enginea had recei~ed their approved type certiiicatee from the
Department of Commerce. ..-.T=. :
It is of interest to note that alI of the enginessubmitted to the Department of C~mmerce _.
for test are of the air-cooled type, having either radial or in-line type cylinder arrangement.
The majority of the engines submitted are of the bed radial air-cooled type, having either 6,
7, or 9 cylinders. l ,
The Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department and the mati%ieldivision of the Army
Air Corps have continued the development of the accepted standard types of engines used by
the services.
Development work has been continued on the Curtiss V-1570 and D–12 engines, with a view
to obtaining satisfactory operation and performance, using higher compression ratios and
Preskme cooling.
The Curtis V-1570 is a 12-cylinder V-type water-cooled engine, which was built for both
geared and direct drive. Both types are rated by the Department of Commerce at 600 horse-
power at 2,400 r. p. m.
The only other water-cooled aircraft engines @i~h are used in military types of aircraft
are the Packard A-1500 and ..the.Packard A-2500. .rThq 3A-1500 is rat@ at 600 horsepower at
2,500 r. p. m., and.the 3A-2500 is rided at 770 ho~e~ower at 2,000 r. p. m.
-.
The Pratt & Whitney Co. has further develop@ and refined the Wasp 9<ylinder r8dial
engine. This engine is ratsd at 450 horsepower at 2;100 r. p. m. and is standard equipment.for
a number of types of service airplanes in the Army a“d is also extensive~y used in commercial
service.
The Hornet ‘e&ige, manufactured by the sarn.ecomp&y?”~ rated at 525 horaejiowci id ‘- ‘-
1,9oO r. p. m. and is still one of the most used of the larger-powered air-cooled radial engines
both.in military and commercial service.
The Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor CO. has c@.iriued the development of the Chieftain “-”- -
(B-1640). This is a 12-cylinder 2-row radial eng&e ra@d at 600 horsepower at 2,200 r. p. m.
-.
The arrangement of providing two rows of cylinders and having a 2-throw crank shift makes ““
possible the reduction of the over-all dameter and t~?-elimina$iogof providing the counterweight
that is required on all single-throw crank shafts for fixed radial e“&ines.
The Curtis Challenger (R-600) engine, which develops 170 horsepower, is the same design
as the Chieftain, having two rows of six cylinders. The engine is largely used in commercial
type aircraft. Further development has been cordirmed .o.nboth these engines
Air-cooled engines.—The latest development in the air-cooled engine field is the Wrighti -”
V–1460” 12<ylinder inverted V-type engine. The cylinder dimensions are 4~-inch bore and
6~ich stroke, with a piston displacement-of 1,456 cubic inches. This engine has be~ under-
going tests at Wright Field.
.-
In the new series of radial air-cooled engines developed by the Wright Aeronautical Cor-
poration, known as the J–6 series, there are three engines, a 5-cylinder engine rated at 160 horse- ~ “-
power, a 7-cylinder engine rated at 22o horsepower, and a 9-cylinder engine rated at 300 horse-
power, all at 2,000 r. p. m. In the development-of the J+ series the Wright Aeronautical
Corporation had in mind the advantages of. interch.sngeabllity of prints,and in each engine the
cylinders and many other parts are the same and are interchangeable.
The Wright Cyclone engine, known as the l&l’750, is a 9-cylinder radial engine rated at ,
525 horsepower at 1,900 r. p, m.” Further development has been continued on this particular
engine and it is being used by the Ifavy Department-as standard equipment for some of tho
larger type servicwairplanes and seaplanes.
—
(hnpremion+wition engines.—The Packard Motor Car Co. demonstrated its 9-cyl@der air-
cooled radial-type compression-ignition engine by a flight from Detroit to the committee’s
laboratories at Langley Field. The flight was made to the annual aircraft:manufacturers’ con-
ference and the engine was demonstrated to the% at@md@. The following compgnies are _ .
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now developing compression-i=gnition oil engines for aircraft purposes: The Allison Engineering
Co., the Emsco Aero Engine Co., the Westinghouse E1ectric & Manufacturing Co., and the
Packard Motor Car Co.
On October 30, 1929, 32 diflerent types of aircraft engines had approved-type certicates
issued by the Department of Commerce. FoIlowing is a list of engines that have received their
approved-type cert~cates:
Aircraft Comet, 7-cylinder, radial, air-cooled, 130 horsepower at 1,825 r. p. m.
Aircraft Engine Corporation, L-Al, 7-cylinder, radkd, air-cookd, 140 horsepower at
1,800 r. p. m.
Americm- CHrrue,4@nder, in-line, air-cooled, 90 horsepower at 2,100 r. p. m.
Alliance, Heas ~arrior, 7-cylinder, radial, air-oooled, 115 horsepower at 1,925 r. p. m.
Arnold Harris, 8-cylinder, “ Vee,” water-cooled, 90 horsepower at 1,400 r. p. m.
AxeIson Ntachine Co., 7-cyIinder, radial, air-cooled, 115 horsepower at 1,800 r. p.m.
Continental, A–70, 7-cylinder, radid, air-cooled, 165 horsepower at 2,000 r. p. m.
Curtiss Challenger, R-600, 6-cylinder, radial, air-cooled, 170 horsepower at 1,800
r. p. m.
Curtiss Conqueror Y-1550, 12-cylinder, “JTee,” vvater-cooled, 600 horsepower at 2,400
r. p. m.
Curtiss Conqueror GT-1570, geared, 12-cylinder, “Vee,” watar-cookd, 600 horsepower
at 2,400 r. p. m.
Curtiss Chieftain 11-1640, 12-cylinder, radial, air-cooled, 600 horsepower at 2,200
r. p. m.
Curtiss D–12, 12-cylinder, “Yee,” water-cooled, 435 horsepower at 2,300 r. p. m.
Dayton Bear, 4-cylinder, in-line, air-cooled, 100 horsepower at 1,500 r. p. m.
Fairchild Caminez 447-C, 4-cylinder, radiaI, air-cooled, 120 horsepower at 960 r. p. m.
Kinner K–5, 5-cylinder radial, air-coded, 90 horsepower at 1,810 r. p. m.
LeBlond 60, 5-cylinder, radial air-cooled, 65 horsepower at 1,950 r. p. m.
hBlond 90, 7-cylinder, radial, air-cooled, 90 horsepower at 1,975 r. p. m.
Lyccming R-645, 9-cylinder, radial, air-cooled, 185 horsepower at 2,000 r. p. m.
hfichigan Aero Engine Corporation Rover, 4-cyHnder, in-line, air-cooled, inverted, 55
horsepower at 1,900 r. p. m.
Packard 3A–1500 direct, 12-cylinder, “~ee,” water-ccoled, 525 horsepower at 2,100
r. p. m. .
Packard 3A–2500 direct, l?-c-yhnder, “Vee,” water-cooled, 800 horsepower at 2,OOO
r. p. m.
Pratt & Whitney Hornet, 9-cylinder, radkd, air-cooled, 500 horsepower at 1,900
r. p. m.
Pratt & Whitney Hornet, 9-cylinder, radial, air-cooled, 525 horsepower at 1,900
r. p. m.
Pratt & Whitney Hornet, 9-cylinder, radial, air~ooled, 575 horsepower at. 1,950
r. p. m.
Pratt & Whitney wasp, 9-cylinder, radial, air-cocbd, 450 horsepower at 2,100 r. p. m
V&e, 5-cyIinder, radial, air-cooled, 55 horsepower at 1,815 r. p. m.
~arner Scarab, 7-cylinder, radial, air-cooled, 110 homepower at 1,850 r. p. m.
‘Wright J-5 Whirlwind, 9-cylinder, radial, air-cooled, 22o horsepower at 2,000 r. p. m.
‘Wright J-6, R–54o, 5-cylinder, radial, air-cooled, 165 horsepower at 2,000 r. p. m.
‘Wright J-6, lk’i60, 7-c~-linder,radial, air-cooled, 225 horsepower at 2,000 r. p. m.
Wright J–6, R–975, 9-cylinder, radiaI, air-cooled, 300 horsepower at 2,000 r. p. m.
‘Wright Cyclone R-1 T50-A, 9-oylinder, radial, air-cooled, 525 horsepower at 1,900
r. p. m.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON MATERIALS FOR AIRCRAFT
ORGANIZATION
The present organization of the committee on materials for aircraft is as follows:
Dr. George K. Burgess, Buretiu of Standards, chairman.
H. L. Whittemore, Bureau of Standmls, vice chairman and acting secretary.
Lieut. R. S. Barnby (C. C.), United .States Navy.
S. K. Colby, United Stat~ Aluminum Co,
Warren E. Emley, Bureau of Standards.
Commander Garland Fulton (C. C.), Unitad States Navy.
Henry A. Gardner, Institute of Paint and Varnish Research.
Dr. IL W. Gillett, Battelle Memorial Institute.
Prof. George B. Haven, Massachusetts Institute of T~ology.
C. H. Helms, National Advisory Committee. for Aeronautic.a.
Zay Jeffries, Aluminum Co. of America.
J. B. Johnson, mattiel division, Army Air Corps, Wright Field.
George W. Lewis, NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (ex officio member).
Lieut. Alfred J. Lyon, United States Amny, mat6riel division, M Corps, Wright IIeld.
Lieut. Commander H. R. O.ster (C. C.}, Uni@d States Na+y.
H. S. Rawdon, Bureau of Standards.
E. C. Smith, Central Alloy Steel Corporation.
G. W. Trayer, Foreat Products Laboratory, Forest service.
Starr Truscott, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Hon. Edward P, Warner, Editor, Aviation.
FUNCTIONS
Following is s statement of the functions of the=cmnmitteeon materials for aircraft:
1. To aid in determining the problems relating to matefials for aircraft to be solved expe~-”
mentally by governmental and private agencies.
2, To endeavor to coordinate, by counsel and suggestion, the research and experimental
work involved in the investigation of such problems-
3. To act as a medium for the interchange of informatiori regarding investigation of mate-
rials for aircraft in progress or proposed.
4. To direct and conduct research and experiment on materials for aircraft in such labora-
tory or laboratories, either in whole or in part, as may be placed under ita direction.
6. To meet from time to time on call of the chairman and report its actions and recoin-
mendations to the executive committee. ..
The committee on materials for aircraft, through its perso~el acting as a medium for the
interchange of information regarding.investigations ORma@ri@s for aircraft, is enabled to keep
in close touch with rwxuwh in this field of aircraft development. Much of the research, eGpe-
ckdly in the development of light alloys, must necessarily be conducted by the manufacturers
interested in the particular problems, and both the aluminum and steel industries are repre-
sented on the committee. In order to cover effectively the large and varied field of research
on materials for aircraft; four subwmm.ittees have b,wn formed, as follows:
Subconanu.tteeon ?ndahl:
H. S. Rawdon, Bureau of Standarda, chairman.
Dr. H. W. Gillett, Battelle Memorial Instituta
Zay Jeffries, Aluminum Co. of America.
J. B. Joluiscm, mattikl division, Army Air Corps, Wright Field.
George W. Lewis, National Advisory Com@ttee for Aeronautics (ex officio rnembar).
E. C. Smith, Central Alloy SteeI Corporation.
Starr !huscott, National Advisory Committea for Aeronautics.
H. L. Whittemore, Bureau of Standards.
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Subcommitteeon woods and glues:
G. ‘W. Trayer, Forest Products Laboratory, Forest Service, chairman.
H. S. Betts, Forest Service. ,“
George W. Lewis (ex officio member).
H. L. Wh.ittemore, Bureau of Standards.
,.
Subcommitteeon cmerings, d0pe8, and prokctire wat2”ng8:
C. H. Helms, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, chairman.
Dr. W. Blum, Bureau of Standards.
Warren E. Emley, Bureau of Standards.
Henry A. Gardner, Institute of Paint and Varnish Research.
Prof. George B. Haven, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Isadore M. Jacobsohn, Bureau of Standards.
George W. Lewis (ex officio member).
P. H. Walker, Bureau of Standards.
E. R. Weaver, Bureau of Standards.
Subcommitteeon airorafi structure:
Starr Truscott, National Advisory Commit@e for Aeronautics, chairman.
Lieut. C. E. Archer, United States Army.
fieut. H. Z. Bogert, United States Army, mat6rie1diwision, Air Corps, Wright l?ield.
C. P. Burgess, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department.
Charles Ward Hall, Hall-AIuminum Aircraft Corporation.
Lieut. Lloyd Harrison, United States Navy.
Kenneth M. Lane, Aeronautics Branch, Department of commerce.
Geolge W. Lewis (ex officio member).
Charlee J. McCarthy, Chance Vought Corporation.
Dr. L. B. Tuckerman, Bureau of Standards.
Much of the rwearch in connection with the development of materials for aircraft is iinanced
directly by the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department, the mah%iel division of the
Army Air Corps, and the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
The Bureau of Aeronautics and the mat6riel division of the Air Corps, b connection with the
—
operation of tests in their own laboratories, apportion and fiance research problems on materiak
for aircraft to the Bureau of Standards, the Forest Products Laboratory, and the industrial
research laboratories.
LtiEETINGSOF THE COMMITTEE
~leetings of the committee were h.eld.several times during the year tn consider reports em... . ._
the work being conducted by the subcommittees. Particular attention was given the continua-
tion of work on the development of methods for protecting light alloys, particularly duralumin,
from corrosion. This work was begun some years ago and has ahva~ formed a major subject
for investigation.
SUBCOMMITTEE“OXMETALS
The study of the properties of metals as related to their application to airoraft construction
has been carried out at the Bureau of Standards, in cooperation with the Bureau of Aeronautics
of the N1a~ Department, the mah%ieldivision of the Amny Air Corps, and the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics. Speoial attention has been given to the subject of the permanence
under serm”ceconditions of the light alloya which in wrought form are used for st.ructundpurposes.
The study of the corrosion resistance of the duralumin type of alloy has been continued and
marked progress has been made in the development of suitable protective measures to be observed
in its use. The study of its endurance under fatigue stresses has also been continued nnd
tentative values for its fatigue resistance have been obtained.
Intercq@alZine embrdtlement of sfieet duralumin.—The National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics issued two Teelmical 170tee during the year dea~w with two d.iflerent phases of
this investigation, thus bringing the total number of Technical h~otes on this subject to six.
These new notes (Nos. 304 and 305) deal with the resuIts of weather-exposure tests of duralumin
and the effect of corrosion when accompanied by stress.
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Intercrystalline. enbittlement oj sheet duralumin.- Weaflwr-exposure tests.-The exposure
tests have been in progress for two years at the Bureau of Standards and the naval air station at
Hampton Roads, Vs., and 18 months at the naval ak station, Coco Solo, Canal Zone. Quite
definite cmichwions.are.believed to be w.mranted on t~.b~k.of the res@ts to date, which on the
whole are very consistent -with the tentative views previously expressed on the basis ‘of the
laboratory test reeuhs. The test racks at Hampton Roads were damaged in some unknown
way during the year and some of the racks knocked iu,h the water. These have been recovered
and it is interesting to find that, although the rate of corrosion was altered as a result of the two
months’ immersion in the sea water, the relative order of corrosion resistance of the various
materials, heat-treated and coated in various ways, was practically unchanged by the more
severely corrosive conditions. .-. .
The tests in general have shown, beyond ques~;ri, that”the lack of perm-anence observed -
in sheet duralumin under some conditions is a corrosion phenomenon and not a ‘tspontaneous”
phase change within the alloy. A corrosive attack of an. intercrystalline nature is very largely
responsible for the -embritt.lement-produced. In the exposure tests, like the laboratory tests,
the ratxrof embrittlement was greatly accelerated by a marine atmosphere and by a tropical
climate. The tests wore carried out upon full-size tergion bars, the change in the tensile prop-
ertied being used as a measure of. the effect of comosio~. This method is by far the best in cases
like the present, in which the tensile properties of the material undergo material change witho~t
corresponding change in surface appearance. In numerous cases of coated specimens, the sur-
face, after exposure, appeam still in good condition. ~he underlying metal, however, may show
marked evidence of. attack..by its changed tensile pWperties. Variations in composition of
duralumin which do. not r~ult in wide departure from the ordinary duralumin composition
are apparently of almost negligible importance. so far as Wrrosion behavior is concerned. Of
the high-strength aluminum alloys which di%r materially k- composition from duralufin, the
alloy containing copper as the principal rdloying element was most susceptible to intercrystal-
Iine attack.
Variations in the heat-treatment procedure used for duralumin appear to be major factors
which determine. the. susceptibility of heat-treated @rahnin. sheet to embrittlement during
exposure to the weather. The quenching rate, as determined by the use of cold or hot water
or oil as quenching media, and the aging treatment (room-temperature aging versus accelm-ated.
aging) are most important in this respect. The use of. hot water or oil as a quenching medium
for sheet duralun@ or the use of an accelerated aging treatment, should be very carefully
guarded ag~inst for duralum”n which must withstfind severe climatic conditions, such as marine
and tropical service.
Cold workhg of properly heat-treated sheet du~.lumin by stretching or cold rolling does
not dect very greatly the susceptibility of the ma@ial to embrittlement by intercrystallinc
attack when exposed”to the weather. With improperly heat-treated duralumin this factor is of
much more importance.
The exposure tests have clearly shown that corrosion of the more familiar or pitting type
may occur with. any durahnnin. The effect upon the .@nsile properties, although similar in
character, is, in most cases, decidedly less than that of the intercgwtalline type. So far it has
not been possible tweorrelate defitely the tendency of the alloy toward this form of corrosive
attack with any condition of the material resulting from any particular heat treatment or other
condition,
The determination of the permanence of coatings on duralumin when exposed M t~~o.
weather has been successfully made by applying the coating to tension bars of duralumin which
had been improperly heat-treated and were hence quite susceptible to attack. The relatively
rapid attack of the underlying or basic metal following the breakdown of the coating was
shown in the tension teste of such specimens af@r exposure. In this way it has been very clearly
shown that ahminum coatings are by far the most dependable. The useful life of clear varnishes
is very short, but the addition of aluminum pigmentkcreases the permanence of the varnish
very greatly. On the other hand, the additio~ of ~~ti ptirnent tO rubberlike coatings ~
—
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whiIe decidedly successful in the laboratory, has not given satisfactory results under exposure
conditions. Surface oxidation by the anodic process and similar coatings have no lasting pro-
tective value unless well greased, and even when greased they have not proved to be resistant
against wrere exposure conditions (Coco Solo), although with milder exposure ccmditions (Wash-
ington) quite satisfactory rewdts have been obtained. Simple grease coatings reinforced
with ahnninum pom-derhave given satisfactory service under miId exposure conditions but not
entirely so for severe (marine) conditions. In general, it is quite evident from all data avail-
able that for inland use (miId eqxxmre), the coating need not be scrutinized very closely. For
marine service, however, the choice of a suitable coating appears to be very Iimited.
The above statements apply particularly to faidy thick sheet, such as 14 gage. Exposure
tests of thin (0.00S inch) sheet., even under rather mild conditions (Washington), have shown a
marked difference in tensile properties after six months, a drop in elongat.~n from 17 to 4 per
cent being observed. Under the more severe conditions at Coco Solo a sim.darchange occurred
in a much shorter time. Unlike the thicker material, the corrosion resistance of thin sheet
apparently can not be greatly improved by modifying the method of heat treatment. Thin
sheet duralumin (0.010 inch), aluminum coated, as in the Alclad process was found to be
much more resistant, although even here the corrosion resistance was not so high as that shown
by the same material in thicker sheets.
lntercystalline emMtlement of tJteetdurahnindtrem-corrosion feet8.-In the laboratmy,
accelerated corrosion tests have been continued throughout the year in order to determine
whether the corrosion resistance of durdumh may be Muenced by stress acting simultaneoudy
with the corrosive attack. The material, in the form of tension bars, was corroded while stressed
(a) in static tension in some cases nearly to and in other cases considerably beIow the yield
point., and (h) whiIe repeatedly stressed iR flexure. The tests were carried out as in the pre-
vious work; that is, after exposure to the corrosive conditions for a predetermined peribd the
tensile properties of the corroded material were determined. The tests have served particularly
vi-eIIto demonstrate the marked superiority of aluminum-coated durakmin when subject h
severely corrosive conditions. This material was in good condition after 60 days’ exposure ta
accelerated corrosion (sodium chloride solution containing hydrogen peroxide) vdiIe subjected
to 20,000 pounds per square inch tension, which is about one-half its “yield stress” (0.006
inlii extension under load). With a stress of 31,000 pounds per square inch accompanied by
corrosion, 40 days’ attack did not very materially affect it, nor did rather severe scratching of
the surface produce any marked effect during stress corrosion at 20,000 pounds per square inch.
With plain duralumin properly heat-treated, howe~er, 13 days’ attack in stress omrosion
at 25,500 pounds per square inch tension reduced the ductility from 22 to 4 per cent, although
unstressed materiaI likewise was severely attacked, the ductility being reduced to S per cent.
‘iWth material improperly heat-treated the eflect on the plain duralumin was still more strongly
marked. On the whole, static tensile stress does not appear to increase the corrosive attack
very deoidedly.
Corrosion accompanied by repeated fiexural stress constitutes a severe test. P1ain dural-
umin, properly heat-treated, repeatedly flexed to }0,000 pounds per square inch masimum
fiber stress, showed such low tensile properties after 7 days as to render it practically worthless,
although some bars remained intact for 30 days. The attack on improperly heat-treated du-
ralumin was much more severe, a life of only 5 days, instead of 30 being attained in this case.
Aluminum-coated duralumin exposed to the same conditions showed no deterioration whatso-
ever after prolonged attack (24 days). Indeed, some specimens after 65 days’ attack showed
as high tensiIeproperties as in their initird state. It is quite evident that any material showing
high resistance to corrosion under stress conditions of this character can be regarded as a
dependable one for extremely severe service conditions.
U’eather+zcposuretest8of magnesium and mugnwiwn alloys.-The program of exposure tests
was extended this year to include magnesium and magnesium alloys. The same testing pro-
cedure is be~~ foIlowed as in the case of durahunin; that is, full-size tension bars are used for
the exposure specimens, the tensile propertk of which are to be determined after diflerent
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exposure periods. The materkds used are of commercial quality and represent both the rolled
sheet and the cast alloy. They were furnished by the two leading manufacturers of this &ype
of material.
The sheet matials consist of culd-rolled magnesi-~, an alloy composed of 96 per cent of
magnesium and 4 per cent of aluminum, which previous investigators have reported to bve u
. ..
low tirrosion resistan~, and an alloy containii 95.6 per cent magnesium, 4 per cent aluminum,
and 0.4 per cent manganese, which has been reported to have a riJatively high corrosion resist-
ance. Likewise, in the case of the cast alloys, two compositions differing markedly in their ‘. _.
corrosion resistance were used. The castings we~ in we form of flat tension bars.
The bars have been exposed to the weather at the Bureau “of Standards and at the naval
air station, Coco %10, Canal Zone. A third set to be. used as “control” bars, has been stored
.—-
within sealed glass:-jars containing n desiccating substance for mfi$aining a truly dry
, atmosphere.
The problem of protecting this type of material against ~rrosion appears to be mainly
that of tiding a suitable coating togeth~r with the proper treatment of the surface prior to the
application of the coating. For each of the three exposiwes and for each of the five materials,
—.
the specimtms are exposed b the baie state “aswell a~.in the coated condition. The coatings
used are those which appeal’ most promisii according to either the results already obttiincd
with duralumin or by other investigators. As is well known, the adherence of coatings on
magnesium is. determined in large measure by the surface characteristics, and in order to obt~in
..
good adherence, one-half of the number of specimens comprising each set were treated with a
phosphate solution whereby a fine matte surface wasproduced. The remainder were used in
the untreated condition, i. e., as rolhi or as casfr
.
The coatings applied included a variety of ty-p~: spar varnish with aluminum pigment.,
-.
rubber base with graphite pignmntj lacquers of the nitrocellulose type applied over various
undercoab, linseed oil with lampblack as a pigment. One transparent coating, vinyl acetate
resin, has been included.
Results are expected from these exposure tests within a short~r period of time than in the
case of duralumin.
Hi@-jrequency fatwe.-six high-frequency flexura[ fatigue machines are now in operation
at the Bureau of Stindards 14 hours g_day. A series of tests on” 14 different materials in the
aluminum and magnesium light alloy group is in progress. The materials under consideration
are:
1. Pure magnesium, as rolIed.
2. Pure magnesium, annealed.
3. Magnesium alloy (4 per cent ahuninum, 0.4 per ,cent manganese, remainder magnesium), “” ““”
asrolled.
4. Eleven different aluminum alloys of various compositions and heat treatments.
Tests on. the magnesium alloy (4. per cent aluminum, 0.4 per cent manganese, remainder ~
magnesium) have been completed and runs We now in progress on two of the aluminum alloys.
Results of the tests on the magnmium alloy indicate an endurance limit of 5,000 to 6,000
pounds per square inch for the lon~tudinal specimens, tith a maximum of 7,OOOpounds per square
inch for the transverse specimens tested. The materiel was found to be so variable that the
determination of a more definite endurance limit could only be made by a statistical study of a
much hrger number of tests than have been made. The resultg of such an extended series of
tests on this materkd would not repay the extra labor and time. It is believed that the ~rans-
verse specimens indicated a higher value for the endu~nce limit only because it happened that
those transverse sp@rnens tested were a little better. than the longitudinal specimens selected
for test.
—L..-: ----- .—
Generally the specimens were not run much more than 200,000,000 cycles. If failure had
not occurred when this stage was reached, ‘Ccoaying” was resorted to, i. o., the stress was in-
creased and the test continued at the higher stress. _& is generally known, numerous investi-
gators have found that a specimen which is teeted at a stressbelow its endurance limit ia sctually
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strengthened by this process and if retested at a I@her stress will last longer than a specimen
tested initialIy at that stress. This fact has been made use of in the determination of the endur-
tmce Iimit. If, from tests already made, a “coaxing” test shows that a specimen lasts longer at
the higher of the two stressesof that test than it would have if tested initially at that stress, then
the lower or initial stress is considered as being lower than the endurance limit of that material.
Tests on one of the aluminum alloys have progressed far enough to allow the making of the r
-.—
statement that the endurance vrdue is close to 12,000 pounds per square inch. For the other the
preliminary resuhs indicate a value in the neighborhood of 10,000 pounds per square inch.
Fatigue of A[clad duraknin.-This investig~tio.nhas been “carriedon in cooperation with the
.41uminumCo. of America.
Over 118 specimens obtained from corroded and uncorroded .Alclfidand comparable duralu- .
min sheets have been tested. Some of these speeimens have been subjeeted to over 100,000,000
cycies of stress.
The results from specimens of corroded material indicate that t-hecorroded Alclad specimens
ha~e approximately the same life as the uncorroded specimens, while for the corroded duralumin
- ..
specimens the results lie belovr the resuhs obtained for those uncorroded. This is added evi-
dence for the greater durability of aluminum-covered duralumin.
SUBCOMMITTEEON~OODSANDGLuES
With the great reduction in the use of wood in military aircraft-,the Bureau of Aeronautics of
the Navy Department and the mat&-ieldivision of the Army Air Corps have practicalityceased
to initiate activities regarding woods and ghms. Wood is stiH largely used in cornmeroial-air-
plane structures, but it is quite evident that its use is gradually decreasing. ~lth the develop-
ment of production methods by large aircraft. manufacturers it appears th~t the We of metal
ribs is more economical than the older types of built-up wooden ribs. However, in commercial
types of airplanes where large numbers are not in production, the spruce spar, usually routed
from the add, is still more economical than the buiIt-up metal spar and satisfies the requiiG-
ments.
with the decreased use of wood in aircrtift structure there has been alm a decrease in
interest in the initiation of new investigations as to woods and glues for aircraft structures.
The work of this subcommittee has correspondingly decreased and attention is now being
directed toward the making available in the most convenient form of the information which
has been accumulated. The investigations on the strength of airplane woods, plyvwod webs
for box beams, wing rib design, lateraI buckling and twisting of beams, twisting of members
under compression, influence of blocks and fillets on wooden beams, and the study of continuous
beams, will be reported in publications now in preparation. It is believed that these reports
will summarize the information available so completely that very Iittle additional information
will be required by manufacturers who desire to use wood in their aircraft structures. The work
of preparing these reports is now in progress and they should appear during the coming yenr.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COVERINGS, DOPES, AND PROTEC’ITVE COATINGS
hluch of the work on the development of coverings, dopes, and protective coatings is car-
ried out at the Bureau of Standards, and “inmany cases it involves cooperation with the work
of the subcommittee on metals. Investigations are ako carried out by the exposure of test
panels at the United States naval air stations fit Hampton Roads, Vs., and Coco Solo, Canal
7~ne. Exposure tests were also made on the roof of the laboratory of Mr. H. A. Gardner.
%me of the more important investigations in progress during the last year are outlined “
below.
Gas ceujab=ics.—The gas cell made of the substitute for goldbeaters’ skin fabric which visa
constructed last year and installed in the Los Angelm has not given as good results as was an~ici-
pated. This is another instance of the failure of production materials and processes ta show
as good performance as was obtained from laboratory matmials and processes. lt is befieved
probable that the production material did not completely reproduce the material developed in
——
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the laboratory, and in order to determine whether it is possible by ordinary commercial methods
to reproduce the laboratory material, three orders, each for 1,000 yards of fabric of this type,
have been placed by the Bureau of Aeronautic of thg Navy Department with three different
manufacturers. Each of these is to foIIow his own methods audit is hoped that the laboratory
quality may be obtained from at Ieast-one of the manufacturers. If this is dono, it will be
possible to de$erminehow the processes followed diiler and to learn how to reproduce the material
more perfectly.
The disappointing results obtained from the one type of substitute for goldbeatem’ skin
fabric have.led to continued study of other types, and one manufacturer is attempting to produce a
substitute along independent lines.
Protectiw coatingsfor duralumin and mqywtium. —Exposure tests of coatings for aluminum
and magnesium alloys have been continued in cooperation with the subcommittee on metals.
The test specimens have been exposed at Coco Solo, Canal Zone, at the naval air station at
.
Hampton Roads, Vs., and at the Bureau of Standards. Tension tests are made of the speci-
mens after exposure to detemine. the ch.a.ngein tegs~ properties dug. to corrosive attack.
In the tests on. dwdurnin,. coatings of alun@mm have been found @ be most dependable.
The protective. value of clear varnishes is of very short duration, but the~ permanence is greatly
increased by the addition of aluminum pigment, Surface oxidation by the anodic process, and
other coatings of similar nature, when well greased, ,Wd also grease coatiiga reinforced with
ahnninum powder, have given satisfactory service under mild exposure conditions, but have
not proved resistant under severe conditions. From _@ the data 8vai1able it appears that for
mild exposure conditions there are a number of satisfactory coatings, but for marine tirvice
the choice of a suitable coating is very lirgi~d.
A number of types of protective coatsngs, including some of the same as were usid on
duralumin specimens, are being twted on ma@esiurn alloys. The most important of these
are spar varnish with aluminum pigment, rubber-base. coatings with graphite pigment, lacquem
of the nitrocellulose type applied over various undercoatings, linseed oil with lampblack as a pig-
ment, and vinyl acetate.resin. The results fronl the e.~sure tests on magnesium specimenpare
not yet available.
Substitutefor silk parachute cloth.—The feasibifi.~ of processing cotton textiles fo~ para-
chutes on a large scale so that the resuWng material would have propertk approximating”those
of ti cloth was discussed with members of several tiling plants. The methods were tested
on a large scale and weie modiiied to conform to co~ercial pra;tice in nonessential detaih” -
and where necessary. These modMed.procedures gavb satisfactmy results with yarn processing.
—
However, large-scale .operationa on cloth did not give, as go~ resuhs as were to be expected
from the smaller scale work.
The prospect of obtaining cotton yarn which is suitable for the making of parachute fal.yic
which may be used as a substitute for silk has improved somewhat as domestic cotton spinning
mills have begun to spin cotton yarns which meet the requirements for this use.
The spinning of the cotton yarns at the Bureau .of Standards was completed. Some of
these yarna were woyen into fabrics, which were.pr@ssed, and the remainder were proceascd
and then woven into experimental fabrics. This work has resulted in considerable valuable
dat% on the effect of the various treatments on the p~perties of the yarns and fabriw and has
pointed the way to the most satisfactory constructio~. and processes.
Ordinary H H balloon cloth sufEic.ientfor three parachutes was processed in three ways.
Two commercially available fabrics .\Yhichmay be suitable for parachute construction were
processed.to improve their strength. All this material has been forwarded to the Naval Air-
craft Factory at Philadelphia, Pa., to be mantifacturell into parachutes for testing purposes.
It has been found possible to increase the tear res&tanceof the cotton fabric materially by a
change in the weave. Preliminary experiments have been completed and fabric for two addi-
tional parachutes will be woven. from co~erci~ yarD usiw the rnodijed weave,
—.—
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON .41RCEAFT STRUCTURES
Practically all the investigations under the cognizance of this subcommittee are conducted
at the Bureau of Standards. These investigations are undertaken at the request of the Bureau
of Aeronautics of the hTavy Department, the rnat6rieI division of the Army Air Corps, or the
lNational Advisory Commit-tee for Aeronautics. Some of the more important investigations
in progress or completed during the past year are out.I.inedbeIow.
Welded joints in iubing.-This investigation ~as origimdly requested by the Aeronautics
Branch of the Department of Commerce. It was desired that the various types of joints used
in weIded fuselage construction should be studied to determine their strengths and to develop
improved joints.
The fit group of joints tested numbered 165 in aIL These joints were designed from data
supplied by aircraft manufacturers. They were welded under procedure control, and were t=ted
in special fitures.
Ahhough no quantitative data are available as yet, several conclusions based on observation
may be made. The most serious problem encountered h. designing rejnforcernent in a weIded
joint is the formation of cracks in gusset plates after cooling. It is evident that the prablem is
one of design as well M of welding technique. Beat results seem to be obtained by making the
thickness of gusset plates somewhat greater than the tube thickness and keeping the plan mea
of the gusset as small as possible. W’henever poszibIe the design should aIIow for.movement of
the membem as the joint cools.
.
The rcsdta of this fist series of tests are being prepared as a progress report for publication
as a Technical hToteof the ~at.ional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
From data based on the results of these tests more-improved joints will be made and fia~y
t-hebest type for each purpose wiIIbe determined.
Formjactorsfor tubing oj duralumin and steel under cona~inedcolumn and beam Lmda.-The
experiment.aIwork on this nvestigation has been continued. Avery careful and time-consuming
study of the esperimentaliresults which have been obtained Ied to a satisfactmy analysis.
The experimental results were combined on a semitheoreticaI basis which permitted a direct
comparison of cohmma made of rnateriak of markedly different physical properties.
By using this method it was possible not only to combine in a single chart the tubes of widely
diiTerent properties and of d.Merent dimensions but to obtain aIso a considerable increase of
maximum allowable stresses over the old met-hod of treatment of the esrperimentalresults. In
the case of cmtain tubes in the range of high lfr ratios the increase amountd to over 100 per
cent.
Although the experimental results were obtained on tubes within a limited range of dimen-
sions, the consistency with which the experimental points fall close @ the average curves makes
it seem probable that this method wilI prove to be more generally applicable to tubes of other
dismetem and of other wdl thiclmesws.
A report on this work has been published by the National Advisory Committee for Aero- ..
nautics as Technical AToteATO.307, Strength of Tubing under Combined &al and Transve~e
Imading.
A study of the results showed that the strength of tubing depends greatly upon the yield
point of the material. Although the test resuhs showed that the UItimate strength of the
tubing was probably as high as could be obtained on commercial tubing, the yield point of the
tubing used in this investigation was considerably higher than the specified minimum. If the
requirements as to yield point were raised, higher stresses could safely be used in design. It
seems probable that it wilI be found possible to alter these specifications so as to take advantage
of this increase in reducing the weight of tubuh.r aircraft construction. This investigation is
being continued to cover a -widerrange of dimensions of tubing, and to determine if possible the
causes underlfi the characteristic differences in the relationship between tede properties
and modu.ha of rupture of durahmin and chrome-molybdenum tubing.
Air&p girders and airship &=ucturalmembers.—D@ng the past year twts on experimental
plate girders of the Anstein type have been continued. Two short girders fabricated by the
Naval Aircraft Factmy were tested in compre&on.
-.
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In connection with tests of girde~ .of th8 Arnsteig type a new procedure has been workod
out for the determination of their minimum cross-section are~.- Preliminary tests indicate that
by means of this procedure it is possiblo to deti~ti the minimum cross-section area of a
girder, fabricated from flanged-sheet..malarial.conta~ing lightning holes, within less than 1 per
cent of the actual value. “““” .-
Several girders made by the Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation for the new 6,600,000 cubic-
foot airships of the Navy w“eretested in compression and under combined bending and axial
loading, respectively.
Electricallyw.ddedsteel tubing.—Tests on low-carbcm steel tubing formed from flat strip and
welded by the electrical resistance process, which have been carried on in cooperation with the
manufacturers, Steel and Tubes (Inc.), have been completed and will be repor~d shortly in the
Bureau of Standards .Journal of Research. The tubes~ted varied from 0.625 inch to 3 inchei
outside diameter and. from 0.028 tq,0..120~ch in wall-~hickn@s.
As was to be expected from the method .of ‘rnari-@~@turqtl@ t:birig, as produced commerc-
ially, shows much less,variation in wall thickness th~ seamless ste@ tubing.
The tests .kcluded t~sion, compression, torsion, hydrostatic, and flanging tests of the
tubes as a whole, tension tests of the weld alone, indegtgtlon (hardness) tests on both weld and
.- .. ..-
base metal, and micrographic examination-of the wel&.rind adjacent material.
All the tests showed that, except in the case of the swaged-annealed tubing, the properties
of the b~e metal (@e metal not affect@ by the welding operation) can be used iR deming
, the wortig stressesfor diHerentstructural us~of tubiug made by the process used in the man-
ufacture of this ektrically welded tubing. No allowance is necessary for the altered structure
in and adjscent to the weld,
So far this tubing has been produced co~er@ly only in carbon steel. Crome-molyb-
denum tubing has, however, been produced experimentally;” ~ ii%lded alloy tubing showing
equivalent results uuder test can be.pr.educed comm~-cially by this process it should add mate-
rially to the progress of aircraft construction.
Endjixution of struts.-%ome degree of .Wd fixation is,usually present in compression mem-
bers, as used in aircraft, but rarely is it sticient to justify designing on the basis of &cd ends.
A quantitative evaluation is needed of the added sttymgth atlorded by the degree of fixation
actually used. At the request of the Bureau of Aeyogautics, the Bureau of Stahdards has
undertaken a study of this problem with the purpose of securing data for the design of aircraft.
As was expected, the problem has not proved simple. It has been studied from the theo-
retical standpoint and a search has been made in the files of technical and scientific journals for
clues to previous work. Only the vaguest suggestions for methods of attacking the problem
were found in publications.~
The study, however, seemed t~dicate fairly definitely ~e most promising line of attack.
This consists in applying ehistic ree~ainte to the ends of the members under compression pro-
portional to the transverse stiifness of the mernbefi;~” The study further indicated that useful
results were to be expected mainly in the transition range of I/rbelow the Euler ranga.
The theoretical studies have further brought out the very useful result that in these end
fixation tests it is possible to eliminate the end correction found necas?~ by Karman in his
“round-end” tests. The relationship shows that results obtained with apparatus for a particular
fixation factor will be applicable to columns of the .a.a~e slgnderpess ra~o but with a smaller
fixation. factor to be calculatd d~ectly from the .dirnensions and the end load found. This
relationship is true whether the columns are deflec~ elastically or whether the stresses are
carried beyond the elastic limit. This relationship simplifies very rnaternnlly the testing
procedure.
Apparatus has been designed and ccmstructed fQr ma~ the tes~, and prehrninary testing
is now in progress. . —
The results have been more encouraging than was expected in an investigation in ari
admittedly difficult field and one about which sc little is known.
Tedinigu oj tdi~~at plates under normal pressure.—Work has been completed on a small
experimental frame. From the facts brought out by the use of various pack~ and holding
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systems it has been possible to design a huger fi..ture and measuring device. This larger machine
d accommodate plates of square seotion from 25 square inches area up to 900 squme inches
and rectangular plates of a 3 to 1 side ratio of areas of 75 square inches up to 2,700 square inches.
Considerable difficulty was encountered in securing the base plate and clamping bars.
Efforts along this Iine were fl.nallysuccessful and the aesembIing of the apparatus is now nearly
completed, so that the actual tests of specimens can be started soon.
REPORTOF COfilNfITTEEON PROBLERfSOF AIR NAVfGATIO~
ORGAhZATIOki
In response to the need for the coordination of scienti6c research being conducted by a
number of ~erent agencies, both within and ~thout the Government, on the problems of air
navigation, partictiarly in the fields of navigation instruments, aerial communications, arid
meteorological problems, the NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics in 1928 eatabIiehed
a new standing committee on problems of air navigation, with members representing the prin-
cipal agencies concerned with the development of aids to air navigation.
The committee on problems of air navigation is at present composed of the following
members:
Hon. ‘iVilliam P. McCracken, jr., chairman.
Dr. L. J. Brig@, Bureau of Standards.
LIoyd Espenschied, American Telephone& Telegraph Co.
Brig. Gen. B. D. Foulois, United States Army, chief of mat4rie1division, Air Corps,
~~.ht Fieldm
PauI Henderson, National Air Transport (Inc.).
Capt. S. C. Hooper, Dfiector of Naval Communications, Navy Department.
Dr. J. C. Hunsaker, Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation.
Capt. E. S. Land, United States Na~, The Daniel Guggenheim Fund for ke Promo-
tion of Aeronautics.
George W. Lewis, hTationalAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics (ex oflicio member).
Cd. Charles A. Lindbergh.
Prof. Charles F. Marwin, Weather Bureau.
C. M. Soung, Assiitant Secreta~ of Commerce for Aeronautics.
FUNCTIOX9
The functions of the committee on probkms of air navigation are as follows:
1. To determine the problems in the field of air navigation that are most important for
investigation by governmental and private agencies
2. To coordinate by counsel and suggestion the research work involved in the investigation
of approved problems.
3. To act as a medium for the interchange of information regarding investigations and
developments in air navigation, in progress or proposed.
4. To meet from time to time on call of the chairman and report its actions and recommen-
dations to the executive committee.
In order to cover effectively the large and varied field of research and development on
problems of air navigation, subcommittees on problems of communication, on instruments, and
on meteorological problems have been organized under the committee on problems of air
navigation.
SUBCOMMITTEE OX PROBLEMS OF COM.MUNI~TION
The membwship of the subcommittee on probIems of communication is as follows:
Lloyd Espenschied, American TeIephone & Telegraph Co., chairman.
Dr. J. C. Hunsaker, Goodyear-ZeppeEn Corporation, vice chairman.
C. E. HeIms, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, secretary.
Maj. William R. Blair, United States Army, Siid Corps, War Department.
Dr. J. H. Dellinger, Bureau of Standards.
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Gecrge W; ‘Lewis,”National Adviscry Committee for Aeronautics (SXofficio member). -
W: G. Logue, Radiomarine Corporation of America.
J. L, Mc@arrie, International Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Eugene Sibley, Aeronautics Branch, Department of Commerce.
Lieut, E. E. Stone, United States Navy, Office .of the Director of Naval Coml~unica-
tions, Navy Department.
.-
The subcommittee on problems of communication when o~ally organized had as its
chairman Dr. Edward B. Craft, of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, and Doctor CrrIft’s recent
death has deprived the subcommittee of the leadership of one particularly well qualified for the
work. During his illness and until the appointment of Mr. Espenschied, Doctor Hunsriker,
the vice chairman, has served as acting chairman. Appreciation is also due to Commander
W, J. Ruble, United .States Na~, t.~e first secr@ry of the subcommittee, for his services in
connection with, the.organization of the subcommit~q,
Tho subcommittee has outlined in a general way some of the important problems in tho
.--
field of aircraft communications, and each of these phases of tho subject has been assigned to
an individual member of the subcofittee for ..thepreparation of a statement-as to the.~m~t .
status of its development and needs for the future. Among the problems being studied m
accordance with this plan are radio goniometry as applied to a nettworkof airways, radio trane-
mission between. ground and aircraft, and the standardization of aircraft radio power supply.
Ignition 8h’ieZdin#,-The problem o,f the .interfe~ence of, the engine ignition with radio
reception has also.been considered. The suppression of ignition interference to radio rcccption
appears to depend upon the compleb shielding of the electrical equipment. At a conftience of
interested manufacturers held fit the Bureau of Sta@ards on. June 11? 1929, sbps were taken
to standardize the shields for magnetos, wiring, and”spark plugs. Tests”made at the Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory h determine the shielding effect of the N. .A. C. A. cowling
indicated that the cowling would be useful to the extent!of eliminating the need for a shield for
the spark plug. Since the spark plug Offk the most dif%cultproblem itith respect to shielding,
—.
the cowling may serve an additional uaeful purpos~.. .
Distribution oj weather injormaiion.—k a result of cooperation between tho Weather ._ ___
Bureau and the Aeronautics Branch of the Depiirtm%ntof Commerce reports of weather condi-
tions are now being broadcast every 30 minutes from 24 radio stations located along more
than 75,oOOmiles of airways, to airplanes flying on definite schedulas, This information covers
a band 100 miles wide on each side..of the airways.::: .Jn conjunction with the weather Wrvice$
radiobeacons are also established,. Fifteen addit.io~l radio stafions are -under construction at .. , , .=,
this time. A simple radio receiving set aboard the airplarie enab~esthe pilot-to “be con&ntly
advised of changing weatherconditions. — .
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INSTRUMENTS
The subcommittee on instruments is at present organized as follows:
Dr. L. J. Briggs, .Bweau of S@dards, chairman.
Marshall S. Boggs, Aeronautics Branch, Department of Comnierce.
:. --.-
Dr. W. G. Brombacher, Bureau of Stfindards.
Dr. Samuel Burka, Daytori,-Ohio. t
C. H, Colwinj Society of Automotive Engineers.
Lieut. A, F. Hegenberger, United States.Army, mattiel division, Air Corps, W~ht
Field.
Dr. A. W. Hull, General Elactric Co. ._ _
George W. Lewis, National Advisory co&ttee ior”Aeronautics (SX oficio rnemb-ij. ““ “—
Lieut. T. C?.Lonnquest, United States Navy, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department.
H. J. E. .Beid, National Advisory C’ommitke for Aeronautics.
A large number of the hve.stigations, in connection with the development of instruments
for air navigation are conducted by the Bureau of. Stand~ds @ cooperation with the Bureau
of Aeronautics of the Navy, the Army Air Corps,. and the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics. These inveetigatio~ have been carri~ out under the cognizance of the committee . ..-—
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on aerodynamics and are out.Iinedin the report of that committee. hong the investigations
now under way are a study of the fundamentals of instrument mechanism design, an investi-
gation of damping liquids for airc.rafttinstruments, and a study of the present status of air
navigation instruments. In some instances manufacturers of aircraft instruments and engineer-
ing societies are cooperating in the inmsgatition of partictiar problems.
Vibration of aircraft instrument panels in jlig7k—A ~urvey has been made of the problem
of the vibration of instrument panels in an airplane in flight. This problem includea a study
of the effect of vibration on the performance of various aircraft instruments; the measure-
ment of the vibration of typical instrument boards in aircraft; and the effecting of a general
agreement as to the standard amount of vibration which an inshmrnent shouId be able to with-
stand. Laboratory work has been done by the Bureau of Standards on the effect of vibration
on instruments, various instruments submitted by the Bureau of Aeronautics for type test
having been given tibration tests cm a speciaIIy designed vibration rack. The Bureau of
Standards has aIso designed an apparatus for investigating the second phase of the problem,
namely, the measurement of the vibration of instrument psneLain aircraft. The general problem
of instrument-board vibration is stilI under consideration by the subcommittee.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON METEOROLOGICAL PROBLE!!$S
The membership of the subcommittee on meteorological problems is as follows:
Prof. Charles F. Marvin, Weither Bureau, chairman.
Thomas H. Chapman, Aeronautics Branch, Department of Commerce.
Dr. TV.R. Gregg, Weather Bureau.
Dr. W. J. Humphreys, Weather Bureau.
Dr. J. C. Hunsaker, Goodyear-ZeppeIin Corporation.
George W. Lewis, NationaI Advisory Coium.ittee for Ae.ronaut.ice(ex officio member).
Lieut. F. W. Reichelderfer, United States Navy, nayaI air station, Lakehurst.
Dr. C. G. Rossby, Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the Promoiion of Aeronautics.
Capt. Bertram if. Sherry, United States Army, Siial Corps, War Department.
One of the principal agencies engaged in the study of meteorological problems as related
to air navigation is, of course, the Weather Bureau, but practicality every organization con-
cerned with the operation of aircraft is interested in problems of this nature. The chief
problems which have received consideration by the subcommittee on meteorological problems
during the.past year are ice formation on aircraft in flight, fog and fog dispersal, and the structure
of the atmosphere.
Ice jormation on aircrafi.—The subcommittee has kept in touch with the work being
cunducted at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory on the study of ice formation
on airphnes. This problem is being investigated both in flight and in a speciaI low-temperature
wind tunnel. The results of these tests indicate that ice forma on aircraft in dangerous amounts
only within a small range of temperature below 32° F., and the best %ethod so far discovered
to prevent ice formation is for the pilot to observe the temperature of the air through which he
is passing by mem.a of an accurate strut thermometer and avoid flying through atmosphere
at the dangerous temperatures. At the Bureau of Standards a study has been made of possible
coatings on aircraft to prevent ice formatio~, and the coatings suggested as a rwdt of this
study are being tested in the Iow-temperature tunnel at Langley l?ield.
Fog and jog &spersaL-The problem of fog as a danger to safe flying has been given con-
siderable attention by a number of agencias. One of the most important inv-tigations in con-
nection with this problem has been the -workcarried on by the Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the
Promotion of Aeronautics, in cooperation with other organizations, on the development of
instruments for safe flying through fog. The Weather Bureauj with the cooperation of the
Guggenheim Fund, has made a study of fog and haze, and an interesting report on the subject,
prepared by H. C. V?ilIett, was published in the Monthly Weather Review for November, 1928.
Experiments have been conducted at Wright FieId, HadIey FieId, and the Lakehumt NavaI Air
Station on the possibility of fog and cloud disperwd by means of sand par-tick carried aloft,
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given a very high electrical charge, and scattered through the air. A summary of experimrmtnl
work on the problem of fog dispersal is in preparation.
Structure of tti atmo~p7uvv.—Theprincipal problem considered by tha subcommhe on
meteorological problems during the past year was the-study of the structure of the atmosphere.
A digest of the stdus of this problem was prepared at the .Weather Bureau by Mr. Welby R.
Stevens, and a request of the airship subcommittee that the problem be given attention with a
view to the initiation of research to increase the. knowledge of the subject was given careful
consideration.
One of the important phases of. the study of thi subject is the type of instrument to be
used, and considerable thought has been given to the requirements of such an instrument. It.....
is belived that it is desirable to study the variation m velocity and direction of air currents in a
space approximately the size of a large airship and that the instrument for this purpose should
have a minimum moment of inertia and should giva an automatic record.
On suggestion .of the subcommittee, a 3-oup type anemometer was tested in the variable-
density wind tunnel at Langley Field, and as a result of these tests it was found that this par-
ticular instrument..did not folIow closely enough” the fluctuations of velocity to be suitable for
indicating the rapid changes in the velocity of air as in gusts.
The study of the”sensitiveness of anemo~eters has been given considerable attention at
the Weather Bureau during the last few months, and inter=ting results have been obtained
from this investigation.
The possibilities of studying the turbulence of tli;tipptir air by moti;n-picture photographic
records of the movememts of smoke are also being considered by”the subcommittee.
At the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laborato~ a preliminary investigation was made
to obtain information on the velocity and acceleration of air in. gusts. Recordbg ati-speed
apparatus was mounted on a building at an altitude of about 70 feet, and continuous records
of the velocity of the air were obtained for periods when the air was particularly gusty or bumpy.
In these tests the most violent acceleration measWed,was one in which the air velocity i~angcd
20.6 miles per hour in 0.25 second (an acceleration of 121.6 feet per second per second). ~lth
the exception of one other case the acceleration never. excetyled 80 feet per second per second.
In these experiments it was found that the velocity of the mean wind had no definite relation-
h the accelerations measured. A further qnd more ~omplete investigation is contemplated.
#
PART IV
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has
during the past year covering a tide range of subjects. There
issued teobJlicaI
are four seri~ of
publications
publications,
nameIy, Technical Reports, Technical ATotes,‘l%chnical Memorandums, and Aircraft CirCuhms.
The Technical Reports present the results of fundamental research in aeronautics carried
on in different laboratories in this country, inchding the Langley MemoriaI Aeronautical
Laboratory, the aerodynamicrd laborato~ at the Washington Navy Yaid, the Bureau of
Standards, the Weather Bureau, Stanford University, and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. In all cases the reports were recommended for publication by the technicaI sub-
committees having cognizance of the inves~~at.ions. During the past year 28 Technical Reports
were submitted for publication.
Technical Notes present the redts of small rmearch investigations and the results of
studies of specfic detad problems which form parts of long investigations. The committee has
issued during the past year, in mimeographed form, 21 Technical Notes.
Technical Memorandums contain t.randations and reproductions of important foreign
aeronautict-darticles of a miscellaneous character. A totaI of 51 TecbnicaI Memorandums was
issued during the past y~ar.
Aircraft Circulars contain translations or reproductions of articks descriptive of new types
of foreign aircraft. During the past year 20 Aircraft CSrcuIarswere issued.
Summaries of the 28 Technical Reports and lists of the TechnicaI hTotes,Technical Memo-
randums, and Aircraft Circulars follow:
SUMMARIESOF TECHNICALREPORTS
The first annual report of the National Adviscny Committee for Aeronautics for the fisd
year 1915 contained TechnicaI Reports 1$’os. 1 to 7; the second annual report, Nos. t? to 12;
the third annual report, h’os. 13 to 23; the fourth anmud report, ATOS.24 ta 50; the tlfth armual
report, hTos.51 to 82; the sixth annual report, NTOS.83 to 110; the seventh annual report, hTos.
111 to 132; the eighth arumal report, Nos. 133 to 158; the ninth annua~report, Nos. 159 to 185;
the tenth annusd report, Nos. 186 to 209; the eleventh annual report, h’os. 210 to 232; the
twelfth a.nmwdreport, ATOS.!?33 to 256; the thirteenth annual report, hTos. 257 to 282; the
fourteenth annual report, N’os. 283 to 308; and since the preparation of the fourteenth annyal
report for the year 1928 the commit tee has authorized the pulJicat.ion of the foIloming Technical
Reportsj Nos. 309 to 336:
Report No. S09, entitied “Joint Report on Standardization Tests on N. P. L. R. A. F. 15 Airfoil
Model,” by Walter S. Dieh.1,Bureau of Aeronautics, IYavy Department. ”
This report contains the wind-tunnel test data obtained in the United States on a 36 by
6 inch R. A. F. 15 airfoil model prepared by the British Aeronautical Research Committee for
international tide. Tests were made in cooperation with the hTationaIAdvisory Committee
for Aeronautics at the Bureau of Standards, Langley MemoriaI Aeronautical Laboratory,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and McCook Field.
In addition to brief descriptions of the mu-ious wind tunnels and methods of testing, the
report contains an analysis of the test data. It is shown that while in general the agreement
is quite satisfactory there are two cases in which it is unsatisfactory. Since the lack of agree-
ment in the latter is probably expIained by errors known to be inherent in the methods of
determining and applying corrections in these particular tests, it is concluded that the agreement
obtained is more a matter of technique than a wind-tumd characteristic.
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Report No. 810, entitled “Pressure Element of Constant Logarithmic StitYnessfor Temperature
Compensated Altimeter,” by W, G. Brombacher and F. Cordero, 13tieau of Standards.
:.
The usual type of altimeter contains a pressme eleuent, the deflections of which are approxi-
mately proportional .to pressure changes. An evenly_divided altitude scale is secured by using
a mechanism between the pr~ure element. and pointer which gives the required motion of
the pointer. A temperature:compensated alt%eter W.Mconstru@ed”at the Bureau of Standards
for the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy llipartmeht’ivhich contained a manually operated ““ “~
device for controlling the multiplication of the mechan@ to the exte.ptnecessary for temperature
compensation. The introduction of this device mqdq it diflicult to adjust the multiplying
mechanism to fit an evenly divided altitude scale. .To meet Ms difficulty a pressure element
was designed and constructed which gave deflections which were.proportion@ to al~itude; that
is, M the logarithm of the pressure. Mathematically~ihe logaritlh~c d.hss S’ of the element “
equals .——
~,_dl;~~:
from which is.derked the d@@ion. yfor the chWW in pressure from Pe to P—. —
. .. ... ~, ..._—
The element consisted of .a met~l bgllo~of the $ylphon type coupled to an internal helical
spring which was designed so as to have a variable n~ber of activi coik. This rep”ortpreserits
a description of and laboratory data relating to the special pressure eknnent for the altimeter.
In addition, equations which apply generally to spr~s and pressure elemcmts of constant log-
arithmic stiflness are developed, including the defle@m and the spacing between the coik in
terms of the constants of the helical spring and pressure element.
..
Report No. 311, entitled “Aerodynamic Theory and Test of Strut Forms,” l?art I, by R, H.
Srrdth, aerod~amical laborato~, Bureau of construction and Repair, Ifavj Department.
The whole study under this title is in two par@, only the&t of which is-reported here. In
this part the.symmetrical inviscid flow about an empitical strut of ~gh_servi~e merit is found by
both the Rankine and the Joukowski metbob. .Theresul@ cw be made <tc_@ee w ckj@cIY.i:
wished. Theoretical stream surfaces RSwell as surf~ccs of constant “speed and pressure in tho
fluid about the strut are found. The surface pressure compu~d from the two theories agrees
wd.1with the measured pressure.on the.fore part of the model but hot so vreil on the after part,
From the theoretical flow speed the surface friction i.s.gomputed by an empirical formula. The
drag integrated from the friction and measured .pr~sure closely equals the whole measured
drag. As the pressure drag and the whole drag are accurately determined, the friction formula
also appears trustworthy for such fair shapes.
.—
.—
fiport. No: ~1$, entitled “The Prediction of Airfoil Characteristics.,” by George J. IJiggins,
National Advkory Committee fcii ~eitmauti~. ~__
This paper describes and develops methods by which the aerodynamic characteristics of an
..
airfoil may be calculate$ with sticient accuracy for=usein airplane design. These methods for
prediction are based on the present aerodynamic theoW and ORempirical formuIas derived from
data obtained in the N. A. C. A. v~abledensity ~yind.tunnelat a Reynolds Nuinber correspond-
ing approximatdy to full scale.
Report hTo.$13, entitled “Drag and Cooling with Various Forms of Cowling for a ~hwlwiiid”
Radial Air-Cooled Engirie-l,” by Fred E. Weick, National Advisory Committee for Amo- .
nautice. .-
The NationaLAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics has undertaken an irweetigation in the -
20-foot propeller research tunnel at Langley Field onlhe cowling of radial air-cooled engines. A
portion of the investigation has been completed in w~ch several-formsand degrees of cowling wcro
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tested on a }Yright Whirhvind J–5 engine mounted in the nose of a cabin fudage. The co-rrl-
ings varied from the one extreme of an entireIy exposed engine to the other in which the engine
was entirely inclosed. Cuoling tests were made and each coding modified, if necessary, until the
engine cooled appro.ximate~yas satisfactorily as when it was enti.rely e.vosd. Drag tests were
then made with each form of co-ivliug,and the effect of the cowling on the propuk~e efficiency
determined with a metal propeIIer.
The propulsive efficiency was found to be practically the same with all forms of coding.
The drag of the cabin fuselage with uncowled engine was found to be more than three times as
great as the drag of the fuselage with the engine removed and nose rounded. The rortventional
forms of coding, in which at least the tops of the cylinder heads and vaIve gear am exposed,
reduce the drag somewhat, but the cowling entirely co~ering the engine reduces it 2.6 times as
much as the beat conventional one. The decrease in drag due to the use of spinnersproved to be
.—
almost negligible.
The use of the cowling completely covering the engine seems entirely practical as regards _ .
both cooling and maintenance under service conditions. It must be carefully designed, hovv-
ever, to cool propedy. With cabin fuselages its use should result in a substsmtia~increase in
high speed over that obtained with present forma of cowkg on engines ti.w k contow to the
J-5.
Report No. 314, entitled “Drag and Cooling with J’arhus Forms of Coding for a “%@IWind
Radial Air-Cooled Engine~,” by Fred E. Weicli, I!/ational Adviso~ Committee for _
Aeronautics.
This report gives the results of the second portion of an invcdgat.ion in the 20-foot propelIer
research tunnel of the NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, on the cowling and cooling
of a ‘?i%i.rhwindJ-5 radial air-cooled engine. The first port~on, which is reported in N. A. C. A.
Technical Report No. 313, pertains to tests with a cabin fuselage. This report covers tests titi
semraI forms of cowling, including conventional types, individual fairings behind the cyIinders,
individual hooda over the cyhndem, and the new ~. A C. A. complete co”wling,all on an open
cockpit fuselage. Drag tests were also made with a conventional engine naceIle, and with a
nacelIe having the new complete cowling.
In the second part of the investigation the re.dts fo~d in the.fit part were subs!an~ated.
It was also found that the reduction in drag with the complete coding over that with conven-
tional cowling is greater with the ander bodies than with the cabin fuselage; b. fact, the gain
in the case of the completely cowled nacelle is over twice that with the cabin fusel~Oe. The
individual fairings and hoods did not prove tiective in reducing the drag. The re.suha of
flight testkon an AT-5A a.iqiane (reportad in the appendix to N. A. C. A. Technical Report No.
313) have been analyzed and found to agree very well with the redts of the wind-tunnel tests.
Repoti No. 316, entitled “Aerodpamic tiaracteristics of AirfoiIs-VI,” by the IVationalAdvisory
Committee for Aeronautics.
This collection of data on airfoiLahas been made from the pubIiehed reports of a number of
the leading aerodynamic laboratories of this country and Europe. The information which was
originalityexpressed according to the cliflerent customs of t-he several laboratories is here pre-
sented in a uniform series of charts and tablea suitable for the use of designing engineas ‘and.for
purposes of g~.al reference.
It is a welI-known fact that the results obtained in difbrent laboratories, because of their
individual methods of testing, are noftstrictly comparable, even if proper scale corrections for size
of model and speed of test are supplied. It is, therefore, unwise to compare too closely the
coefficients of tmo wing sections tested in difhent laboratories. Tests of diflerent wing sections
from the same source, however, may be relied on to give true relative values.
The absolute system of coefficients has been used, since it is though by the ~ational Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics that this syeixxa is the one most suited for international use and yet
it is one from which a desired~transformationcan be easily made. For this purpose a set of trtms- “ .
formation cms.tante is given.
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Each airfoil section is given a reference number, and the test data are presented in the
form of curves from which the coefficients”can be read with sufficient acc~acy for d~~ning
purposes. The dimensions of the profile of each section are given at various stations along
the chord. in per cent of the chord length, the latter also serving as the datum line. The shape
of the section is also shown with rmsona.ble accur~y in order to enable one to more clearly
visualize the section under consideration, the outside.of the heavy line representing tho profile.
The authority for the results here presented is given as the name of the laboratory at which
the ~xperiments were conducted, as explained under .abbrevi.ations, with the size of model,
wind velooity, and year of test.
Report No. 916, entitled “Tables for Pressme of .fi.on ~~g to Rest fron~~Ta~ousSPeedsl”
by A. F; Zahm and l?. A. Louden, construction department, ‘Washington Navy Yard.
In Technical It~port I!Jo. 247 of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics theo-
retical formulas are given from which was computed. a table for the pressure of air on coming
to restifrom various speeds, such ss those of ~~ft and propeller blad=. ~ that rePort/
the table gave incomprewible “and adiabatic stop pressures of air for even-speed intervals in
miles per hcmr and for some even-speed intervals in knota per hour. Table 11 of the present
report extends the above-mentioned table by including the stop pressures of air for even-speed
intervals in miles PW hg~r,.feet per second! hots pe!..hoyr~~OWet~~ psr ho~~ and meters Per
second, The pressurevalues in Table II are also more crxactthan the values givw in the previous
table.
To furnish the aeronautical engineer with ready numerical formulas for finding the pressure
of air on coming ta rest, Table I has been derived for the standard.values.specified below it. This
table tit presents.the.theoretical pressure-speed formulas and their working forms in C. G. S.
units as given in N. A. C. A, Technical Report No. 247, then furnishes additional working
formulas for several specitd tits of speed.
Report NO. $17, aititled “Wind Ttiel Tesk On a. Selies O! W~g. h~ode~ though g L~e
Angle of Attack Range. ” “part I. l’orcti Test:,” by ~oq~omery fighti-=d Carl J.
TVenzinger,Bfational Advisory Committee for hrcmautics.
This investigation covers force tests .tlmough a. large range of angle of attack on a series
of monoplane and biplane wing models. The tes+ were conducted in the atmosphe;c wind
tunnel of the I!TationalAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics. The models were arranged in
such a manner as to make possible a determination Qf the eflect.s of variations in tip shape,
aspect ratio, ffap setting, staggw, gap, decalgge, sweep back, .ggd.a~oil profile. The arrange-
ments representedmost of the.types of wing systems in use on modern airplanes.
The effect of each variable is illustrated by means of groups of curves. ln addition, there
are included approxirnat_ea~torotational character@ics in the form of calculated ranges of
“rotary instabiJity~”
A correction for blocking in this tunnel which applies to monoplanes at large angles of
attack has been developed, and is given in an appendix..
Report No. tS18,entitled “Speed and Deceleration Trials of U. S. S. Los AngeZes,” by S. J. De
France, National Advisory Committee for ~e.rcmautics, and C. P. Burgess, Bureau of
Aeronautics, Navy D&partment.
The trials reported herein were instigated by the Bureau of Aeronautics of tha Navy Depwt-
ment for the purpose of determining accurately the speed and resistance of the U. S. S. Gs
Angeles with and without water reoovery apparatus, and to clear up the apparent discrepancies
between the speeds attained in service and in the original trials in Germany.
The trials proved very conclusively that the water-recovery apparatus increases the resist-
ance about 20 per cent, which is serious, and shows the importance of developing a typo of
recovery having less resistance.
Between the American and Geimm speed trials without water recovery there remains an
unexplained discrepancy of nearly 6 per cent in speed at a given rate of engine revolutions.
-.
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Wrarping of the propelIer blades and smalI cumulative errors of observation seem the most
probable causes of the discrepancy.
It was found that the customary resistance coefficients (?’are 0.0242 and 0.0293 without
and with the water-recovery apparatus, respect,iveIy. The corresponding values of the pro-
pulsive coefficient K are 56.7 and 44.6. If there is any error in these f@ms, it is probably in
a SIightoverestimate of C and an underestimate of K The maxinmni errors are ahnost certainly
less than 5 per cent.
hToscale effect was detected indicating variation of O with respect to veIocity.
Report No. S19, entitled “~erodynamic Characteristics of Twenty-Four Airfoils at High Speeds,”
by L. J. Briggs and H. L. Dryden, Bureau of Standards.
———
‘I’he aerodynamic characteristics of 24 airfoils are given for speeds of 0.5,0.65,0.8,0.95, and
1.08 times the speed of sound, as measured in an open-jet air stream 2 inches in diameter, using
modeIs of l-inch chord. The 24 airfoik below to four generaI groups. The first is the standard
R. A. F. family in general use by the Army and Navy for propeller design, the membem of the
family dtiering only in thickness. This fandy is represented by nine members ranging in .._-.
thickness from 0.04 to 0.20 inch. The second group consists of five members of the Clark Y
family, the members of the family again ditlxing only in thickness. The third group, com-
prising six members, is a second It. ~. F. family in which the position of the maximum ordinate
is varied. Combined with two members of the first R. .4. F. fami~y, this group represents a
variation of maximum ordinate position from 30 h 60 per cent of the chord in two camber .
ratios, 0.08 and 0.16. The fourth group consists of three geometrical forms, a flat plate, a wedge,
and a segment of a right circular cylinder. In addition one section used in the Reed metal pro-
peller vw included. These measurements form a part of a gened progrqm outlined at a
conference on propeller research organized by the h7ationalAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics
and the work was carried out tith the flnanciel ~=sistanceof the committee.
——
Report No. S20, entitled “The lleasurement of Fluctuations of Air Speed ‘by the Hot-TViie
.tiemometer,” by H. L. Dryden and ~. hf. Kuethe, Bureau of Standards.
The hot-wire anemometer Suggds itsdf as a promising method fo: measuring the fluc-
tuating air velocities found in turbulent air flow. The only obstacle is the presence of a lag
—.
due to the limited energy input which makes even a fairly small tire incapable of folIovring
..
rapid ffactuations with accuracy. This paper gives the theory of the lag and describes an
—
experimental arrangement for compensating for the lag for frequencies up to 100 or more per
—
second when the amplitude of the fluctuation is not too gre~t. An experimental test of the r.—
accuracy of compensation and some results obtaihed with the apparatus in a wind-tunnel air
stream are described. Ti%iIe the apparatus is very buIky in its present form, it is believed
possible to.develop a more portable arrangement.
Report A’o. 321, entitled “Fuel Vapor Pressures and the Relation of Vapor Pressure to the
—
Preparation of Fuel for ~ombustion in Fuel Injection Engines,” by ‘iVilliam F. Joachim
and A. J1. Rotbrock, ISTationalAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics.
This investigation on the vapor pressures of fueIs was conducted at the Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory at Langley Field, Vs., in connection with the general research on
——
combustion in fuel injection engines. The purpose of the investigation was to study the
effects of high temperatures such as exist during the first stages of injection on the vapor pres-
sures of several fueIs and certain fuel mixtures, and the relation of these vapor pressures to the .—
preparation of the fuel for combustion in high-speed fuel injection engines. —.
Report il’o. W?, entitled “Investigation of Air FIOWin Open-Throat wind Tunnels,” by East-
man h~.Jacobs, hTationalAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Tests were conducted on the 6-inch wind tunnel of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics during hfay and June, 1928, to form a part of a research on open-throat wind
..
—
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tunnels. The primary object of this part of the research was to study a type of air pulsation
which has been encmmtere.di.g open-throat tunnels, and to find the most satisfactory means of
eliminating such pulsations.
In order to do-this it was necessary to study the-effects of different varialdos on all of the
important characteristics cd the tumd. This paper gives not only the results of the study of
air pulsations and methods Qf.eliminating.them, .b.ul also the effects of changin”gthe c~t-cone
diameter and flare, and the effects of air leakage from the return passage.
It was found that the air pulsations in the O-inchwind tunnel could be practically eliminated
by using a moderately large flare on. the exit cone .in conjunction with le.~kageintroduced by
cutting hok.s in the es-itcone somewhat aft .of its -u.m diameter...
Report ilTo.9%?, editled “I?1ow and Forci Equations for a Body Revolting in a Fluid,” by
A. F. Zahm, construction department, ‘Washington Na~”Yard.
This report, submitted to the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for publication,
is a slightly revised form of United States I!7a+y Aerodynamical Laboratory Report No. 380,
completed for the Bureau of Aeronautics in November, 1928:” The diagrams and tables were
prepared by Mr. F. A. Ihuden; the measurements given iq Tabl~ Ix to ~ were mado for this
paper by Mr. R. H.”Smith, both mernbors of the aeronautics staff.
Part I gives a general method for tiding the steady-flow velocity relative to a. body in
plane curvilinear motion, whence. the pressure @ found by Bernoulli’s energy principle. Inte-
gration of the pressure supplies basic formulas for tha_zonaIforces and moments on the rev.olvipg
body.
Part II; applying this steady-flow method? finds the velocity and pressure at all points of
the flow inside and outside an ellipsoid and some of ib limiting forms, and graphs those quan-
tities for the latter forms, In some. useful cases ~efimental pressures are plotted for comp-
arison with theoretical. ———
Part III findsthe pressur~,and therice the zonal force “andmoment, on hulk k-plarii ctivi-
linear flight. -,
Part IV derives general ~quatiog.s for the resultant fluid forces and moments on trisym-
metrieal bodies moving through a perfect fluid, and .ti some cases compares the moment values
with those found fcwlmdies moving in air.
Part V furnishes ready formulas for potential” coefficients and inertia crmflicien~for ah
ellipsoid and its limiting forms. Thence are derived tables giving numerical values of those
coefficiauts for a comprehensive range of shapes.
Report ATO.tlf?~,entitled “Flight Tests on U. S. S,@ hgelks. Part I. Full Scale Pressure
Distribution Investigation,” by S. J. De “Franck, IVational Advisory Committm fgr Acre.:
nautim. .—
The investigation reported herein was conducte~ by the National Advisory Ccumnittee for
Aeronautics at the_request of and in conjunction with the Bureau of Aeronautics, Ifavy De-
partment. The purpose was primarily to obtain simultaneous data .on the loads. and stresses
experienced in flight by the U. S. S. Los Angeie8, which could. be used in rigid airship strut iure
design. A secondary objectmf the investigation was to determine the turning and drag char-
acteristics of the aimbip. The stress investigation was conducted by the Navy Department.
The aerodynamic loading was obtained by measuring the pressure at 95 locatio~ on the
tail surfaces, 54 on the I@, and 5 on the passenger car. These measurements wero made
during a series of maneuvers.consisting of turns and reversals k smooth air and during a cruise
in rough air which was just short of squall proportions.
The results of the pressure measurements cm the huli indicate that the forces on the fore-
body of an airship are relatively small. The tail surfice rneastiementa show concltiively tkt
the forces caused-by gusts are much greater than those caused by horizontal maneuvers. In
this investigation the tail surface loadings caused by gusts closely approached the designed
loads of the tail structure.
The turning and drag characteristi~ @ be reported in separate papers.
—... . ~=.,.
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Report No. 926, entitled “Flight Teats on U. S. S. Los Angeles. Part Il. %reas and Strength
Determination,” by C. P. Burgess, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department.
The tests described in this report furnished data on the actual aerodynamic forces, and the.
resulting stresses and bending momeni%in the hti of the IJ. S. S. .ZoSAnge7es during as severe
still-air maneuvers as the airship would normally be subjected to, and in straight flight during as
rough air as is Iikely to occur in service, short of squall or storm conditions. The maximum
stresses ~ere found to be within the limits provided for in accepted practice in airship design.
~Normal~~ht in rough sir was shown to produce force and stresses about twice as great as the
most severe stibir maneuvem. No Iight was thrown upon the forces which might occur in
extreme or e----ceptionalconditions, such as the storm -ivbich destroyed the i%ienandoah.
The t.ransvermaerodpmic forces on the huIl proper were found to be small and irregular.
Owing to the necessity of conser~ hehrn, it was impossible to fly the airship in a condition of
Iarge excess of buoyancy or might in order to determine the air pressure distribution at a tlxed
angle of pitch. Howe~er, there is every reason to believe that in that condition the forces on the
actuaI airship are as C1OSSto the wind-tunnel results as can be deterrnihed by present type of
pressure-measuring apparatus.
It is considered that the most important data obtained are the coefhcients of taikmrface
forces and huII-bending moments. These are tabulated in this report.
Report IWO.3g~, entitled “Tests of Five Metal Model PropeII~ with JrariousPitch Distributions
in a Free V7iid Stream and in Combination with a Model VE-7 Fuselage,” by E. P. Lesley
and Elliott G. Reid, Stanford University.
This report describes the tests of five adjustable blade metal modeI propellers both in a free
wind stream and in combination with a model fuselage with stub wings, which were conducted
at Stanford University under research authorization of the IVational Adviso~ Committee for
Aeronautics. The propellers are of the same form and cross section but have variations in
radial distributions of pitch. By making a survey of the rudkd distribution of air velocity
through the prcpeller plane of the model fuselage it is found that this velocity varies from zero
at the hub center to approximately free stream velocity at the blade tip.
The tests show that the eficiency of a propeIIer when operating in the presence of the air-
plane ie, over the working range, generally lees than when operating.@ a free wind stream, but
that a propeller with a radid distribution of pitch of the same nature as the radial distribution
of air velocity through the propelIer plane suffers the smnlIest loss in ticiency.
Reyort h’o. S27, entitled “The Effect of Supercharger Capacity on Engine mid Airplane Per-
formance,” by O. W. Schey and W. D. Gove, National”Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Supercharging has already demonstrated its vahe as a means of improving the performance
of an airplane at moderate and high altitudes. In order to obtain a maximum increase in the”
performance of an airplane designed to meet detite service requirements, it is necessary that
a supercharger of the proper capacity be selected.
The effect of different supercharger capacities cm the performance of an airplane and its
engine was investigated by the staff of the hTationalAdvisory Ckmunittee for Aeronautics at
Langley l?ield, Ya. The tests were conducted on a DH-4 M-2 airplane powered with a Liberty
12 engine. In this investigation four supercharger capacities, obtained by driving a Roots type
supercharger at 1.%15, 1.957, 2.4, and 3 times engine speed, were used to maintain sea-level
pressure at the carburetor to a.kitudes of 7,000, 11,500, 17,000, and 22,000 feet, respectively.
The performance of the airplane in climb and in Ievel flight was determined for each of the
four supercharger drive ratios and for the uusupercharged condition. The engine power was
measured during these tcda by means of a calibrated propeller.
AIthough the redts of this investigation e-renot conducive to general conclusions as to tha
proper capacity or type of supercharger for use with all types of siqianes, t-he information
coIIected on the variation with altitude and supercharger capacity of such factors as carburetor
air temperatures, power required to drive the supercharger, and the net engine power is of value-.
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as a guide in the selection of the most suit~ble superchmger capacity for airpluneshaving diflcront
performance characteristiosithan those of the one t@ted. “~
Several interesting conclusions pertaining to the effect of the capa~ity of a Roots type super- ‘-”
charger on the performance of this pwticular airplane have been drawn from the rosultaof these
tests.
It was found “that very little sacrifice in sea-le~’el perfonyance was cxpcriencod with the
larger supercharger drive ratios as compared with performance obtained when using the snmllcr
drivo ratios.
The results indicate that further increase @supercharger capacity over that obtainwl when
using tho 3:1 drive ratio would give a slight increase~inceihg and in high-altitude”performmce, ”
but would considerably impair the performance for- an appreciable distance below the critical
altitude.
As the supercharger capacity was increased, the.height at which sea-level high spocds could
be equaled or improved became a larger percentage .gf the maximum height of operation of “the
airplane,
Report ATO.323, entitled “Water Pressure Distribution on a Twin-Float %apkme,” by F. L.
Thompson, National Advisory Committ~ for Aeronautic+
The investigation reported herein was conducted by the National Advisory Commit teo for
Aeronautics at the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department. This is the second
of a series of investigations to determine water-press~e distribution on various types of seaplane
floats and hulls, and was conducted on a twin-float .qeaplane, It consisted of measuriug water
pressures and accelerations on a TS-1 seaplane during numerous landing and tasiing mnneuvers
at various speeds and angles.
.. f
The results of this byvestigation show that wat~r pressures as great as 10 pounds per square
inch may occur at the step in various maneuvers and that prassuresof approximately the same
magnitude oocur at the stern and near the bow in–hfid “paricakelandings with the stern well
down. At other parts of the float the pressurw are leas md are usually zero or slightly negative
for some distance abaft the step. A maximum negative pressure of 0,87 pound per square inch
was measured immediately aba.ft the step. The maximum positive pressuresham a duration of
approximately one-twentieth to one one-hundredth second at any given location and are dis-
tributed over a very limited Wea at any particular instant. The greatest accelerations measumd
normal to tho thrust line at the C. G. occuved in pancake landings, and a maximum of 4.3 g wrui ““-
recorded. Approximate load-distribution curves for the worst landing conditions are derived
from the data obtained to serve as a guide in static tests.
Report No. W9, entitled “The Torai.onaIStrength of~~jngq,” by C. P. Burgess, Bureau of Aero-
nautiee, Navy Department.
.-
This report is submitted to the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics by the Buretiu
of Aeronautic, Navy Department. It describes a simple method for calculating the position of
the elastic aM.sof a wing structure having any number of spars. It is shown that strong drag
bracing near the top and bottom of a wing greatly increases the torsional strength. An analytical
procedure for &ding the contribution of the drag bracing to the torsional strength and stiffness
is described, based upon the principle of least work, and involving only one unknown qmintity.
———
The validity of tho new method of analysis is tested by applying it to a two-6fths scale model
of the large steel tubular 3-spar wing of the Huff-Daland =,B monoplane. The calculated
streeses are checked by comparison with the strai~ observed by means of electric telemeter
strain gages secuxed to the spars during sand load tests in the static testing laboratory of the
Army Air Service engineering division at Dayton, Ohio.
The torsional strength of a wing determine-sve~ largely the distribution of air forces upon it,
and the tendency to flutter. InsufEcient totional strength produces washin or an increasing
angle of attack toward the wing tips in the high incidence condition, further increasing tho load
on the front spar in the condition which is already th’e”most severe. Conversely, torsiorialyiold-
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kg in the low incidence and nosedke conditions produce washout of the wing shape and m~y
exaggerate the critical condition for the rear spar.
The mathematical theory of the forces producing flutter is not yet sufficiently far advanced
to determine by direct calculation the c~itical air speed at which flutter will commence. Com-
parison with successful practice must stiIl be the principal criterion upon which to judge the
adequacy of the torsiomd strength of a new design of wing. ObviousIy this comparison will be
greatly facilitated by use of a coefficient of torsiomd rigidity including the principal factors in
toraiond strrmgths. A coefficient for comparirg the torsional rigidity of different- wings is
derived in this report.
Reporf No. 3S0, entitled “Experimental and @Lytical Determination of the Motion of IIydrau-
lically Operated I’alve Stems in OiI Engine Injection Systems,” by A. G. Gehdles and
A. M. Rothrock, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
This research on the pressure variations in the injection system of the N. A. C. A. spray
photography equipment and on the effects of these variations on the motion of the timing valve
stem was undertaken in connection with tie study of fuel injection systems for high-speed od
engines. The spray photography equipment employed for these teak consists of a fuel injection
system for producing an oil spray, an electical spark system for illuminating the spray, and a
photographic camera for recording its development. The fuel injection system contains a high-
-pressurehand pump for producing the injection pressures, an oil rwervoir for maintaining the
pressures of the fuel during the injection, a timing valve for timing the start of the oil spray, an
injection valve for atomizing the oil, and a by-pass wdve for controlling the cut-off of the spray.
Additions were made to the apparatus in order to record the motion of the timing ~-alve stem
photographicfly.
The timing vaIve stem was held against its seat by a hehmd spring so adjust~d that the total
hydraulic force on the stem actuated it immediately after it had been mechanically Kfted from
ite seat. The Eft of the stem was recorded photographically to determine the effects of injection
tubes 7 inches and 43 inches long. The pressure variations at the seat and in the injection valve
tubes were analyzed and the lifts of the stem for both tubes computed from the analysis and com-
pared with the experiment-alrecords.
The mdculations indicate that tho hydraulic, pressure at the timing d~e seat was rising
at a rate of 350,000,000 pounds per square inch per second when the timing valve stem had been
Iifted 0.004 inch, and that the hydraulic pressure throughout the tub~ did not approximate that
of the oil in the reservoir until 0.0028 second after the timing VSITCstarted to open with the 43-
inch tube and 0.003 second with the 7-inch tube. The calculations and experiments indicate
that after the by-pass valve started to open the hydraulic pressure in the tube dropped to the
closing pressure of the timing valve in 0.0015 second with the 43-inch tube and in 0.0004 second
with the 7-inch tube. The photographic records of the stem motion show that the stem reached
the maximum Iift approximately 0.001 second Iater with the 43-inch tube than with the 7-inch
tube, and that the valve stem seated 0.0005 second later with the 43-inch tube than with the
7-inch tube.
The general equation for the motion of the stem of a spring-loaded val-ie when the motion
is ccmtrolled by hydraulic pressure is
where
f =hydraulic force on the stem at any time t seconds after the start of motion plus or minus
the friction of the stem in its guide,
h =scrde of spring,
s = compression of the spring at any time t seconds after the start of motion,
m.= mass of moving parts.
The methods of amdysis of the pressure variations and the general equation for the motion
of the spring-loaded stem for the timing valve are applicable to a spring-loaded automatic injec-
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tion valve, and in general to all hydraulically operatad valves. A sample calculation for a
spring-loaded automatic injection valve is included.
Report No. $$1, entitled “Collection of Wind-Tunnel Data on Commonly Used wing Sections,”
—
by F. A. Louden, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy’Department..
This report was prepared at the request of the N~tional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
in the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Departmerit in order to group in a uniform manner the
aerodynamic properties of cmnmonly used wing sections as determined from tests in various
wind tunnels.
The data have been collected from reports of a ~umber of labora@k-s, Where ncccssary,
transformation has been made to. theabsolute system of coefficients and tunnel wall intcrferenco ,
corrections have been applied. Tables and graphs present the data in the various forms useful
to the engineer in the selection of a wing section. . —
Report hro. 3%2, entitled “The Effect of Cowling on Cylinder T~pemtures and l?erformanco
.-
of a Wright J-5 Engine,” by Oscai W. Schey aiid Arnold E. Biermann, NationaI Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics. I-.
This report presents the results of tests conducted by the staff of the National Advisory ‘
_ .
Committee for Aeronautic to determine the effect@ different amounts and kinds of cowIing o~
the performance and cylinder temperatures of a standard Wright J–5 engine. Theao tests wore
conducted in conjunction with drag and propeIler tests in which the same cowlings wore used.
The engine was mounted in the nose of a cabti _fuselageand plac@ @ the air stream of tho
committee’s 20-foot propeller research tunnel, which is located at the Langley Memorial Amo-
nautical Laboratory. The power was measured hy means .of a torque dynamometer placed
within the fuselage. Sity-nine iron-constantan thermocouples and three recording pyrometers
were used for obtaitig the cylinder temperature measurements.
Foiii ‘different cowlings were investigated, in tests herein reported, varying from the ono
extreme of no cowling on the engine to the other. e~tieme of the e~e completely cowled and
the cooling air flowing inside the cowling through an opeq.ing in the nose and out through an
annular opening at the rear of the engine. Each cowling.was tested at airspeeds of approsimatrdy
60, 80, and 100 rtiilesper hour.
For the conventional type of engine cowling the results of these tests indicate that increasing
the amount of cowling has the advantage of reducing the drag, but the disadvantage of increasing
the cylinder bcwrel temperatures. Satisfactory cooling was obtained with the conventional
cowling that covered 35 per cent of the cylinder .caoling area, With the conventio~al cowling
that covered 73 per cent of the cooling area the cylinder temperatures were excessive even though
a large portion of the cooling air was permitted to flow .Mlde the cowling through slots in the”
front of the cowling.
For the cabin fuselage with the N. A. C. A. coJ@igg, which completely inclosed the engine
and took in all of Ihe cooling air through a 28-iqchj~iameter opening in tho nose, the drag was
reduced 40.per cegt at 100 miles per hour, as compared with the same mit with no cowling on ‘” - ‘-
the engine. The mean temperature” of the spark-plug boss and the cylinder head wore slightly
reduced for the same test conditions, but the barreltemperatures were increised.
The spark-plug boss temperatures, N wed by-many manufacturers, are a“valuable indica-
tion of engine performance, but they alone should not be “u+id as a cti”tirion”to determino the
amount an engine can be cowled, since the barrel temperatures do not vary in parallel with them.
Report No. %%?,entitled “NI-Scale Turning Characteristics of the U. S. S. @ Angeles,” by
F. L. Thompson, National Advisory Corn.rdke for Aeronautics.
This paper presents a description of the method employed and results obtained in full-
scalo turning triah on the ~ld airship U. S. S. Lo~Angeks. This investigation was requested
by the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Depsltmerit,’rind was carried out in conjunction with
pressure distribution and. stress investigation, The pressure and turning investigations were
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conducted by representatives of the National Advismy Committee for Aeronautics and the -
stress inves~mation by the Bureau of Aeronautics.
The results of this investigation are not suf6cient1y comprehensive to permit detite con-
clusions as to the variation of turning characteristics with changes in speed and rudder angle.
They indicate, however, that the turning radius compares favorably -dh that for other large
airships, that the radius is independent of the speed, that the position of the point of zero yaw
is nearly independent of the rudder anggleand air speed, and that a theoretical criterion for
stabiIity in a turn gives a close appro.tiation to actuality. The method of determining turning
characteristics by recording instruments aboard the airship appear to be satisfactory, with the
exception that a better method of determiningu the and ang-idar velocities of airships shmdd
be devised.
Report No. 3$4, entitled “The Torsion of Members Having Sections Common in Aircraft Con-
struction,” by George W. Trayer and H. W. March, Forest Products Laborato~.
Structural membem designed for pure torsion are usualIy nmdo with circuhw, eIlipticaI,
rectangulm, or other regular cross sections that have already yielded to direct mathematical
treatment as regards torsion. However, members designed primarily for thrust or bending
and consequently as a USUSIthing of irregular section are subjected to torsion ako, and under
certain conditions they may fail by buckling and twisting through lack of sufficient torsiohal
rigidity. In order to design against the possibility of such faihre in thin deep beams or in
-.
compression members with thin, outstand@ parts, we must be able to calculate their torsional
rigidity. Such sections as I, T, L, and U have not been brought within the range of mathe-
matical analyek, and up to a few years ago the engineer had practica~y nothing on which to
base an estimate of the torsional strength and rigidity of rods of irregular section. This publi-
cation presents the results of investigations of the torsion of structural members undertaken
by the Forest Products Laboratory and fianced by the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Depart-
ment., under the nationaI defense act.
‘i15thin recent years a great variety of appro.tiate torsion formulas and drafting-room
proc=ses have been advocated. In some of these, especklIy where mathematical considerations
are involved, the results are extremely complex and are not generalIy inteIiggble to seers.
The principal object of the investigation was to determine by experiment and theoretical inves-
tigation how accurate the more common of these formulas are and on what assumptions they
are founded and, if none of the proposed methods proved to be reasonably accurate in practice,
to produce simple, practicaI formulas from reasonably correct assumptions, backed by experi-
ment. A second object was to collect in readily acc*ble form the most useful of known
results for the more common sections.
This report retiews informally the fundamental theory of torsion and shows how the more
common formulas are developed from it. Formulas for aIl the important soLidsections that
have yielded to mathematical treatment exe listed. Then follows a discussion of the torsion
of tubukr rods with fornndas both rigorous and approximate.
It is shown by a series of tests of prisms of simp~esection that wood is a suitable material
for the experimental investigation of the torsion problem. Accordingly wood was used for the
experiments on fuII-sized membem because of the ease with vibich it can be worked into dMerent
shapes and because of its low torsional stifhess. The possible eflect of different moduli of rigidity
in radial and tangential planes was investigated mathematically, and the effects of rate of
loading and of moisture content were determined experimentally. Furthermore, soap *
were used in order to take advantage of a mathematical similarity that e.xiatsbetwecm the
torsion problem and the problem of finding the deflection of a thin membrane under pressure.
The amdogy is discussed in detail in the report.
Our experimental work with beams of irregular sections that have not yielded to mathe-
matical treatment is described. From these experiments and certain mathematical considera-
tions empirical formtdas are set up for irregular sections whose.component parts are rectangles.
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Report No. 3%5, entitled “Aerodynamic Theory and_Test of Strut Forms--Part 11, ” by It. H.
Smith, aerodynamical laboratory, Bureau of Cc@truction and Repair, Navy Department.
This report, submitted to the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for publica-
tion, presents the second of two studies under the-same title. In this part five theorct.ical
struts are developed from distributed sources and sinks and cons}ructcd for preasurc and resist-
ance tests in a wind tunnel. The surface pressures for symrnetmcalinviscid flow are computed ““–
for each strut from theory and compared with those found by experiment. The theoretical
and experimental pressures are found to agreo quantitatively ieai the bow, only qwdi{atively
over the mction rrmge, the experimented suctions being uniformly a little low and not at all
Hearthe stern.
This study is the strut sequel to Fuhrmnnn’s research on riirship forms, the one being ~
study in two dimensions, the other in three. A co~parison of results indicates that the agree-
ment .betwecn theory and experiment is somewhit better for bodies of revolution than for
cylinders when both are shaped for slight r@stan~.. The con~stent deficiency of the experi-
mental suctions which is found in the case of stru@. was not-found “in the caso of airslips,”for
which the experimental suctions were sometimes ab~ve, sometimes below their theoretical values.
Along with these five theoretical struts were .rnadg @ree empirical struts of high repute,’ ,
the British strut given in Fteporb and M~oranda No. 183, the German strut No. 53; and the
United States Navy” No. 2, and all eight. tested for total resistance. Of the five theoretical
struts, No. I excels as a fairing, No. V as a @ut. ‘No. V and the United States Navy No. 2
have about equal merit as struts, with the Germrm“No. 53 a close second-and the British a poor
third, the relative. merits being 100, 103, and 112, respectively, of Reynolds Number 12X 104. “-
Report No. 3$6, entitled “Tests of Large Airfoils in the Propeller Research Tunnel, Including
Two with Corrugated Surfaces,” by Donald H. Wood, National iidvisory Committee for
Aeronautics.
This report @ves the results of the tests of seven 2 by 12 foot airfoils (Clarli Y, smooth
and corrugated, G6ttingen 398, N. A. C. A. M-6, and N. A. C. A. 84). The teats were made, ._
in the propeller research tunrd of the National A@isory Committee for Aeronautics at Rey-
nolds Numbers up to 2,000,000. The Clark Y airfoil .y.’astested with 3° of surface smoothness.
The effect of small variations of smoothness of ~ aitioil is shown ~tibe negligible. Corm- “”
gating the surface causes a flattening of the lift curve at the burble point and an increase in
drag at small flying angles.
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LIST OF. TECHNICAL NOTES ISSUED DURING THE PAST YEAR
I
The Effect of FilIets Betweeri Wings and l?uselage on the Drag and Propulshe Efficiency
of an Airplane. By Melvin N. Gough.
The Variation in Pr6ssures in the Cockpit of an Airplarm in Flight. By Thomas Carroll
and William H. LfcAvoy.
Drag and Cooling with Various Forma of CowIing for a whirlwind Engine in a Cabin
Fuselage. By Fred E. Weick.
A New h4ethod for the Prediction of Airplane_Performance. By E. P. Leeley and E. G.:
Reid.
Condensed 12ata on the Aircraft Engines of. the World. Compiled by C. S. Fliedner,
Corrosion Embrittleruent of Duralumin. V. Resulh” of Weather-Exposure Tests. By
Henry S. Rawdon.
Corrosion Embrittlemant of Duralumin, VI. The Effect of Corrosion, Accompanied by
Stress on the TensiIe Properties of Sheet Dtu-ahunin. By Henry S. Rawdon.
Curves Showing Column Strength of Steel and Dur@umin Tubing. By Orrin E. Ross.
Strength of Tubing under Combined A~al -and Tran:ve~e Leading. By L. B. Tuckcr-
man, S. hT.Petrenko, and C. D. Johnson. .
Pressure Distribution on a Slotted R. A. F. 31.Airfoil in the Vafiable Density Wind Tunnel.
By Eastman N. Jacobs.
Correcting Engine Tests fpr Humidity. By Donald B, Brooks.
.
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3f; Wiid Tunnel Pressure Distribution Teats cm a Series of Biplane Wig Lfodds. Part I:
Effects of Changes in Stagger and Gap. By XIontgomery Knight and Richard ‘W. Iioyes.
311. The Use of Wheel Brak& on Air@nes. By Thomas Carroll and Smith J. De France.
312. Sphere Drag Tests in the VariabIe Density Wind TunneI. By Eastman ~. Jacobs.
313. The Formation of Ice upon Airplanes in Flight. By Thomas Carroll and Wiiiam H.
&fcAvoy.
314. SpiraI Tendency in Blind Flying. By Thomas CarroII and William H. NIcAvoy..
315. Wvcosity of Diesel Ene@e Fuel Oil Under Pressure. By hfayo D. Heraey.
316. Wiid Tumel Tests on a kfodel of a hfonoplane ‘Wii with Floating AiIerons. By hlont-
gomery Knight and lfillard J. Bamber.
317. Tests of F’our Racing Type AirfoiIs in the Twenty-Foot Propeller Research Tunnel. By
Fred E. Weick.
318. Full Scale Investigation of the Drag of a Wing Radiator. By Fred E. TTeick.
319. Some Experiments on Autorotation of an AirfoiI. By Shatsivell Ober.
LIST OF TECHNICALMEMORANDUMSlSSUEDDUR~G THE PASTYEAR
4S2. Ignition and Combustion Phenomena in Diesel En=gines. By F. Sass. Transition from
,
Zeitdwift des Vereines deutscher Ingenieure, September 10, 1927.
4s3. Ignition Points and Combustion Reactions in Diesel Engines: Part I. By J. Tausz and
F. Schulte. Communication from the Petroleum Research Laboratow of the Institute
of Applied Chemistry, Technical High School, Karlsruhe.
4s4. Ignition Points and Combustion Reactions in DieseI Engines. Part II. By J. Tausz and
F. %hulte. Communication from the Petroleum Research Laboratory of the Institute
of AppIied Chemistry, Technical High SchooI, Kdsruhe.
4s5. Resenrch on the Control of Airplanes. By MeIv-iLlJones. From ~ature, May 12, 1928.
Lecture delivered at the RoyaI Institution, February 10, 192S.
4S6. Tank Tests of Twin Seaplane F1oats. By H. Herrmann, G. Kempf, and H. Klom.
Translntion from Luftfahrt.forschung, Janumy 3, 1928.
4s7. The Constructional Design of Jfetal F1ying-Boat Hulls, Part I. workshop TToteson the
Building of Iletal Hulls, Part II. By hf. Langley. From The Aeropl~e, hf~ch 23,
and July 25, 192S.
4S8. Determination of the Air Forces and Yloments Produced by the Ailerons of an Airplane.
By C. Wieselsberger and T. Asano. Translation from Zeitschrift ftir Flugtechnik und
Xfotorluftschiffahrt, July 14, 192S.
489. on the Take-Off of Heavily Loaded AirpIanes. By Louis Breguet. Traudat.ion from
La Rev-ue Scientifique, I’$’o.12, 1927.
49o. Structures of Thin Sheet hfetal, Their Design and Construction. By Herbert Wagner.
Translation of preprint of a paper read at seventeenth meeting of the W%senschaftliche
Gesellschaft fur Luftfahrt, at Danzig, Germany, June 2-5, 1928.
491. PropelIer Problems. By A. Betz. Traqslation of reprint from Zeitachrift ftir angewandte
Afathematik und hfechanik, ~ovember, 1927.
492. Influence of FuseIage on Propeller Des@. By Theodor Troller. Trandation from
Zeitschrift fiir Fh@echnik und ~otorluftschif7ahrt, July 28, 1928.
493. Aerodynamic Characteristics of Thin EmpiricaI Pro~es and Their Application to the TaiI
Surfaces and Ailerona of Airplanes. By A. Toussaint and E. CarafoIi. Tr~alation
from L’Aerophile, June, 1928.”
494. “Safety” Fuels for Aircraft Engines. By A. @ebel. Transition from hlemoires et
compte rendu des Travaux de 1a Societe des Ingenieure CiwiIsde France, JuIy-August,
1927.
495. Device for the Automatic Control of Airplanes. By Alfred Gradenwitz. (DrexIer control.) ‘“
Translation from Der lfotorwagen, Nfarch 31, 192S.
496. Photogrammotric Take-Off and Landing hleasurementa. By Bruno Spieweck. Tran.rdation
from l“embook of the V7issenschaftlichen Gesellachaft fiir Luftfahrt, December, 1926.
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4~7. Effect of Oxygen on the Ignition of Liquid I?iiels. By H. Pahl. Translation from Zeit-
schrift des Vereines.deutscher @enieure, Jh–e 16, 1928.
498. Fluttering of the Tail Surfaces of an Airplane-and the Means for Its Prevention. By F.
N, Scheubel. Translation from Yearbook”~ the ,Wissenschaftlichen Gesells@aft fiir
Luftfahrt, Dec6mber, 1926:
499, Danger of IcF-Formation on Airplanes. By ~. .Kopp. Translation from reports of the
German Aeronautical Weather Service, Volume I, No. 25, Lindenberg Aeronautical
Observatory, Berlin.
500. Remarks on Airplane Struts and Girders Und.er..Compressiveand Bending Stresses. Index
Values. By Herbert Wagner. Translation horn Zeitschrift fur Fhlgtechnik und hlotor-
luftschifTabrt,June 14, 1928.
501. Eff&ct of Intake Pipe on the Volumetric Efficiency of an Internal Combustion. llhgine.
By Antonio Capetti. Trmslation from Analli dells R. Scuola d’lngegneria di Padova,
Volume VI, No. 4, December, 1927. Papei iead at the International Motor Congress,
Padova, June, 1927.
502. Analysis of Flight and Wind-Tunnel Tests on ..UdetAirplanes with Rcf.erence to spinning
Characteristics... By .H. ~errgnaw, Translation from .Zeitackuift ftir Flugtccti{ und
Motwrluftschiffahrt, January 14, 1929.
503. Effect of. Str~sed Cove@g on Strength of I@rnal Girdem of a Wing. By H. Tellers.
Translation from Yearbook of the Wissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft fur Luftfahrt, 1927.
504. Mechanical Control of fiplanes, By H. Boy@_w: Translation from yearbook of the Wis-
senschaftlichen GeseIlschaft ftir Luftfahrt, 1928.
.-
505. Impact Waves and Detonation. .Part I. By R. Becker. Translation from Zeitschrift
fiir Physik, Volume VIII, 1922.
506. Impact Waves and Detonation. Part 11. By R. Becker, Translation from Z~itscl~rift
fur Physik, Volume VIII, 1922. .” –
507. Landing and Braking of Airplanes. By Loti” Bregiet. Translation from La Chronique
des Aviona Breguet, supplements to Nos..8 and 9, 1928.
508. Aeromechsnical Experimentation. (Wind-tunnel Tests.) By R. Katzmayr. Trmisla-
tion from Luftflotten, 1928.
509. The Transformation of Heat in an Engine: B-y Kurt Neumann. Translation from Geiger
and Seheel’s Handbuch der Physik, Chapter 9, Volume KI, 1926.
510. Theoretical Investigation of the Effect of the ~erons. on the Wing of an Airplane. By C.
Wieselsberger. Translation from report of the Aeronautical Research Institute, Tokyo
Imperial University, No: 30, Volume II, 16Y”December, 1927.
511. On the Strength of Box Type Fuselages. By J. Mathar. Translation from Yeiirbook of
the Wissetichaftliche GeseIIschaft fi.irLuft~~hrt, 1928.
512. T~chnical Report of the 1928 Rhon Soaring Fljght Contest. By A. Lippisch. Translation
from Zeitachrift fiir Flugtechnik und Motorluft.diffahrt, February 14, 1929.
513. Contribution to the Technique of Landing La~e Airships. By O. Krell. Part I. Trans-
lation from Zeitschri4 fiir Flugtechnik und-Motorluftschiff ahrt, September 28, 1928.
514. Contribution to the Technique of Landing La~e Airships. By””O,=ell, Fart IL-” Trtins-
lation from Zeitsc.luift ftir I?lugtechnik un~ Motorluftschitlahrt, September 28, 1928,
516. Materials and Methods of Construction in Light,Structures. By Adolf Rohrbach. Trans-
lation from Yearbook of the WissenschaftJ.igheGesellschaft ftir Luftfahnt, Ihccrnbar,”
1926,
516.. Crank Case Scavenging of Tyo-Stroke-Cycle Engines. By Hans List. Translation from
Zeitschrift des Vereines deutscher Ingenie~e, Februaly 16, 1929.
.—
517. Investigation of the Effect of the Fuselage ORthe Wing of 5 L6w-Wing Monoplane. By
H. Muttray. Translation from Luftfahrtfo;schung, Jun~ 11, 1928.
518. Investigation of Atomization in Carburetors. By J. Sauter. Translation from Zeitschrift
des Vereines cleutscher Irigenieure, November 3, 1928.
519.. Force Measurements on @lanes. By F. -~eewald. Translation from Zeitdirift fur
Flugtechnik und MotorluftschMahrt, October 711928.
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~2~. Torsional Rigidity of Cantilever Wings with Constant Spar hnd Rib Sections. “By Giuseppe
GabrieIli. Translation from Luftfahrtforachung, June 26, 1928.
521. Wings with Nozzle-shaped Slots. By Richard Katmnayr. Translation from Berichta der
Aeromechanischen Versuchssnst.alt in Wien, Volume 1, No. 1, 1928.
522. The Analysis of Aircraft Structures as Space Frameworks. Method Based on the Forces
in the Longitudinal Members. By Herbert Wagner. Translation from Zeitschrift ftir
F1ugtechniIiund MotorhA%chi@ahrt, August 14, 1928.
523. Autogenous ‘iVelding in Airplane Construction. By Ludwig KucheL Translation from
Schweissen, Scbneiden und MetalIspritzen rnittda Acetylen, 1927.
524, Lautal as a Material for Airplane Construction. By Paul Brenner. Transition from
Yearbook of the Deutsche Yersuchsanstalt fiir Luftkh.rt, 1928,
525. Buckling Tests of Light-Metal Tubes.. By August Schroeder. Translation from Year-
book of the Deut.sche Versuchsanstalt ftir Luftfahrt, 1928.
526. Metal Construction Development. By H. J. Pollard. Part I: General. Strip MetaI
Construction-Fuselage. From Flight, Janua~ 26, and Februa~ 23, 1928.
527. MetaI Construction De-relopment. By H. J. Pollard, Part II: Strip Metal Construction—
‘Wing Spars. From Flight, March 29 and May 31, 1928.
528. Metal Construction Development. By H. J. Pollard. Part III: Workshop Practice.
Strip Metal Construction-Wii Ribs. From Flight, June .21,July 19, October 25, and
December 27, 1928.
629. Metal Construction Development. By H. J. Pollard, Part IV: Moments of Inertia of
Thin Corrugated Sections. From FIight, ApriI 25, 1929:
530. Travel of the Center of Pressure of Airfoils Transversely to the Air Stream. By Richard
Katzma~. Translation from Berichte der Aeromechanischen Versuchsanstalt in Wien.
Volume I, No. 1, 1928.
531. V7e1ding Rustproof Steels. By W. Ho&man. Translation from Autogene 31etaLlbear-
beitung, Volume SS, December 15, 192?.
532. Welding of Sta”dees IVlaterials. By H. Bull and Lam-rence Johnson. From lhdustrial
83.
84.
.s5.
86.
87.
S8.
89.
90.
91.
92,
93.
94,
Gases, March and June, 1929.
LIST OF AIRCRAFT CIRCULARS ISSUED DURING THE PAST’ YEAR
The Vickers Pellore @ritish)-A Freight Carrier (A.ir#ane) which Carries a Load Greater
than Its Own ‘iVei=@t. From Flight, September 6, 1928.
The Caproti Monoplanes Ca 97 ~talian). ‘l?randatiou from Bollettino Aeronautic,
May-June, 1928.
The Gloster Goldjinch (British)-A Single-Seat F~hter. From Flight, October 4, 1928.
B1eriot Combat Monoplane 127 (French). Translation from Lee Ailes, September 20, 1928.
Y2T’iers ,%4Slotted-Wii MrpIane (Trench)-Night Pursuit S~quiplane. Transition
from L’Aeronautique, March and April, 1928.
Farman Two-Engine Commercial Biplane F. 180 (French). Translation from a circular
received from Pm% office, N. A. C. A., August 3, 1928.
Mbesaard Tkiaoion Airplane (French)-A Two-Seat Tandem hfonoplane. By J. Serryer.
Translation from Les Ailes, September 2, 1926.
The Bouhon and Paul Partridge @ritish)-All-Metal Sigle-seat Fighter. From Flight,
December 6, 1928.
The De Haviland D. H. 75 Hawk MoL$ @ritish)-C?abin Monoplane. From Flight,
February 7, 1929.
lTieuport-Delage 640 (French)-Commercial High-lVii Mo.nopIane. Transition from
manufacturer’s circular received from Paris office, AT.A. C. A., August 3, 1928.
Morsne-saulnier 180 I@ht Airplane (French)-A Single-seat Training Monoplane. By
Andre Frachet. Translation from Les Ai.ks, November 22, 1928.
The Blackburn Bluebird hfark IV (lhitish)-AR-~3!fetaI Biplane. From Flight, January
17, 1929.
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~;. The Wed?a~ IV Commercial Monoplane @ritish)-Threp C@ws HI Eiigincs; Froni”
Flight, February 28, 1929. —r..,.
96. The F’otezS!3Milit~ Airplane (French). “‘“Translation from B“idletinTechnique des Avions
—
H. Potez, January, 1929. ““”” “-” “- ““ —..
~~. The Amiot S. E. (7. M. 110 (7. I—A S@mle-Seat Pursuit Monoplane. Translation from
Les A&s, hIay 16, 1929.
98. The Bernard ,%?0C. 1. (French)-A Single-S@ l?urs@t Monoplane.. Translation from
L’Aeronautique, May, 1929.
99, The Parnall l%~”t (British)-A Single-seat Ship’s Fighter. From Flight, June 13, 1929.
100. The K–47 of the A. B. Flygindustri-An Armored Pursuit Monoplane. By R. Schulz.
Translaticmfrom Luftwacht, hlay, 1929. --
101. The A. B: C. Robin (British)-A Sile-seat Cabin LMonoplane. From Flight, May 30,
1929.
102. The Fairey “’111. F (British)-A General-Ptipose Biplane. From a circular issued by
The Fairey Aviation Co. (Ltd.), England.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AERONAUTICS
During the past year the committee issued bi~~ographigs of aeronautics for the yeara 1926
and 1927. It has previously issued bibliographies for the.yeara 1909 to 1916,1917 to 1919, 1920 ~
b 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, and 1925. A hibliograp.hy for the year 1928 is now in the hands
of the printer, arid should be ready for distribution during the coming year. A bibliography
is now being published annual]y by the committee.. All issues of. the Bibliography of Aero-
nautics to date were.prepared by Paul Brockett. .
Citations of. the publications of all nations. are included in the language in which the
publications originally appeared. The arrangement is .@ dictionary form, with author and
subject entry, and one alphabetical arrangement. Detail in the matter of subject reference
has been omittad .on account of cost of pr+ent.ation, bulnn attempt has been made to give
sufficient cross reference to make possible the finding of items in special lines of”research.
P@T
SUMMARY OF PROGRESS IN
v
AIRCRAJH’ DEVELOPIMIUNT
AERODYNAMICS
With an appreciation that the main theoreticrd foundations of this new science have been
aid and that its further advances w-iHbe alo~~ the lines of ~~tensionsof or additions to existing
theory, the aeronautical research laboratories in the United Stat- have been ]Wely eng%~
during the past year with problems relating to aerodynamic safety and efficiency.
In my general survey of the problems studied by the N’ational Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics in the past, or the problems to be undertaken in the future, it is highly important
that the influence of the immediate technical requirements of air commerce and the nditary
and naval services be recognized. To meet these requirement-s a Iarge part of the research
program of the committee is concerned with problems of immediate technical interest to the
services and the industry.
The major problems contemplated or now under investigation are concerned with some
phase of the general subject of safety in flight. The most important of these are the studies
of spinn@, lovv-speedcontrol, stability, and load distribution under various conditions of i@ht.
A second group of ahnost equal importance is concerned with problems of aerodynamic
improvement by the reduction of drag. A third group is concerned with problems relating to
general design and operation, such as .Ianding and taking off, local loading on wings, .propeHer
characteristics, and the prevention of icy formation.
The problem of spinning is at present considered the most important of all the investiga-
tions now being undertaken by the committee. There are two phases of this problem, the
prevention of spins from unintentional stalk at low altitude, and the uncontrolled spin gen-
erally Imovm as tho flat spin. Considerable progress has already been made in the study of
this problem and the present research programs call for the intensive study that the importance
of this subject justifies.
There follows below a brief summary of the work that has been accomplished during the
paat year and a reference to future research programs. .
Wind tun;e7s.—The investigation of turbulence undertaken by the Bureau of Standards
has ykdded information of great value in the interpretation of wiqd-tunnel data. Many dis-
crepancies formerly observed in tests on the same model in various wind tunnels may now be
fully explained. This condition applies particularly to models having a critica~ Reynokle
~Number,such as spheres and streamline bodies. Tests have been made in the variable-density -
wind tunnel in which a given Reynolds Number was obtained from various combinations of
model size, wind speed, and air density. These tests show conclusively that within reasonable
bounds the Reynolds Number effect is absolutely independent of the vahws of the component
terms. Furthermore, tests on large airfoils made in the propelIer research tunnel are found
to check very closely with tests at the same Reymolds Number in the variable-density tunnel.
It may now be stated with assurance that the validity of the wind tunnel as a method of test
is completely proven.
The present wind-tunnel testing program neceasardy includes a largo amount of work on
low-speed control, spinning, interference, rind prope~er characteristics. Much of this work is
now under way in some form or other. However, the main part of the spinning program will
be undertaken upon completion of the special verticaI wind tunnel, end most of the interference
and low-speed control program must await the completion of the full-scale wind tunnel.
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Spinning.-The program of wigd-tunnel jnveikigations on the.prgblem of spinning included
force, pressure distribution, and autorotatiori tor@i6 iES@ up to 90° angle of attack on models
of a wide variety of wing sections. The pressure distribution and force tests have been com-
pleted and the results publ@hed. During the ~~~ year an autorotation dynamometer has
been completed and the firsj of a series of tests ls,,~ow.b.@g m“ade@th this equipment. Tho
program provides for the measurement. of the pjt~hing_and yawing moments as well as tho
rolling moments.
At the Mawachusetts Institute of Technology .an investigation was made on the effect of
y~w on the autorotation of a monoplane airfoil.
The mass distribution of an airplane is an k~ortant factor. in its recovery from a spin.
The flight research section. of the. laboratory has completed “kn apparatus for” the accurate
measurement of the mass distribution of an airplane, and the momenta and ellipsoids of inertia
of several rnilit.aryand commercial .girplan~ havg been determined. A study of them inertia
data, together with the informtitlon as to the type of spin executed by each of theeo ai.rplancs,
indicates that a definite relation exists between ~@. mass distribution and the type of spin.
The chief difficulty in definitely determining tfi,:elation. h. the “lack of accurate knowlcdgo of
the magnitude of the variables that enter into @ dynarnjcs of the spin, such as”the radius
and the rtite of rotation. A method for thermeasjiyem~t ~ th~e variables in flight has~~ce.n
perfected, and complote data have been obtained og..one ~filage., ~om these @aia th~ dyriamlc
forces producing and maintaining the spin have ,been determined, The future program will
include the.study of a number of. types of airplanes, and in pm%icularone airplane which has
normal spinning characteristics, and in which t~e ma= distribution will be changed until a
flat spin is produced.
i3tabiMy.-The stabi~ty characteristics of most airplanes are satisfactory below. sngles of
attack of maxirnu.rnlift, ,but very few have satisfactory characteristics in stalled flight. b“ the
investigation in the atrnosphe~c wind tunnel of Shbility in stalIed ftight, a series of tests has
been conduc.twl to determine the..effect op.~tabili.li -of -twi@g a ,wing and at we same time
determine the effect of changing_we profile along the span. The invei.tigation “ehoived that
both methods gave improved stability chaiactermt~cs.. - _-
CordroRubihly.-A study has been made in tk atmospheric w%d tunnel of the eilectiv~ess
of various types of ailerons, part,icyhtrlyfrom the standpoint of stalled flight and the spin. It is
planned to conduct in the near fut~e a s~fies of ~~t testspri.a @ecial monoplane arranged for
the cormenient chim@ig “of the wings, ailerons, and tail surfaces. In this inv~t~ation-ii is
expected that accurate information on the .ro.~~qqd ya@ig tendencies of the airplane with
various methods of control will be obtaim@wl@e=@- st.piledfight.
!...
The Bureau of Standards has completed .an~yestigatiori on”tie rncasurerneritof titi rollhg
and yawing momenta produced by ailerons of vazims chords and spans on 10 by 60 inch modc~.
of the Clark Y and U. S; A. 2.7 airfoil sectio.ng. ~~9. investigation covers angles of attack up to
the stalled position.
In the variabledenaity wind t~el a series Qf pres-sure-distributiontests on the JLA,F. 30
airfoil with flaps has been completed, and the information obtained in these tes~”’~villbe” of
considerable assistance in the study of the effectiyeg~s of derons, and also of scalo eiTect,
.Mzneuverabi3My.-The. committee has c.onbed tie .study of maneuverability, and has
carried out a series of t@s on two types of purs~ airplanes. The maneuverability of the air-
pbne is dettied basically by the flight path ob@inable, and during the past year considerable
attention has been given to improving the methods for determining the ftight path. A report
covering the study of the maneuverability of oni pursuit airphme has been cornploted, and a
report on the second a~~la.neis in progr-.
The future program provid~” for a study of the maneuverability characteristics of w
observation type of airplane and also of a commwcid monoplane.
Structuralsajety.—The major activity of the flight research section of the laboratory has been
in connection with the determination of the .gjrlogds experienced by airplanes under the various-.. .—. .
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conditions of flight. The resuIts obtained in the measurement of the load distribution on the
wings, tail surfaces, and fuselage of an airplane in aIIconditions of flight have been studied from
the standpoint of the structural designer. This investigation brought out se-mralpoints of great
importance, one of which was the torsional deflection of the wing under load, which results in a
change in the Ioad distribution, and another the effect of the inertia loads on the airphine
structure. In this investigation accelerometers were placed at the center of gravity, at the wing
tips, and in the tail unit. In the measurement of the inertia loads it was found that under certain
conditions of flight they combine with the aerodynamic loads to give new maxima.
From this investigation additional information was obtained on the pressure distribution
on the tail surfaces of pursuit type airplane+ and on the dMerence in the loads experienced with .
c.ontrol surfaces of thick and thin sec’tion. The results obtained on both types of airplanes
indicated the necessity for an increase in the design requirements as to taiI loads for airpkmes
which are expected to execute maneuvers at high speeds, and from a study of the results and
from conference with the subcommittee on aircraft structures a satisfactory basis has been
established for tie preparation of design specifications for tail surface loads.
In order to obtain information as to the possible need of modiflcat.ions in the esisting speci-
fications for loading on wing tips, and to develop a wing tip with constant location of the center
of pressure, the program for the study of the distribution of air loads on the observation type
airplane has been planned so as to include the investigation of the Ioads on wing tips of various
plan forms.
Water-prsssure distri6ution.—The study of the distribution of water pressure on various
types of seaplane floats and hulls has been continued. This irivestigation ma &t carried out
on a single-float and a twin-float seaplane, and has recently been completed on an II-16 flying
boat. Ti%.hthe flying boat it was possible to maneuver on rough water, so that the maximum
pressures recorded were considerably higher than those obtained on the srdler seaplanes. On
the H–I6 the masimum pressures-were15 pounds per square inch, as compared with a maximum
of approximately 10 pounds per square inch on the floats of Iighter seaplanes.
This investigation will be continued during the coming year, and will include the measure-
ment of the defection of a seaplane float. in static test with the loading exactly the same as that
obtained in the flight tests. ,
Aerodynamic eficiency. —A huge number of the investigations on the research program of the
commit tee may be classified as problems of aerodynamic efficiency. These include the study of
the reduction of the drag of the airplane and engine, the study of the mutual interference of the
airplane and its parts, the inwmtigation of propeIler efficiency, and the study of airfoil
characteristics.
Reduction of drag.-one of the most important in-restigations undertaken by the committee
has been the study of the effect of coding and cooling a radial air-cooled engine. The impor-
tance of this study can readiIy be appreciated when it is realized that the majority of engines
in both military and commercial service are of this type. OnIy one manufacturer in the United
States is now in production on water-cooled engines for milita~ and commercial purposes.
The propeIler research tunnel made possible the study of this problem at full scale. The
cowling and cooling of a Wright Whirlwind engine were investigated with both a cabin mono-
plane and an open-cockpit biplane. I’arious degrees of coding were included in the investiga-
tion, from the uncowkd engine to a cowling that entireIy inclosed the engine. The latter type,
designated as the N. A. C. A_ coding, showed a large reduction in drag, and this cowling, subse-
quently applied to the AT–5, the Lockheed Vegaj and other airpkmes, showed a very substantial
increase in high speed. The rewdts of the investigation in the propeller research tunnel have
been pubIished as Technical Reports hTos.313 and 314, Drag and Cooling with Various Forms
of CowIiug for a Whirlwind RadiaI Air-Cooled Engine, Parts 1 and H.
The invmtigation of the drag of engine nacelIes with various forma of cowling indicated
the possibility of still greater savings in drag than when the engine is mounted in the fusehige
of an airplane. To determine the effect on the drag of mounting an engine nacelle in or near
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the wing of an airplane flight tests were carried out-.on a 3~f@e@ tr~spor~ airplane” T~
airplane was equipped with three J–5 engines, and the two wing engines and the engine in the
fuselage were cowled with the N. A. C. A. cowling. T~e results obtained were very disappoint-
ing, as the flight tests showed only a very slight increase in high speed. An investigation of the
problem indicated a large increase in drag due to serious titerfereqce.b.etwe~ the @n& and the
engine nacelle.
In order to study this interference effect, tests were conducted in tie variable-density wind
tunnel at 10 atmospheres on a one-tenth scale model of the Fdcker wing. The investigation
included the study of the nacelle and interference d~ag with the engine nacelle mounted in
various positions above and below the wing. In the installation of the cowling on the full:sized
Fokker airplane, it was believed that the interference drag would be considerably reduced by
fairing the cowling into the wing. The tests .in. thg variable-density -tunnel with the nacelle
faired into the wing showed an appreciable decrease in drag. The mounting of the engine nacelle
in or near the leading edge of the wing showed t~e least interference drag.
The Mat6riel Division of the Army Air Corps has conducted an investigation in the wind
tunnel on models of various forms of complete cowling. l?articular attention was given in these
tads to the measurement of the air flow through the cowling.
The investigation of the cowhng is being continued at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical
Laboratory on a,pursuit type airplane powered with a Pratt& W~tney Wasp engine.. .Astudy
is being made of the air flow in the vicinity of the slot..where the air leaves the cowling and the
air flow entering the slot. The engine cylinders are equipped with thermocouples and a careful
study is being made of the variation of cylinder temperatures with change of ~ir flow. Various
forms of cowling are being studied in this investigation, including the British Townend ring.
The results so far obtained on both the N. A. C. A, cowling and the ring type are favorable as
regards both performance and cooling.
lnterjerence.-The successful application of cow~” to radial type engines installed in multi-
engined airplan= is dependent upon the control or decrease of the interference drag. Tho results
of the invwtigation of engine nacelles and wings in the viu-iabl~deneity wind tunnel indicated a
marked improvement in the performance. of an airplane with cmtboard nacelles. These”tests
were made without propeller, however, and therefore did not include the eflect of the propeller
dipstream, To investigate this problem further, there has been constructed a large model of
an engine nacelle on which a propeller will be operated by a 20-homepower electric motor. This
nacelle will be tested in combination with the wing in the propeller research tunnel. The program
includes the placing of the nacelle in all possible positions with reference to the wing, and the
results shouId yield information which will enable the.designer so to place the engine and naccllo
with reference to the wing or wing celhde as to obtain tbe le~st drag, both of MOnacelle i~elf
and from interference eflects.
. .
In connection with the further improvement of tie aerodynamic efficiency of the a~plfine,
the committee plans an investigation during the coming year to determine the interference
drag between different combinations of wing and fWelage, forms. The i.nvw%ation will ak
include a study of the drag charact@stics of vario~.” fornis of landing gears and windshields.
PropelZere#ciency.-An investigation has been conducted in the propeller rese~ch ‘tuniiel
of the effect on propeller efficiency of high tip speeds. Tests ~tith propellers operating at tip ,
speeds above the velocity of sound up to speeds of 1,350 feet per second have been includ~ in .
the investigation. The results indicate a reduction b. propulsive efficiency beginning at tip
speeds of 950 to 1,000 feet per second, and a loss of efficiency of about 10 per cent for each 100
feet per second increase in tip speed above 1,000 feet per second. In these tesk measuremen~
were made of the deflection of the blades and of the.veloc.ity and twist of the slip stream back
of the propeller.
In an investigation of the effect on propulsive efficiency of the interference of the body
behind the propeller, a series of geometrically similar propellers varying in diameter from 9 to
10% feet was tested. The results indicated that the propulsive efficiency is about 2!4per cent
higher for the largest propeller than for the smaIlestJ_.
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To determine the effect of changes in plan form on propeIIer efficiency, a series of tests was
made on propellers varying in this respect. The results indicated only a sIight difference in
—
efficiency, but the form with the thinnest airfoil section showed the highest efficiency, and for
——
propellers operating in front of a body such as the radial engine it was found that the propulsive
.:-= —
efficiency is increased if the propeller pitch is reduced tmvard the hub.
-----
At Stanford University an investigation has been carried out on the effect of fusehge
..-. —
fineness on propeller performance.
-.==
A comparative study of the efficiency of geared and directdve propellem on the J–5 engine
-.
has been made in the propeller research tunnel, with a large and a small fusel%e. The inv~
tigation was made in such a manner that the propeller-body interference factors were isolated,
and it was found that, considering this interference only, the geared propeller had an appreciable
ad~antage in propukive efficiency. This advantage is partially due to the larger diameter
of the geared propellers with respect to the bodies, and partially i% the fact that the geared
propellers were located farther ahead of the engines and bodies.
The investigation of the general problem of prope~er efficiency as affeoted by various factors
is being continued, and will include the effect of the wing on propeLlerefficiency, the effect of
the propeller slip stream on wing characteristics, and interference effects between a wing nacelle
and the wing. It is planned to prepare a series of design charts covering all the information
obtained on the effect of various factors cm propeller efficiency.
Ai~o~7s.—The investigation of airfoiI sections at high speeds has been continued at the .
Bureau of Standards during the year, and a report has been issued on the characteristics of
24 sections at 0.5 to 1.08 times the speed of sound. In this group of airfoils one section having
a plane lower surface and a cylindrical upper surface showed better hftdr~m ratios than any other
seotion of different shape but of the same thickness, and a series of airfoik of this type will be
tested during the coming year.
In order to compare airfoil characteristics as determined in the propeIler research tunnel
with the resul~ of tests in the variabledensity wind tunnel at a corresponding Reynolds lNumber,
a series of seven airfoik was tested, including the C1ark Y, the Giittingen 398, the N. A. C. A.
xl-o, and the N. A. C. A. 84. The models tested had a chord of 2 feet and a span of 12 feet) and
the Reynolds Number obtained in the propeller research tunnel was about 2,000,000. The
resuh% of the tests were in good agreement with the results obtained in the variabledensity
tunnel at a corresponding Reynolds Number. T-ivo of the large models tested viere made with
corrugated surfaces, and showed a s~chtly greater drag than the airfoiLswith smooth surfacwi.
The Iift curves of the modeLswith corrugated surfaces showed a marked flattening in the vicinity
of ma-xinmmIift.
For the purpose of studying the scale effect in investigations of pressure distribution, a
series of pressure-distribution tests on wing models was made in the variabk-density wind
tunnel at 1 to 20 atmospheres. The airfoils tested included the Nf-6, the R. A. l?. 30, the
Clark Y, and the R. A. F. 31 equipped with the Handley Page leading-edge slot. The results of
this investigation are being prepared for publication.
In order to study the effect of scale cm discontinuities in the Mt curve ne~ the region of .
maximum Iift, a group of eight airfoils approximately 20 per cent of the chord in thickness were
tested in the variabledensity wind tunnel. Six of the eight airfoils exhibited discontinuities at
a Reynolds h~umberof 150,000. The discontinuities beoame less pronounced as the Reynolds
Number was increased and disappeared entirely when the Reynolds Number reached 720,000.
An imestigation is to be made in the variable-density wind tunnel on a fandy of about 80
airfoils to determine the effect of thickness and shape of the mean camber line on airfoils charac-
teristics. The airfoils imiuded in thaprogram will have the same relative variation in thickness
along the chord, and will have six VSIueeof maximum thickness varying from 6 to 21 per cent of
the chord. The airfoils are based on five di.&rently shaped mean camber lines, each having 4° of
camber.
The investigation in the atmospheric wind tunnel at Langley FieId of the prob~em of boun-
dary-layer control has been continued. The model used in this investigation is provided with a
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narrow sIot which opens into the wing and is m arranged that air may be discharged from or
sucked into the wing. The slot is adjustable, both as to position on the surface of the wing and
as to width, The results of these tests show considerable increase in lift with moderate pres-
sures and a reduction in the minimum drag.
Struts.-At the Washington Navy Yaxd three ex~ensive series of tests on struts havo been
made in the past year. The tit series included 11 modifications of the Navy No. 1 strut, tho
program being so arranged as to cover the study of the effects of fineness ratio and trailing edge
radius. The second series, conducted cmfive theoretical shapes supplemented by three standard
struts, included pressure distribution and drag measurements, and the results of tho tests were
compared with calculated values. In the third seriesfi”e effect on drag of slight modifications in
-.
standard struts was measured. The results obtained in these investigations have been pub-
lished as Tcchnicnl Reports of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Ice jornzatwn.-The study of ice formation on airplanes in flight has been continued during
the year, bow @ the special low-temperature wind tunnel and in flight. l’light tes@ have been
made under a variety of weather conditions such as fog, rain, and sleet. Photographs have been
—
made for study of the ice deposits on wings, wires, and struts. In several instances ico formed
on the propellers. It was found that ice will form under a number of different atmospheric con-
ditions, but forms in dangerous amounti only within a small range of temperature below 32° l?.
In the Iow-tempeiat.ure wind tunnel a study has been made of the possibility of preventing the
formation of ice on airplane parts by tho use of a protective coating. The results up to ~he
present time have not been of a positive nature, but it has been found thut glucose, corn sirup,
and a mixture of glycerin and alcohol do have some effect in the prevention of icc formation. A
report on this investigation is in preptiration for publication,
Airships.—Flight tests on aimhips during the past year have been confined to speed and
deceleration tests, conducted in conjunction with the Goodyesr-Zeppelin Corporation, to de-
termine the drag of a small commercial-type airship. SirniIarinvestigations wilI bo carried out
on a TC-type airship for the Army Air Corps; and on the metid-clad airship Zti(7-fi! at-L~kc-
hurst for the Bureau of Aeronautic of the hTayy.
The results “obtainedin the investigation previously conducted by the committee for tho
Bureau of Aeronautics on the U.S. S. “ha Angeles hn~e been ctiefully studied, arid a report has
been prepared on the pressure distribution on the hull and tail surfaces and on the drag of the
airship with and without the water-recovery apparatus,
In the variable-density wind tunnel a series of tests is now in progress on a model of the
ZRiS-4 airship and“a model of lowm fineness ratio. The in~estigation includes the determina-
tion of the lift, drag, and pitching moments on both madels, with and without control car.
An investigation will be carried on in the propeller research tumel on a larger model of the
ZR8–4 airship, and WWinclude the measurement of the pressure distribution over the hull and
the determination of the lift and drag of the airship at various angles of pitch, and measurements
at the same time of the forces.and momente exerted on the elevatm hinge.
In the wind. tunnel at New York “University tes~ are being carried Orifor the Goodycar-
—
Zeppelin Corporation ta obtain information as to the forces involved in the ground handliug
of airships. The fcrc.es are being measured on a model of an airship suspended at various
angles to the wind, close to the ground and to a model of a hangar.
Field8forjuture research.—Previous summaries have pointed out the desirability of progress
in aerodynamics along the lines of increase in safety and reiinernent in design. In the further
—.
improvement of the design of aircraftmore knowledge is essential regarding ma-simumair loads
and air-load distribution on the airplane stmmture, more information on methods of reducing
drag, and in particular on the proper location of power.plants for minimum bterference and the
greatest improvement in propulsive efficiency. The solution of the problem of increase in safety
wiII come from an intensive study of spinning, low-speed control, and stability characteristics
of aircraft. The major problems on the research program of the committee are concerned with
some phase of the ge_ge@ subjects of safety in ilight and improvement in aerodynamic efficiency.
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AIRPLANE STRUCTURES
TREND OF DWGN—Stan&zrdization of typw.—The tendency toward standardization of
types has continued. ~ increasing appreciation by designers of the importance of Iarge aspect
ratio and low parasite drag is reftected in the increase in the number of airpkmesof the monoplane
type, which now seems firmly established as a preferred type of design for hingeairplanes for use
in: regular scheduIed commercial service. The monoplane has not been universally accepted,
however, since two large biplanes have been constructed during the past year for this type of
serrice. k the smaller classes of airplanes, of the three or four passe~mertfie there has been
a large increase in new types of monoplanes. This increase exceeds 300 per cent, yet the biplane
still exceeds the monoplane in actual number of types and stilI holds a dominant position from
the standpoint of production. This is part.icukmlytrue for military”service, where maximum
maneuverability must be obtained and the span kept as low as practicable.
The demand on the part of the passenger and pilot for comfort is reflected in the great
increase in the number of closed-body types, the increase in this type during the past year being
nearly 300 per cent. For 2-place and 3-place tiphmes, the open-cockpit type appem to be pre-
ferred. This is probably not so much a matter of comfort as a qu~tion of 10WWcost.
The military sertices are taking advantage of the existence of well-proven types of large
commercial airplanes to acquire examples for transport service. Development of these types
into stfictly military types would be very costly and the independent development of parallel
military types even more costly. Hence the number of typea of very large purely military
airplanes must remain very few as a matter of economy.
Number and location of engines.-Operatirg conditions in the United States, especially over
the mountainous parts of the transcontinental air routes, require that the multiengined com-
mercial airp~aneshti bs able to fly at an altitude of 10,000 feet -withone engine not running. It
is further necessary that an airplane operating over this route shaIl be able to take off with its
full load at SItitudes from 5,000 to 7,OOOfeet. These rather severe requirements have made it
necessary to increase the power of the engines of alI large passe~~er airplanes operating over the
transcontinental route.
At present nearly W of the large transport airplanes me of the 3-engined type, one engine
being placed in the nose of the fuselage.
In the design of the newer types of transport airplanes the tendency is to place alI the e~es
in wing nacelles or in the wig itself. In the designs of this type so far constructed four engines
have been used imsteadof two. This arrangement.of engines shows an appreciation of the value
of comfort for the passenge= and the desire to a-roid the disagreeable tibration and noise, which
has been very difficult to control when the engine is mounted in the fuselage.
The use of multiengined airplanes has been extended to the light or sport type. “The latest
designs have provided for two engines of relatively smaII horsepower, mounted in the wings.
In foreign types of airplanes there is a marld tendency to mount the engines abo~e the
wing. This arrangement has been followed in only one or two des@s built in this country.
In all multiengined airplanes care is being exercised to protide that the propellers do not
overIap and that the propeller wash does not seriously interfere with the structural parts of the
airplane, as such interference creates a vibration which is very disagreeable to the passengers.
The effect of the propeller slip stream on adjacent structures in the design of any aircraft to carry
passengers is most important.
In designing passenger airplanes the designer is being forced to consider the comfort of the
passenger as a primary feature in the design. The chief facto~ inTolved are noise and vibrations
due to the engine and to aerodynamic forces on the structure. These latter maybe the result-
either of the wash from the propeller or from the variations in pressure and velocity of the air
over the fuselage, due to the peculiarities in dwign.
Amphibian airp7anes.—The obvious advantages of the amphibian type are being more
generally appreciated and the construction of airplanes of this character is being extended to
additional commercial and military types, and especially to the smaller t.y-pesintended for
commercial purposes.
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l
Lunding gear.-Landing gee? of the orthodox ty~e have been more or Iew standardized
by the manufacturers of this type of equipment. Most commercia[ and military types me
now fitted with oleo gears. There is, however, an increased appreciation of the gain in per-
formance which may be obtained by either simplifying tho landing gear or retrmting tho landing
gear whiie in flight. A number of the designs of retractable landing gear whlcb have appcnrcd
during the year show promise, and efforts are being made to reduce the drag of the stationary
type landing gear.
Shock absorbem.-The hydraulic type of shock absorber k- rio]v rdmost universally used,
even on relatively light airplanes However, the developmcn t of n new type of tiro having a
very large cross-sectional area and operating under low air pressure may make it unnecessary
tQprovide shock absorbing mechanisms other than tho tire itself in the lighter types of airplanes.
l’i%eelfail s7cids.-The use of a wheel either ;-ith a hard or a pneumatic tire to replaca the
tail skid has been extended, especially to the larger type&of airplanes. The use of such wheels,
especially in connection with wheel brakea on the main landing -ivheeis,has proved successful
in the operation of a number of standard types.
Braiks.-Brakes are now almost universally used on commercial type nirplanes. l?racti-
cally all manufacturers make some provision for the fitting of brakes, either as regular equip-
ment or at the option of the purchaser.
DiJerence between mililary ani7 commercial types.-The steady demand for increased per-
formance in military airplanee, and in particular the demand for the ability to perform violent
maneuvers at high speeds, has made it necessaly to raise the structural strength requirements
of many types of military airplanea to a higher standard than ever before. These requirements
are now so severe that it may be doubted whether they will ever be applied generally to comm-
ercial airplanes. In meeting these requirements by improved design features and by improv-
ing methods of construction and materiaLsiwed, the results will undoubtedly influence ‘com-
mercial airplane design,
In spite of the continued increase in the quality of desii, materials, and construction of
commercial airplanes, which is resulting from the requirements of the Department of Com-
merce, the unsuitability of commercial airplanes for military use is increasingly apparent. This
does not prevent the use of certain types of transport airplanes for similar purposes by the
n;ilitary services, for. hem the demands on the airplane are practically the same in both civil
and milita~ use. —
STRUCTURALMATERiALS—~tiaZ construction.-Although the number of pnrts in which
wood is used continues “to decrease, there are still many arguments advanced in favor of it.
It is notable, however, that as the demands on the structure are increased there is a tendency
to reduce the use of wood, especially in small sections. Many airplanes ara now produced in
which practically the only wooden members arc the wing spare, everything else, except possibly
a few fairhg strips, being of metal. Metal wing spars of various original designs have been
proposed but- apparently their general use has been delayed by their relat.ively greater cost.
Welding is entering more and more largely into the construction of airplanes generally,
The reliability of the welded structures appears to be regarded as entirely satisfactory. How-
ever, certain designers continue to voice objections to welding, a~d insist on the use of bolted
or riveted joints.
The problem of intirnal corrosion has aIways been before the designer who used closed
sections, and this has hd to the development and use of corrosion-resisting structural materials.
When such mai%rialsare generally available, designers will be able to do many things at present
not approved in this country. Among other things it may be espected that the use of thin
ated in sections which derive their strength from the complex character of their curvature will
appear. Proposals are already being made for the use of this material in combination with a
special system of spot welding.
Steel twbing.-steel tubing of the corrosion-resisting type is still not available generally,
but methods of protecting the steels ordinarily used in aircraft have been developed to a point—
where they may be said to be standardized.
.-
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AIRSHIPS
The placing of a contract for the building of two 6,500,000 cubic foot airships for the Xavy
Department in October, 1928, was a definite step in the resumption of airship buikling in the
United States and a step toward tie creation of an airship industry in the United States.
Progress on design has proceeded at a normal rate. Ffibrication of parts has begun. The keel
@ of the fit of th~ s&&ps wss laid on A’ovember 7, 1929. The &t of these abtips k
due for completion in 1931, the second in 1932.
The Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation, of Akron, Ohio, the contractor for the airships ZR5’-~
and ZRS–5, has practically completed the airship shed in which the airships are to be erected.
The shed is 1,175 feet long, 325 feet wide, and 180 feet high. In the design of the shed the
operating experience of the past four years has been careftiy considered and the type of design
is thought to be much superior to any types that have as yet been built.
Experiment al instigation and research on the development of improved materials for
airships have been continued.
Experiment al flight operations have been continued with the Los Angeles. Improvements
in water-recovery apparatus have been accomplished. Carrying, launching, and recovering
service type airplanes have been accomplished in a more comprehensive manner than heretofore
This work is preliminary to the design of apparatus for use with the Navy Department’s new
airships.
Development of improved methods of mechanical aid to the handling of rigid airships has
been continued. The mobile mooring mast is a reasonably satisfactory piece of equipment and
is helpful in the handling of airships. Further improvements in this mast are in contemplation
and should increase its utility. ATOdifficulties have been encountered in the use of the stub
moorhg mast as a rid@ point for an airship. Aa yet the problem of making a flying moor to
the stub type of mast has not been satisfactorily SOIVML
l%e metal-cladairs7rip.-The Aircraft De-relopment Corporation has completed and delivered
the metal-clad airship, Z3f&9. The airship has successfully completed its flight trials. The
NTavyDepartment has placed the airship in service at the naval sir station at Lakehurst, where
further tests will be made to obtain more comprehensive data as to the performance and general
utility of t-histype of airship construction.
Helium.—The new Government plant near AmariLlo, Tex., has been placed in operation,
making available increased quantities of helium, and with the increase in production lower costs
for the helium are being quoted.
A commercial company which has been producing helium for airships announces the dis-
covery of a new field containing a natural gas with over 6 per cent helium, a very much larger
percentage than that in any gas hitherto availablo in production quantities. This concwn has
moved the major portion of its plant to this new source of heIium-bearing gas.
The IVavy Department purchased a new type of helium tank car which carries the hehum
in 28 seamless drawn pipes instead of three forged cylindem. The cost of this type of car is
materially less than the cost of a car carrying forged cylindem
Progress in Qerrnany.-The around-the-world flight of the Graf Zeppelin was an outstanding
achievement in airship operation.
Progres~ {n Great Britain.-After many delays the British airship R–101 has made saveral
hghts. The second British airship, R-I(M, is practicalitycomplete and ready for flight trials.
AIRCRAFTENGNES
An important factor influencing aircraft engine deve~opment during the pest year has been
the large number of new desiggs which have appeared on the market. The infhu of a large
number of new engines has influenced development aIong three separate lines: Fmtj “designers
have attempted to increase the tractive horsepower available by reducing the head resistance;
second, theti interest has been increased in the possibilities of the compression-ignition engine;
and third, they have attempted to reduce the initial and m~intenance cmts of the engine.
-
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The introduction of the lowdrag cowling which reduced the hga~ resistance of. tho direct
air-cooled radial type engine to a.point where it approached or was less than the head resistance
.—-
of the water-cooled engine and its radiator, was the result of investigations conducted at tho
committee’s laboratories at Langley Field.
,.
A study of high-temperature liquid cooling at Wright Field indicated the possibility of fui-
ther reducing the drag of the liquid-cooled type engine by the use of small radiators.
To meet the reduced drag obtained in liquid-cooled engines by using liquids of high boiling
point, designers of radial air-cooled engines are now co-ed with reducing the cweralldiameter , _...
of tho radial engine.
The compression-ignition engine offers many possibilities for obtaining high fuel economy,
and a number of manufacturers are now -designingand~ogs$~ct~g aircraft .gnginesof this type.
To raduce the initial cost of the engine, many of the smallermanufacturers are concentrating
on one model, while one of the large .nmnufacturere has a series.of 5, 7, and 9 c.yIinderengines,
which are.built with the same bore and stroke, resulting in marked manufacturing and main-
tenance economies.
The application of the low-drag cowling to the radial engina.~as investigated in the 20-foot .
propeller r~earch tungel at .Lam@Y Field under full-~al? con@tions. The Army, Navy, and
.
commercial services have found that the.application of the cowling to different types of airplanes
has ddnitely improved the performance, At the annual air races held in Cleveland this year
and in the transcontinental nonstop flighh, @l-pr@ous records were lowered by airplanes —
equipped with radial engines and using the low-drag cwwhgy
To improve the visibility and reduce the drag, th~side-valve radial engine and the fiycle
engine am being dev~oped @ an attempt to reduce tie overall diamebsy by doing aw~y with
the overhead valve gww.
The mat&iel division of the Army Air Corps has concentrated on the study of high-
temperature liquid cooling of aircraftmngines. Ethylane glycol has been used for several years
experimentally with some success by the Army and the Navy, but it was not until last year that
liquid-cooled engines were put in service. r-
As a result of the high operating temperatures obtained with ethylene glycol, a much
-.
more uniform cylinder temperature is maintained, with the absence of hotnpots. The experi-
ence .of both services indicates that higher compression ratios may be used in engines with this
type of coding.
The committee, at the request of the Na~ “Department-,“~dertook the investigation of
the compression-ignition engine using Diesel oil as R fuel. The results of the investigation
carried on under the direction of the committee have been widely disseminated. The first
-.
experimental aircraft compression-ignition engine, kno~ as the Attendu eggine, was constructed
and tested at the Nt+ralAircraft Factory in Philadelphia.
Dir@ the past year, interest and activity in the development of this type of engino have
increased and have been stimulated by the flights of we Packard 9-cylinder radial comprcssion-
iguition engine and the Junkers 6-cylinder in-line water-cooled engine.
The Packard Motor Car Co. has been experimenting for the past-two and a half yems
with the radial air-cooled compression-ignition enghm and hns made successful flight tests with
very good fuel economy. At present, experimental engines are being developed by tho Allison
Engineering Co.j the Emsco Aero Engine “Co., and thp_PgckardMotor Car Co. *
During the year a large number of aircraft engine manufacturers completed their designs”
and facilities for manufacturing. The Warner and the Khmer companies have concen tratcd
on one model and are building new facilities for its manufacture. The Curtisa Acroplane &
Motor Co. erected a new factory to produce the Chalkmmerengine, and the Wright Aeronauticn~
Corporation has buiIt a special factory in St. b“ti tcimanufacture the new Gypsy engine.
The concentration on one modeI of an engine in a single factory will no doubt have ‘an
influence on reducing the cost per horsepower of aircraft engines. Nearly all the ncw engine
development has followed the conventional design of the fixed radial air-cooled type, being
either 5, 7, or 9 cylinder engines, -..
-.
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In au commercial aircraft operations there has been a demand for higher-powered engines.
Air transport service airplanes are now equipped with engines of the highest power obtainable,
either of the TVasp, Hornet, or CycIone type. The Wright Aeronautical Corporation has
replace.d the well-known J–5 engine with a new-series known as the J–6, of 160, 220, and 300
horsepower.
.—
There has been a detite tendency during the year to increase the revolutions per minute
of radial type engines by rt%ned ales@, redting in the purchaser being ben~ted by the Iower
, -.. —
-——
cost per horsepower.
Nro new types of witer-coolecl engines ~ere brought out dkg the past year and ody .-
one manufacturer in the United States is in current production on water< ooled engines.
High-powered air-cooled engines for both military and commercial sertice are being de-
veloped with reduction gears. The use of reduction gears promises to become generaI in large -.-.—
multiengined airpknes, especially in flying boats.
It is interesting to note that all the recent engines submitted for type tests to the Department
.—
, --
of Commerce are air-cooled. About one-third of all the engines submitted for teat are finally
approved. At present there me available for both military and commercial awiation32 approved
—.
type engines manufactured in the United States.
FACTORS THATHAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THE PRESENT STATE OF AERONAUTIC PROGRESS
Among the major factms that have contributed to the present state of aeronautical develop-
ment in America me the great expanse of the United States and the distances that can conven-
iently be covered by aircraft with a material saving of time and without the usual handicaps
attendant upon crossing international boundaries. This is one great natural advantage that
will continue to promote the use of aircraft in America. The most important active influence
upon aeronautics has been the far-@hted constructive policy of the Federal Government,
Iiberally supported by the President and the Congress, in providing for the continuous prose-
cution of organized scientific research and of fundamental engineering development through
the various governmental agencies concerned. Nest in importance has been the progress
made by the aircraft industry during the past four years or since the adoption of the Army
and hTav-y5-year aircraft programs. The miht.ary services have cooperated effectively with
each other, with the industry, and with public~pirited organizations. These factors have had
to do with the development of the airplane itself. Foremost among the factors that have
promoted the use of aircraft was the de~elopment and e..tension of the air mail service under
Government operation until its fundamental purpose had been demonstrated, natiely, th’at it
was pract.icable to carry mails by aircraft on regular schedule and at reasonable costs. This
activity when taken over by private contractors lcd directly to the establishment of air transport
lines which are g-roving steadily.
.A major step in the national aviation poficy was the enactment in 1926 of tho air commerce
act, under which national airways and aids to air navigation were estabhshed by the Department
of Commerce with the cooperation ofi the Weather Bureau in giving specia~ weather report
service, and under which protilon was made for the regulation, licensing, and inspection of
aircraft and airmen under uniform malesand regulations.
.hnerican business men have been both farsighted and patriotic in their wdlingnesa to
enter into the development of aeronautics on a sound economic basis and without the direct
cash subsidies that have been deemed indispensable in other countries. This means that
American aeronautics will be developed to meet the needs of the people unhampered and un-
affected in nature or extent by a policy of limited cash subsidy.
The most recent major factor promoting the use of aircraft in America has been the develop-
ment of reIiable air transport, largely assisted by air maiI contracts which have been tha main
support of most long-distance air transport companies. The air mafl service under private
operation of carriers continues to give the best demonstration of the practicability of the use of
aircraft for civil purposes. At the annual meeting of the entire committee, heId on October 24,
1929, a resolution was adopted reiterating the opinion erpressed in 1921 in a special report to
the Congress, snbmitted through the President and published as Senate Document PTo. 358,
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Skty-sixth Congress, third session. The committee is still of the opinion, as then expressed,
that, “The air mail service is in @ect an esperimenta] laboratory for the development of the
civil uses of aircraft,” and viewing it from this angle alono, believes it is worth whatiit-costs
over and above the difference between the revenue derived from the excess post~ge and the COSt
of carrying, if any.
The Dmiel Guggenhoinl Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics, which is terminating its
activities at the end of the year 1929, has been.a helpful factor in many ways. Its major work in
establishing schools of aeronautical engineering in various universities will continue indefinitely
to cxerciao a ~ood influence on aeronautics..
The great economic question confronting aeronautics at tl~istime is; Aro the people willing
in increasing numbers to pay tho prewmt costs of air travel? We think not. Costs must bo
reduced to a competitive basis whcro Rfter making allowance for time saved and for tho inherent
attractiveness of ait travel the costs will be fairly comparable with other mcvmso[ trmsport.ation.
We believe this can be done, but not by governmental regulation of rates and services. The
problem of reducing costs, however, is too involved to be accomplished in this manner. It is
easy to see that reduction in unit costs cnn be ac.cornplishedby increase in volume, but volume
can not be satisfactorily increased with costs as they We. The answer is to improve the airphme;
make it lighter nnd stronger; make it faster nnd more controllable; make it carry more pay load
and consume less fuel and oil; construct it more simply and cheaply and make it easier to main-
tain and overhaul; make it more reliable by improving methods and facilities of air navigation;
improve the landing and ta~e-off characteristics of the airplane so as to enable it to land and take
off in small areas—in short, improve its aerodynamic efficiency and make it more controllable,
mpecially at low speeds. All of these problems are incIuded in the current reecarch programs of
the committee, and the efforts of all existing agencieslgovernmenttd and priva@, are coordinntcd
in an organized plan to solve them.
OUTLOOKFOR THE FUTURE
Among the factors that mako the future of aeronautics particuhtrly bright may be n~en-
tioned tha following:
Improved radio communication ,and. dtiection-finding facilities have become a i?racticnl
reality and will b~ developed and extended on national airways.
To supplement the national airways certain St@es, notably New York and Virginia, aro
taking an interest in the development of State airports and airways, and in the opinion of the
committee, it is but proper that the States generally should do this.
Airports am being established in the progressive cities and .tmvnsof America.
Larger airplanes are being built with more cofiaideration for the safety, stability, and
comfort of passengers.
B.uainessexecutives and othera who vahe time are using tho ai@ane with increasing
confidence.
.,
The youth of the land is interested in aeronautics t!nd is eager to fly. The attendance fit
flying srhools manifests this and the standard of instruction in such schools is improving to
meet increasing Fe”deralrequirements for approved certificates.
Metal construction is coming gradually inta general USC. This will make airplanes stronger
and safer, and by lengthening their lives and decreasing structural maintenance will operate to
decrease flying costs.
The fuel-injection aircrnft engine using Diesel oil instead of gasoline gives promiso of de-
creasing the fire hazard, of decreasing costs of operation, and of increasing tho fuel economy Rnd
range of operation.
-.
Aerodynamic improvements are being constantly made that decrease tho drag and improve
the controllability, the general efficiency, and the safety of airplanes.
The governmental agencies. concerned with aeronautic are organized on a sound and
logical basis and function in cooperation. The .Army and Navj air organizations me constantly
improving the airplane to meet the needs of nationaiclefenso aud them improvements invariably
find an application in commercial aircraft. .The ed.ucntionof a!ronnutict-ilengineers has rcceivcd ._ .
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an impetus from the grants to several univemitiee by the”Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the Pro-
motion of Aeronautics. Details of the technical progress made in other nations are promptly
made available in America through the committee’s Office of Aeronautical InteJIigence. The
results of scientfic research on the fundamental problems of fLight are made avaiIabIe by the
committee and utilized by the industW. The committee’s facilities for such research are being
materially extended under appropriations from Congress for the construction of a wind tunnel
suitable for testing full-sized airplanes, and for the construction of a seaplane channeI necessary
for the investigation and improvement of the landing and take-off characteristics of seaplanes.
The air mail service wilI no doubt be extended to serve the needs of the country as rapidly as
conditions Warrmlt.
The great fundamental problem of how most effectively to increase the use of aircraft by the
people can be met in part by increased actitity on the part of those private organizations which
concern themselves with the civic, national, and scientic development of the country, in pro-
moting the establishment of airports and in educating the peopIe generally as to the serrice that
aircraft can render on a sound economic basis. But withal there remains the necessity of
improving the safety and efficiency of the airphme, and in the kid amdysis the answer is to be
found in the continuous prosecution of organized scientific research.
CONCLUSION
The United States leads other nations in the use of aircraft for commercial purposes; in
the private ownership and operation of aircraft; in the extent and lighting of airways; in the
provision of weather-report service; in the number of airports and intermediate Ianding fields;
in the development of radio communication and directional finding facilities; in the transpor-
tation of maiI by air; in crop dusting and forest patrol by air; in aerial photographic surveying
and mapping; in tie development of cowling for air-cooled engines, and of engine startms; in the
development of catapult launching and deck arresting devices; and in the development of para-
chutes. In addition the United States has taken the lead in the analysis and study of causes of
aircraft accidents. America is abreast of other nations in the development of military types of
airplanes, in its airship development program, in the development end use of metal construction
for aircraft, and in the development of air-coded and fuel-injection engines. America is dtitely
behind other nations in the development of seaplane iloats and in the development and use of
seaplanes, water-cooled engines, and Isrge air transports, and also in the development of air
passenger trrd%c. America holds the world’s seaplane altitude record but is far behind in maxim-
um speed.
The authorization by theCongress of a seaplane channel for the committee will enableAmerica
to improve her position in the matter of seaplane floats, which will permit the building of better
seapkmes. The ~mmittee has recently recommended a program for the development of liquid-
cooIed engines, which are deemed essential for the attainment of maximum speeda. It is only a
question of time, in tie committee’s judgment, when knerica will lead the viorld in air passenger
tral%c,for it is producing the requisite technical linowledge so to improve the safety and ticiency
of aircraft as to bring this about without direct cash subsidies, and because its great area will
make an important factor of the time to be saved by air travel.
‘We are, however, confronted as are other nations with the serious fundamental problems
of increasing t-hesafety and decreasing the costs of aviation. The committee feek that the answer
is to be found through scientiilc research. The committee is grateful to the President and to
the Congress for the support that has been given to scientic research in aeronautics. The
committee believes that the continuous and systematic study and investigation of the basic
problems of flight is the most fundamental activity of the Government in connection with the
cfevelopment of aeronautics, and in the discharge of its responsibility under the hw recommends
the continued support of its work in the fields of pure and applied research in aeronautics.
Respectfully submitted.
NATIONALADVISORY@WII~EE FORAERONATTTICS,
iios~m S. Amm, C7kirrnan.
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